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CHAPTER I
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this thesis is to give the instructor,
in workable form, those instruments used by him in the
practice of his profession. Fis first concern is what
instrument am I to use? We reply by giving him a course of
study. His next question is how am I to use it? lie immediate
present him with a teacher's manual giving him directions how
to use the course of study. He being of an inquisitive type
of mind inquires how am I to know that out of possibly a
hundred possible instruments you have passed me the correct
one? ? re say, "Before you were presented the instrument a
histor3r of the case was reviewed with a. final statement of
the present-day condition of the subject used as the basis for
our judgment." Ee asks as a final question, how, if I use
the given instrument in the manner perscribed by the manual,
can I tell that the results will be due to my efforts or to
natural causes and whether they will be consistent with the
defined objective? That question was anticipated by including
in the last division of the thesis techniques to be used for
measuring both aptitude for, and achievement in, the subject
of engineering drawing.
The engineering drawing course refered to is to be
taught along with mathematics and physics as the first year
subjects on a four year semi-professional evening engineering
school curriculum. The work we are undertaking is justifiable
1t
t
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when we consider that mathematics and physics are taught to
provide background for more advanced orofessional work, while
engineering drawing, although a preparation of further study,
can stand on its own feet as a unit in itself, and offers the
student his first contact to what he considers the realities
of engineering. It is this function of offering the proper
orientation to the engineering curricuiim t hat makes it necessary
that the teaching of drawing be of the best*
It is to be hoped that in completing the task we have set
for ourselves there will be evolved many values of an indirect
nature. These values will consist of gaining a greater
acquaintanceship with the literature and r.ractices of engine-
ering drawing as well as obtaining a familiarity with the cur-
rent educational practices as they affect the coat ent, organ izat ion
,
methods of teaching, and measurement of the subject.
It is with this purpose of fu] filling a definite need,
learning new educational principles and practices, and applying
ot he 38 already acquired to the subject of engineering drawing,
that we will start on the main body of our work and concern
ourselves with the objectives of the course of study.

CHAPTEF II
Objectives ©f Engineering Drawing
In attempting to define the objective of any course of
study, our first thought would be to recall to mind the,
"Seven Cardinal Prinicples of Education," and then to ex-
amine the subject under discussion to attempt to tie that
subject up with some one or several of the cardinal principles
In order that we shall not be carried astray, it is well to
remember that the Cardinal Principles are objectives that are
very general in their nature and contain the desirable out-
comes that are to be engendered by the complete educational
process, and not alone by any one particular subject. In
first
considering this one subject, I think it would/be well to
! review a little of the development of the science in
order that we may see it, not as a static unit apart from
other subjects, but, as a dynamic subject interrelated with
other subjects and having aims and objectives that have been
fashioned out of long experiences and at the same time
adaptable to present-day practices. This investigation would
logically lead us to a statement of the ultimate aims of
drawing, but in attempting to formulate in understandable
terms the objectives of the course I think it will be much
clearer if we divide the topic into two parts; first, the
general and ultimate aims; and, secondly, the specific aims.
With this in mind, we will proceed first for a clear state-
ment of the ultimate or general aim of our course in drawing.
(<
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Although the Greeks used horizontal projections, which
they called iehnography and vertical projections, called
orthography as well as knowing something of perspective,
drawing, as a science, is very generally conceded to begin
with the Gaspard Monge , a French Army Officer, who, in 1795
»
published his book on the new subject of "Descriptive
Geometry, n which he, at the same time, introduced into the
curriculum of the Ecole Polytechnique. This subject treats
with the abstract theory of Engineering drawing, and even
today has a place in the curriculum of both the secondary and
advanced schools of Europe* Monge in his text stated that
descriptive geometry has two objectives; the first, to give
the methods of representing on a sheet of paper which has
only two dimensions, the shape of a body which has three*
The second, to recognize from an exact description the form
of a body and all the truths about it. In addition to these
two objectives of the science he went further and justified
the study on the basis of its training in exactness, a
characteristic he thought to be lacking in the French people.
It has been this last reason, which is largely one of mental
discipline, that has been the justification of the study in
the non-engineering schools of Europe up to the present day.
The applications of the study were practically without
exception, limited to military engineering so that it is
only natural that the subject should be introduced into this
country through West Point. The first text on the subject
I c I
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written in English by Crozet, was published in l£21, and he
stressed as its objective its use in solving, graphically,
problems in machine design, bridge design and other engineer-
ing problems whose analytical solutions were very laborious.
He also stressed its value in strengthening the imagination*
Charles Davies, who succeeded Crozet at West Point
published a book in 1836 in which he gave the objectives of
the subject in the following sentence: "The useful and
important results to which it leads, mutual dependence of
its parts, and the concise and sat isfactory reasoning in the
development of its principles, recommend this study, as well
to the practical man, who learns only what he can successfully
apply, as + o the lover of science, who explores all its
departments in search of new facts and interesting truth8« w
It is easily seen that he justified the subject as much for
its method of reasoning as for its usefulness ». As we get
nearer to our own day, we see that the original subject has
been divided into Engineering Drawing justified principally
for its usefulness and the other, still retaining the name
of Descriptive Geometry, justified mainly on the principle of
the mental discipline that it renders
•
Having in mind the -ob j ect ives of the pioneers in the
subject of Descriptive Geometry and that later the original
subject was subdivided, the practical side being termed
Engineering Drawing, or Mechanical Drawing, as it is some-
times called, it ?/ill now be of interest to see how far

astray some of the present-day thinking and practice of
Engineering Drawing, are from those of the original
thinkers in the field of Descriptive Geometry.
There seems to be a great difference of views concern-
ing the aims and objectives of Engineering Drawing, but in
general they may be classified under the industrialists
point of view and the educationalist's view point. The
industrialists have controlled this subject more than the
rest on the curriculum because it has irore immediate,
practical usefulness, and has been taught by graduates of
technical schools and colleges who, although well grounded in
subject matter have not had adequate teacher training. The
principal error that the industrialists have made is to base
their aim on the local industries and to state that the sole
objective of the course is to make draftsmen. The first
statement is unsound because the course should be general
enough in character to provide a knowledge of the funda-
mentals of projection that would enable a boy to enter any
type of industry with a good prospect of making progress.
That all the students should be trained to be draftsmen is
sb nonsensicalyto suppose that all students studying math-
ematics are preparing to become professional mathematicians.
In a quest ionaire sent out by Professors Thomas E. French,
and Carl L. Svensen to the high schools of Ohio in 1919* they
received the following answers to the question:
I*
(
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7"What do you consider as the object of Mechanical Drawing
in your school?"
1* "To learn to read a drawing, and to become
a draft sm en
•
2* To make drawings of simple parts*
3* To read blue prints*
4. To make draftsmen*
5« To get as much college credit as
possible*
6* To train for accuracy*
7* To learn the graphic language.
8* I consider it an important part of
secondary education* It strengthens
the imagination, from habits of
accuracy and careful observations*
9* This forms a part of their general
education* We do not aim in our
school to turn out tradesmen as yet*"
The first four of these answers have the point of view
of the industrialists and it is entirely possible that they
^/ere expressed by those teachers connected with vocational
departments of the high schools* The remaining have a more
or less worthwhile educational point of view while only
number eight gives evidence of there being much thought given
to the question*
The following quotations are included to give the variety
of points of view that are accepted as the objectives for
actual courses of study in use*
Quoting from the Special Syllabus in Art for the Boston
High Schools* "The aim of the course is to teach thoroughly
the elements of the subject with special attention to the

8progressive application of fundamental principles*
The following list of objectives is taken from a
course of study used in the Lynn public schools*
1* To present mechanical drawing as the
language of the industries*
2* To develop good habits in planning
and executing*
3* To teach how to make usable sketches
and working drawings*
4» To teach how sketches, working
drawings, plans, blue prints, etc.,
are made and used in the arts and
industries •
5* To teach how to read sketches and
working drawings*
6* To develop the power of visualization*
7* To present drafting as a pre-
vocational or try-out course*
8* To present problems requiring the
application of some of the principles
learned in arithmetic*
9* To teach the proper use of the
instruments, the materials used in
mechanical drawing and the funda-
mentals of mechanical representation*
Professor Carl L* Svensen makes the following statement:
"The elementary Mechanical Drawing is intended to give a
student sufficient practice in the use of instruments, let-
tering, sketching, and in making drawings, using the
principles of orthographic projection so that he will make
neat, readable working drawings or tracings of models, or of
machine parts*
I t
9The various points of view presented in an attempt to
formulate the ultimate objective of our course show the wide
variety of objectives that are adhered to in teaching
practice. Some of these differences are justifiable, but at
the same time many give positive evidence of loose thinking
as they confuse the objectives with the outcomes and in
many cases with the course content*
Before tieing ourselves down to a final statement of the
ultimate aim it is well to consider that this ultimate aim
should be general enough in character to allow for individual
differences among the students* Although allowing for them,
it would probably not be definite enough to state specifically
those particular differences* This will necessitate a
statement of specific aims in order that the instructor will
have something concrete in meeting individual needs in drawing.
These differences may be stated as being due to the following
factors:
Variations in native capacity of the students*
Variations in purposes of the students*
Variations in economic opportunities of students*
That difference due to the intelligence or native capacity
of the students, is, of course, present in all other subjects
and must be recognized by all progressive teachers* There is
another angle to which a fuller discussion will be given later,
and that is the question as to whether our course, which re-
quires a high degree of visualization, does not call into play
> «
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a special ability for which a special type of test must be
devised as an aid for proper guidance. This difference
should not affect the course of study as much as the method
of teaching.
Variations in purposes of students affect to a large
degree their interest in the subject, which, if favorable,
due
the teaching becomes motivated largely/to the pupils 1
interests. This again becomes a factor in the method of
teaching, rather than affecting the course content to a very
marked degree* In considering a course of study for a high
school this factor materially does affect the objective and
course of study, but in our problem, where we are concerned
with a semi-professional type of engineering school, this
factor takes care of itself*
The economic aim that prompts any individual to attend
a professional school is one from which the student feels
that for the time and money he invests at school re will
receive a large return on his investment in the future.
This aim strips the course of study down to the essentials
in order that the maximum benefit may be obtained from the
course in the given time. It also emphasizes skill and
speed in drawing as important outcomes of the course.
Having in mind that the above specific aims are to be
allowed for, we are now read;; either to formulate or accept
a statement that has already been drawn up, concerning the
ultimate aim of our course. In as much as our course is to
be a foundation course for more advanced engineering work,
ri
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and in so far as the time element in the course strips it of
most of the theory originally studied under the name of
Descriptive Geometry, I think we will do well to accept the
Report of Committee Number One on the aims and purposes of
Engineering Drawing who make the following statement!
The aims and objectives of an engineering course are
both cultural and utilitarian in nature. The student should
receive such training in the theory and practice of engineer-
ing drawing, as will enable him to grasp the fundamental
principles of the graphic language with which he may solve
the problems of modern engineering* The committee then
proposes measures for the accomplishment of those aims which
concern the course of study and method of teaching, factors
that will engage our attention at a late point in our
discussion*
X Committee appointed by the division of Engineering
Drawing of the Society for the Promotion of
Engineering Education and submitted its report
in June 1930* at the summer meeting of that
division at Pittsbury, Pennsylvania*
c
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CHAPTFP III
Need of a Course of Study and a Teacher's Manual
The weaknesses to he observed in teaching may he
classified under those that are professional in character,
and those that are of a personal nature* Those weak-
nesses that are professional in character may in a large
measure be remedied by a proper defining of the aims and
objectives, setting up a course of study in terms of those
obj ectives, giving methods by which the course contents may
be effectively taught, and setting up procedures by which
the outcomes may be measured consistent with the objectives
of the course*
A The Fulfillment of Objectives
It would seem logical then that after having rather
definately set up the objectives of our course of study, the
next step would be to concern ourselves with a selection of
activities and subject matter by which our objectives may be
realized* If we would but recall for a moment the many
points of view that were included in the list of objectives,
of drawing courses, that we considered, it is easily seen t^at
each point of view would require a different course of study
for its proper fulfillment* That the course of study is a
great help in the fulfillment of objectives, I think we will
all agree but that the course of study in itself is enough
to ensure that the outcomes are consistent with the objectives
is not always true and upon this point there is not an
« •' i. '• c'. ' i St If '. tit; t • j
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agreement of opinion. This is caused by the fact that many
teachers and school administrative officers do not
recognize the difference between abilities to be acquired
and the learning exercies to be done as a means of acquir-
ing these abilities* ™he following illustration will bring
out the fact that to prescribe a set list of exercies to be
done b3r students in a definite period of time is no assurance
that upon the completion of those exercises they will
all have had the opportunity to acquire the same information,
attitudes or skill.
In the following case :,ve will consider the teaching of
a geometrical construction that is included in a typical
course of study. Assume that three students have completed
the problem under three different instructors. The first
teacher may be of the drill type with the result that the
student learns the particular solution to the extent of
being able to repeat the construction habitually, while the
second student under a different teacher has learned the
mathematics of the construction without associating it with
the graphical solution. The third student, under a third
teacher, may have been directed toward the proper analysis
of any geometric , construct ion problem, with this particular
problem as an illustration. This reflective attitude would
then carry over to other construction problems.
The case of three different instructors using the same
problem to develop three different types of abilities will
•(
(
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serve as a basis for the conclusion that the course of study
is very important in setting up the proper situation for
carrying out of the objectives, "but without the teacher's
manual *e are not ensured that the outcomes of the set
situations will be the desired ones*
B Proper Perspect ive
A course of study is of great aid in giving the instructor,
at the outset, a proper perspective on the complete work to
be covered* He then looks at the work as one continuous
teaching performance , each part depending on each other part*
This most favorable attitude is further strengthened by
having a teacher's manual which with its lessons planned out
fuses the properly arranged course outline with the techniques
employed for teaching* It also combines the classroom
organization and measurement into one harmonious teaching
program consistent with the objectives of the course*
To the instructor who teaches drawing in the day time
with a different objective in view and with a different time
distribution the course of study automatically eliminates the
less important subject matter and so organizes the work that
the instructor can see the subject adapted to the condition
at hand, and put the greater part of his effort on teaching
rather than organizing. Tor the part-time evening school
instructor who is engaged in engineering practices as hi3
regular work the course of study and teacher's manual gives
him a proper perspective of the subject* This is very
<«
•
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important as many of this class of instructors are very apt
to be unfavorably influenced by their own particular
experiences as to the relative importance of certain parts of
the work*
£. Aid- for Improving Teaching Techn ique
In considering the merits of a course of study and a
teacher^ manual as an ail for the improvement of teaching
techniques it would be well at this stage to state in a
general way at least just what some of these techniques are.
In doing this we will define our terms and establish con-
cepts that will give us a common basis for a discussion*
It will also supply the necessary back ground for the
choosing of a specific method of teaching; that is, to apply
directly to our course, and to be taken up more definitely
in another chapter of this thesis*
The word teaching technique may be applied to two
types; the first being very general in character and known
as the major technique. Under this division comes the
recitation, the problem, the laboratory, the lecture, and
the project. For the accomplishment of any one or com-
bination of these major techniques several or more so-called
minor techniques, such as questioning drill, reviews,
appreciation, assignments and measurement need be employed.
In order that we associate definite meanings when we speak
of these terms, which are so oftc;i loosely used, the
following explanations are in order. We wfll consider then
in the order previously stated, first the major and then the
4< t
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minor techniques* A.s our interest is confined to Engineering
Drawing, our explanation will consider t>ese terms as they
would be used in our work.
By recitation is meant a teaching exercise having a
definitely scheduled time and place, and in drawing has as
its chief purpose providing the students with a correct and
thorough understanding of the principles of projection rather
than training in drawing technique such as the proper use of
the instruments and the betterment of line work. This pur-
pose is accomplished by means of explanations, questioning,
demonstrations, problem solving and quizzing. The fact that
this exercise must have a definitely scheduled time and
place is of importance so as to exclude that impromptu type
of explanation that is very poorl^ organized and sometimes
given in a laborat ory class under the name of a recitation.
The recitation up to now has been little used in our subject,
but its value is now being appreciated. As a consequence, it
has a place in conjunction with other forms of exercises in
the teaching of Engineering Drawing. ^his class should be
well organized and to overcome its chief weakness, it
should be remembered that mental activity is essential to
the learning process so that the instructor should exercise
great care in seeing to it that all the mental activity is
not confined to himself and one or more of the bright students
as activity of the few does not necessarily promote and
guarantee class activity*
i
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The problem method attempts in some measure to intro-
duce into the school the same situations which ordinarily
arouse thinking or general mental activity in normal daily
life* This type of learning exercise is concerned with
more than subject matter and a skill of the drill level as
it cannot be solved by instinctive or reflex actions or by
remembered solutions* It has as its basis a situation of
such a nature that reflective thought is necessary for its
solution* This form of mental activity is of the highest
order and requires the collection of data, together with
its elimination and organization, as well as generally of-
fering a choice of more than one possible solution and
always requiring a method of reasoning for the obtainance of
a solution
The above point of view is more or less what w? may
call the traditional one and is the one generally tssociated
with the word problem. We cannot cling to this concept in
our discussion because while a good many of the so-called
problems given in an engineering drawing course are problems
in the above sense a great many more are not so and would be
more accurately classified under examples illustrating or
furnishing drill, for a definite set method of solution*
% As defined by Professor rU P. Hoelscher in the Teaching of
Mechanical Drawing p • 41*
c
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Our point of view, while not consistent with theory, is in
harmony ^ith that practice used in the texts hooks and in
the standard nomenclature used in the literature of the
sub J ect •.
In treating with the teaching of the problem the factors
of analysis, method, and solution are of interest from the
psychological point of view, while the source and the use of
the problem are of interest in organizing +,, e course of
study. From a study recently made by Professor C. L. Svensen
of Texas Technological college, he found the following were
the common sources for problems used in the teaching of
engineering drawing:
Text books
Problems originated or developed by the instructor
Reference books and problem books
Blue prints from industry
Illustrative problems from textbooks
Illustrations from engineering catalogues
Adaptations from machine parts and actual
machine parts
Projects of various kinds
Of all the sources given the textbook is the most popular
for the elementary course as they have been prepared for that
definite purpose, are correlated with the text, and are
generally laid out, thereb}'- saving the instructors time.
While the source of the problem has a direct bearing on
tie make up and layout of the content of the course of study,
what is of greater importance is the use to which it is put.
With respect to the use we need not think that if the problem
method of teaching is selected that all our decisions are
made because the problem may be used in conjunct-ion with any
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of the other major techniques of teaching. The teaching
of the problem requires that we look beyond the subject
matter and teach in addition to this the problematic attitude
which to the successful engineering is indispensible.
Under the pure laboratory method the students work out
problems one after the other and are given what help they
need by means of mimeographed directions, text books and
individual instruction. The time is used for supervised study
instruction and solution. It is interesting to note that
physics, chemistry and biology started by being taught on a
purely lecture and recitation basis, but under the impulse of
the late Charles Elliot adopted the laboratory plan as one
part of their teaching method. The subject of drawing which
was formally taught wholly as a technique or skill subject
was originally taught entirely on a laboratory basis. That
this subject is now emphasizing the acquisition of knowledge,
attitude and appreciation as well as skill is the real
cause behind the adoption of the lecture and recitation
methods as a part of its teaching program. That the old
tendency still persists and that the new is being introduced
in a variety of for ^3 is well illustrated by a survey
recently made by Professor C. V. Mann of the Missouri School
of Mines* This study was concerned with the work of teaching
drawing and descriptive geometry in one hundred leading
engineering schools. Seventy four schools replied to the
question regarding engineering drawing and the following
I•
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facts were obtained:
of schools teach drawing "by the laboratory-
method only
give weekly lectures in addition to the
laboratory work, the total lecture tirr.^
varying from one-half to one-third hours
per week
accompan}' the lectures with home study
l6fi. list definite recitations with laboratory
work
have recitations, home study and laboratory
work
have lectures, recitations, home study and
laboratory work.
The preceding facts indicate that at the present time
one-half of the colleges are using the laboratory plan of
instruction only, while the other half use the laboratory
method in conjunction with other methods to complete the
teaching work. Whether the laboratory method is used by
itself alone or with other methods it is not a definitely
fixed procedure applied alike in all schools by all
instructors, but in practice consists of the pure laboratory
system as previously described, the pure test system, and
the modified laboratory system*
In the pure test system each class is conducted as a
test with the students working on problems assigned at the
beginning of the class* These problems are to be handed in
at the end of the class whether completed or not* Practically
no personal assistance is ^iven the students but in the
majority of cases they are allowed to use texts and notes*
This really amounts to supervised study the principle being
i
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that all learning is self-learning together with John Dewey's
philosophy of learning "by doing* This system is generally
used in conjunction with either the lecture or recitation
methods so that the theory explained in one is applied by the
student in the other*
In the modified system the class is much more informal
than that of the test plan* The instructor circulates
around the class answering -tudents 1 questions by leading
questions, references to the text, or by sketches and ex-
planations of the theory or principle involved. The
objective is to assist students in acquiring the ability to
analyze the problem, choose a method of solution, and solve
the problem by the application of accepted methods with a
speed and skill consistent with accuracy and neatness* In
the larger colleges the tendency has been to have the classes
larger than the accepted size of from twenty to twenty-five
men and to have two instructors one circulating in a definite
order and the other assisting those who from time to time need
special help*
In concluding our comments on the laboratory system of
instruction it should be stated that it is flexible enough to
meet the particular situation that may present itself, that
it may be the sole method of instruction or used as a part
of a general teaching program, that it offers a great op-
portunity to cater to individual differences and that lastly
it is not as commonly thought a class in mechanical drawing
for developing drawing skill alone but it is rather in the
and
nature of a supervised stud_v/at the same time offers
(
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individual recitation.
Stormzand in his "Progressive Methods of Teaching" has
defined the lecture as a topical recitation hy the teacher,
with the purpose of classifj^ing
,
interpreting or supplementing
the pupil's learning from other sources* Ira 0. Baker of the
University of Illinois uses the term lecture system to
designate that method of instruction in which knowledge is
presented "by the instructor without immediate questioning or
discussion Toy the student. Both of these definitions are
concerned with the formal lecture where subject matter is
all important and those things are told by the instructor
which the students cannot find the answers to without too
much loss of time.
The lecture as refered to views the material imparted
as the end of the teaching performance and not as a means to
a greater end. When looked at, as a means to an end having
as its aim the development of attitudes, skills and the
acquisition of knowledge we will use it as a part of our
teaching program to supply those outcomes, and only those,
that can advantageously be imparted by it. In order that
it may be effective as a part of our program and blend
harmoniously with the other parts it has been found that the
formal lecture is inadequate. The new material of our course
*E Klapper Paul-- "College Teaching"— Chaper XJCV--World
Book Company, New York, 1920.
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is to be acquired in a manner that makes the knowledge, the
application and the skill all one outcome, each incomplete
without the others* This being the case the demonstration
lecture is used as an efficient way of teaching the knowledge
of the course, demonstratingits use in a definite problematic
situation by the application of the principles taught and the
use of drawing techniques*
The status of the demonstration lecture is well stated
by Downing in the following quotation: "The lecture
demonstration method of instruction yields better results
than the laboratory method in imparting essential knowledge
and is more economical of time and expense* This is true for
both bright and dull pupils and for all types of experiments*
The lecture-demonstration method appears to be the better
method for imparting skill in laboratory techniques in its
initial stages and for developing ability to solve new problems.
This statement is very convincing, but it should not be
assumed that this form of lecture is the same as a formal
lecture plus a demonstration* To be correct this learning
exercise should be informal having the instructor work out
the demonstration problem with the students inviting suggestions
from them by means of stimulating questions*
* Downing, Elliot, R* , MA Comparison of the Lecture
Demonstration and Laboratory Methods of Instruction in
Science •"- School Review—pp 688-971—November 1925*
*
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The assignment and the following class or laboratory
problem have a direct relation to the lectures and demonstration.
The lecture-demonstration to have its maximum effect should
start with a review of the preceding ??ork as a basis for the
teaching of the new principle* In speaking of preceding work
we include the assignment just completed which serves as a body
of information acquired as knowledge now to be mastered
through use and applied to a definite problem. The previous
work including the assignment are thereby helped by attach-
ing new significance to them by way of further applications.
Having satisfied this condition we have considered only one
function of our lecture-demonstration the other being to
teach the proper applications of the new principles and
skills that are needed for the solution of the class plate
to follow. For this to be possible the class problem must
first be analyzed with respect to the abilities necessary for
its completion. Having determined all the information,
processes and skills necessary t o do the class plate the
instructor should design a new problem for demonstration
purposes that will illustrate the uses of the same abilities
to be used in the class problem. These problems should be
different enough so that the student will have to under-
stand the principles and practices involved in order to do
the class problem.
Getting back to our justification of our course of study
and teacher's manual as an aid for improving teaching
techniques we can readily see that for the proper development
t
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and application of the lecture demonstration it has many-
advantages • The most important are the setting of a
definite content, the analysis of the problems contained in
the content, the selection of the demonstration problem on
the "basis of the analysis, and the make up of the assign-
ments to fit in with the demonstration. All these factors
that enter into the teaching situation as related to the
lecture-demonstration method are properly taken care of in
the teaching of Engineering Drawing by the aid of the course
of study and teacher's manual*
The last major technique that was included in our list
is the project which «Tas originally defined by Stimson of
Massachusetts Agricultural College in 1908 as a sizable
operation carried out as an adult would carry it out in real
life. This teaching procedure is not a class room activity
and was originally confined to the teaching of the industrial
arts and agriculture. The following is the writer's
definition, and will be used for the basis of our discussion.
"A project is a sizable real life undertaking planned and
executated under supervision and organized about activities
outside of the class room. The project should have economic
value as well as growing out of the direct and immediate
needs and interests of the students**
From the above definition it is easily seen that the
instruction given under this method would be highly individual-
ized and that the selection of the particular project would
call into play the students interests above those of the
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instructor. It would be difficult therefore to sanction a
project unless it required the application of those rrental
and skill abilities that the objectives of our course call
for. This method of instruction has been given considerable
worthwhile study and it is at present used in some forms of
secondary education being justified on the basis of the high
degree of pupil purpose and self-mot ivat ion present as well
as applying the knowledge and skills as they are acquired or
rather acquired because of their use.
Although the term project has not many years behind it
in the field of secondary education there has been in use in
the last thirty years a method of teaching, having no definite
name, but identical in method and purpose with the project,
and used in teaching the design courses ia the advanced applied
courses in our engineering schools. The teaching of law by the
case method of instruction is another example of a method
common in spirit but not in name vrith the project.
A further consideration of this method of instruction
would be of little avail for our purposes as the project in
my opinion ha^little place in a course of fundamental
principles, such as our course is to be. This statement is
true for the following reasons
i
That it should be confined to classes who have had some
experience in the subject and used more for application than
acquiring new principles.
That in the limited time available it would be practically
impossible to find suitable projects that would involve all the
i7
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principles that should be included*
That the highly individualized method of instruction
adapted for the project ^ould be inefficient in a class
meeting only two hours a week and having approximately
twenty-five men in a class*
That it would be as logical to start the study of
engineering drawing with a project as it would to write a
thesis for a graduate degree in education before entering;
upon a program rather than using the thesis as a project
to sho^ how the subject natter and attitudes acquired by
graduate study may be definitely applied to some educational
problem*
We have considered the major techniques as more or less separate
entities because of the conventional divisions of terms that
all adhere to for ease of classification and explanation!
And not because each one is distinct and without relation
to the other. The attitude we want to leave is that in
specifying the major techniques for our teacher's manual we
should not have a mental set for any one technique to the
extent of rejecting any useful practice. It would be better
if we used any number of proven Practices that will yield the
desired results even though the consolidation of all the prac-
tices is such as to surmerge the name of any one of them to
the extent of not having one term characteristic of the whole
and included in any one standard teaching major technique.
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The minor techniques are an outgrowth of the major ones
serving to adapt them, or it, to the particular class
organization at hand; such as, the size, the frequency, and
the length, together with the previous training of students,
degree of pupil purpose, and the caring for individual cases
within the class, f'hege minor techniques are all worthy of some
explanation. The technique of measurement is of such impor-
tance as to -«-arrent a complete chapter in a later part of
this thesis so that we will leave its treatment until that
time. A.s in our previous discussion the order of explanation
will be identical to that as listed in the original statement
which '"as , for sake of recall, the question, drill, review,
appreciation, assignments, and last, which we are not con-
cerned with for the present, measurement*
The question and answer method of teaching is probably
the oldest method and for the growing child the most efficient.
That this form of imparting knowledge is not confined to the
pre-adolescent alone, but has commanded the attention of one
of the greatest of minds is well illustrated by the work of
Plato in his "Republic ^he writer has found that in the
writings on the subject of questioning the assumption vas
always been made that the situation requiring the use of the
question is the typical old type of cla3s recitation where
the instructor asks all the questions leaving all the
answering for the students.
In considering the few thoughts we are to state it
should be remembered that the above situation will not be the
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case. This is due to the fact that part of our teaching work
v ill be on the laboratory basis where the students ask most
of the questions* When the student asks the question it is
very apt to be of the fact type requiring a definite reply.
In the majority of cases the student can answer his own
question if he is made to frame his question and define the
terms that he uses. The very fact that he asks the question
is due to his confusion with respect to what the particular
facts or methods mean. If the instructor insists on a clear
statement of the question each time the students will soon
do considerable thinking and fact finding in framing his
questions, thereby, aut omat ically answering many of them.
This matter of guiding a boy in securing, without his being
too conscious of it, his own answers is giving hirn training,
in methods of study that are very basic and general enough
to allow a transfer to the other subjects on the curriculum.
Many times the question of a student may be answered by
having the instructor reverse the procedure by asking the
student questions which answered correctly lead him toward
the proper solution of his own original question. Care
should be exercised by the instructor not to turn on the
student quickly with the return questions giving him the
impression of being abrupt and sarcastic, thereby dis-
couraging the student from asking future legitimate questions.
The two types of questions just referred to were the
0c
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fact question and the development . The fact question? call for
a specific response by the instructor, such as a student ask-
ing what size to make the margin lines of the paper, the proper
height for lettering, where to locate the auxiliary view, what
18 the size and location for a hole in a side view which is
already defined in the top and front views* The questions
which are fact questions from the student's point of view may
or may not be answered by a factual response by the instructor
leaving the option up to the teacher*
Using as an illustration the question calling for the
size and location of a hole already defined in the tor and
front views it is seen that the instructor may choose the
easiest way out and teach the student little or take a little
effort and lead the student toward the correct solution of
hie own difficulty* If he employed the easiest way he would
make a statement some what as follows: The size of the
round hole is in diameter and itp center line is 3 M from
the front edge of the object and it extends from the top
surface to a depth of li* • The student upon receiving the
factual type of reply would give a characteristic nod, de-
noting complete understanding on v is part, proceed to
represent the hole correctly in the side view and be at a
loss again when a similiar difficulty presented itself. If
in place of answering the fact question \>y giving a factual
reply of little instructive value, the instructor had
employed developmental questions leading- the student to
find hi 8 own way out of the difficulty, there would have
0I
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"been some real teaching. The following type of developmental
questions ^ould have led the student to the proper solution:
Q. The width of the side view is the same as the
width of what other view?
k» The same as the width of the top view.
Q. How far is the center line of the hole in the
top view from the front edge?
A. 3"
Q. How far is the center line of the hole in the
side view from the front edge?
A. 3"
Q. What is the true size and shape of the hole,
and what view shows it?
A« Circle in diameter. The top view.
Q. What will be its width in the side view and
how are invisible edges represented.
A« |-" in width and represented "by dotted lines.
Q. The height of the side view is the same as
the height of what other view.
A« The front view
Q. How, how deep is the hole from the top
surface in the side view.
A« The same as the front view which is
li m deep.
The above type of development questions require some
patience on the instructors part, tut each time should he
clearly stated, indicative of what is wanted and time should
he given for a full and complete answer. This form of
questioning is pract ically alwaj^s limited to the instructor
although occasionally the brighter students will quiz the
teacher with leading questions that lead definitely toward
1I
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the solution of hiw own problem*
The above point of view is more or less restricted to
laboratory and individual teaching. This does not complete
the topic of questioning as there is another form known as
the thought question which is of considerable importance.
Again, like the development question, it is generally re-
stricted to the instructor. This form of question is very
hard to frame and requires a complete understanding of the
material involved for a satisfactory answer. It does not
bring forth a remembered answer and often involves com-
parisons, relationships, and choice, together with their
supporting reasons*
The success of this form of question is governed to a
large degree upon the instructor's ability to frame the
question and then to evaluate and make proper use of the
answer. It would be very difficult for an outside observer
to determine from the question above whether or not it be
a fact or a thought one. This distinction is based upon the
educational back-ground of the student. What may be a
thought question today may next week upon the mastery of
present-day material become a fact question.
To illustrate, let us assume that it is the first or
second lesson of the course and the instructor asks a
student what the bow dividers are used for. This immediately
envokes a response whereby the student first calls to mind
what they look like, then compares them with the other
» v. Jk.;i
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instruments, eliminates the various instruments as to use,
probably taking, the obvious ones, such as the ruling pens
first arid next by comparison and analysis of function
arrives at the use of the bow dividers* This same question,
if asked later on in the course would be a drill ore requir-
ing a definite statement, fixing the association between
the bow divider and its use*
The last functions of the question which we have not ,a,s
yet considered are of great use in connection with lecture
and demonstration work, and consist of their use as a means
of stimu.la.ting thought and unifying knowledge and procedure.
In starting a demonstration lecture it is often useful to
ask some questions related to the work to be taken up, the
answers to which are of interest but not known. The work of
the lecture then resolves itself to the unfolding of the
material in such a manner/to leave the question fully
answered. This keeps the student interested and keeps the
instructor from wandering off and not meeting the definite
objective of the lesson. The use of the question for
unifying the material of a demonstration is of value, in
having the students see the application of the new principle
and practice in addition to the relation of the new work to
the material preceding it.
A drill unit is that subject or part of a subject con-
taining enough elements, whether ideas, facts, or skills to
be learned in a definite form or mastered as a skill. It
should be of interest to the student and capable of being
taught by that habit-forming process known as the technique
I(
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of drill* This learning device, although of importance in
the first part of a course in Descriptive Geometry, is of
little importance as a class exercise in our course in
Engineering Drawing* This is true because the natural ar-
rangement of the work is of such a progressive nature that
the acquisition of the drawing skill necessarv is gradually
acquired without the aid of any specially designed drill ex-
ercises* Those parts of the work which reduce themselves to
the drill level are the use of instruments, line work
technique, copying layouts, use of scale, and lettering*
The general application to a complete class of this
technique is of minor importance, but it is the writer's
experience that in pratically every class in drawing there
has been one or two studentswho possess f he mental ability
to acquire an understanding of the subject, but have such poor
hand and finger dexterity that to make a credible looking
drawing requires a great deal of slow painstaking anxious
effort* These men never seem to be able to reduce the draw-
ing skill down to an automatic or drill level* They should
not be discouraged from taking the work because many of them
show by means of objective tests that they have acquired a
real understanding of the subject* ^hese men will never make
good draftsmen but are capable of becoming first-class
engineers*
The best solution that the writer has found for this
problem is to first determine whether the student has an
understanding of the work and then if he has to allow him
I*
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extra time to improve the line work on his drawing plate out
side of class setting his maximum grade below that of the
other students. When it is explained to the student that
epeed and skill are elements that enter into the ability to
be measured and that lack of it should reduce his grade he
sees the fairness of the plan and is more than willing to co-
operate in an effort to improve his work. This plan has
worked out well and has the advantage of keeping up the
standard of line work and neatness of papers presented.
When we consider that real review gives added significance
t j the old subject matter our course is ideal in that it
automatically does this very thing. Let us assume a course
starting with geometric constructions for the purpose of
developing drawing skill and for imparting knowledge. This
would be followed by an orthographic projection problem in-
volving geometric constructions as well as the new ortho-
graphic principle. The next topic of auxiliary views would
give new significance to, and review both the geometric con-
structions and the orthographic. Frorr this paint the course
would precede to the intersection of s lids which would again
automatically cover all previous work. We could go through a
whole course of study and find a natural progression further
illustrating this condition.
Having in a few words set forth our position with
respect to the major work of review it would be wen to con-
sider some of the other purpose* of the review exercise as
0
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set forth by E. P. Douglas in his "Modern Methods in High
School Teaching. In addition to giving added significance
to old work it should give the students a view of the sub-
ject from a distance where by they can secure an idea of the
organization, emphasis, and relation of the subject natter,
together with a measure of the relative importance of the
various parts* The other purposes given are to reveal the
weaknesses of the class or individuals, as a basis for re-
medial teaching and to lay a basis for the approach to new
subject matter.
The first purpose is well taken care of by the course
outline that is put into the student's hands*. Due to the
shortness of the course it can contain only essentials with
the relative importance varying directly with the time dis-
tribution. For a general review of the semester or of the
year, the student has his outline of lessons together with
his completed drawings. The work of detecting individual and
class weaknesses is well provided for by means of the labora-
tory period where the instructor keeps in intermate touch with
the progress of each student offering suggestions that best
fit his case and if a weakness is found to be of a class
nature he adjusts the class routine to remedy it. Peview as
a basis of approach to new subject natter is of importance
in organizing the lecture demonstrator. This function is
taken care of »y accumulating qnd recalling old material in
the form of a summary that reviews the work to establist a
basis for the teaching of the new principle! and T ract ices
€
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that are taught as "being a logical ou' growth of the previous
work*
All subjects have some degree of appreciat i ve and
cultural value, some, such as literature and music appeal
primarily to the emotions and are taught wholly on an ap-
preciative basis. Although commonly conceived of as being
cultural in their nature these same subjects ma^ r be classi-
fied under the vocational class when studied with the pur-
pose of applying the knowledge as a means of earning a
livelihood as by teaching or writing* The distinction em-
ployed is one of attitude only* In the first case they "vould
be studied for the pleasure one derived from working on,
observing, or thinking about them, while in the second
he student is concerned with the vocational or economical
efficiency he is developing* This does not mean that under
one condition there is involved only enjoyment, admiration,
sympathy and interpretation while under the other only the
professional side is stressed. The difference is on the
basis of the objective of the training one having its
direct outcome appreciation, the other having professional
efficiency as the direct outcome with many other indirect
outcomes, appreciation being one of them* In keeping " rith
this reasoning we may say that for the professional lawyer
music would be an appreciation subject while for the
professional musician the study of music would be vocational
and the study of law, if for recreational purposes, would be
cultural*
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With th* preceding thoughts in :'dnd we may now state that
for those ""ho do not become draftsmen or engineers our course
will have permanent effects that are chiefly cultural* This
becomes a transfer of attitude and does not affect the prac-
tice of teaching the subject matter at this Lime as being of
a professional nature. Neither does it say that none of our
work can be reduced to an appreciative basis* ka intimate
knowledge of the labor and dif ficulit ies involved developes
a sense of appreciation for the. work of others which has
real meaning. I say real because real appreciation comes
with mastery and to try to instill a deep feeling on a com-
plete entity 1 ' hen it is only partly known is rather a super-
ficial culture. To this end the instructor should at all
times try to coxivey his appreciation of the subject by show-
ing a complete mastery, admiring the results of the science
and interpreting the results in terms, interesting and
pleasant, for the students to reflect upon* Although this
procedure should be a characteristic applied to the teach-
ing of all elements in the course there are particular
items, such as, lettering, freehand sketching, and per-
spective projection which lend themselves particularly well
to appreciative attitudes. These should be given special
attention in order that the cultural as well as the
vocational side be acquired by the students*
The engendering of the appreciative attitude results
in the creation of new sources of interest in the students*
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Care should be taken to properly motivate and adjust this
interest to meet the needs and level of the class* To
illustrate this point we will assume that our next lesson is
on perspective projection. As preparation for this the
student should "be asked to observe that in looking down the
avenue the lines of the building tops, the car tracks, and
the telegraph poles all disappear at a common point. This
is true for that condition, but when viewing a large build-
ing at an angle the lines of the windows on one side con-
verge at a point while the lines on the other side come
together at a different point. These and other questions
that appeal directly to the experiences of the class serve
as a good introduction by creating a genuine interest
resulting in their want for information upon the subject
for reasons that are not entirely vocational. Following
an impressive introduction by an interesting presentation
the students will master the material L o such a degree that
in addition to making a perspective drawing they will be
able to determine upon inspecting a picture just where the
observer stood, why he stood theieand man}'' other interesting
points that are a source of enjoyment whether looking over
the illustrations in a magazine or observing the paintings
in the art gallery.
The results of the correspondence schools are objective
proof 8 of the great work that can be accomplished by means
of properly designed assignments. They have demonstrated
0r
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how an ambitious student, marvy times not knowing how to study,
can, under the guidance of i well-planned list of assign-
ments, go a long way. The >3eriousness of the student may
he taken for granted, hut the assumption that all hoys who
graduate from high school know how to study does not check
with experience. The responsibility of the instructor to
supervise the studying of the students while in class is
universalis recognised but that the assignment, which is
an intergmlpart of the teaching performance, should be
guided to the same degree is more of a philosophy than a
practice. These general study helps, which would not be
in writing are important because of the large amount of
equipment required and the physical effort that must be
expended that is not common to other studies. Such helps
as having a definite and well-adapted time and place for
studying including good light and air, proper height of chair
and table, free from any distracting elements and environ-
mental factors should be stressed at the beginning and
during the course. The mental factors such as starting to
work at once, knowing just what is to be done, and spending
as much time reflecting on the results and methods as
in doing them are considerations the boy should be led into
using.
The exact requirements of each assignment must be
defined fcy the instructor before the close of class. Just
what is to be read, what to be studied, what problems to be
c7
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solved, and the degree of mastery expected should be told the
students before they are put on their own. In doing this and
giving certain problem layouts more rapid progress may be
made, time saved, and a marked increase in the amount of work
that can be covered is made possible.
There are two commonly used methods of making assign-
ments, one calling for the study of advanced matter only,
while the other uses it as a means of drill for old material
without relation to any new principles. Between the two there
is a ground that we will employ. In this way drill work will
be provided by completing drawing plates at home and the
advanced preparation will consist of text assignments to form
a basis for the lecture-demonstration of the next class. By
doing this we will co-ordinate the text assignments, lecture-
demonstrations, drawing room problems, and home problems into
one harmonious teaching procedure as specified by the course
of study and teacher^ manual. This scheduling of the com-
plete course of study makes it possible to place a list of
assignments before the students in printed form. The res-
ponsibility for the year*s work will then rest squarely on
the student ' avoiding that confusion that so often occurs
where he is absent or in any other way irregular.
I) Aid for the Supervision of Inst ruct ion .
"Supervision is concerned with what should be taught,
when it should be taught, to whom, Ky whom, and to what purpose.
^Elliot E. C, City School Supervision—World Book
Company -1914--p. 12.
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^e will use this statement as a guide for our justification of
the course of study and teacher^ manual as an aid in the
supervision of instruction. Breaking up the definition and
stating the same thought differently, we find that supervision
is concerned with content, curriculum, student, teacher and
obj ect ive • Although treating with the factors enumerated, it
has as its purpose the improvement of teaching*
In the organization of an evening school it is the work
of the founders and later executives to first decide just what
type of educational service It can render to the community
that is needed and not provided for "by an3r other educational
or outside agency. It is this decision that definitely sets
the type of student body. Assuming this factor to he already
decided it is our task to adjust the other factors in the
teaching situation that will aid supervising Engineering
Drawing as a subject in the curriculum having the correct con-
tent consistant with the objective and properly taught by the
instructor to the type of student that the school is designed
to assist*
Our course being designed for an evening school implies
those differences in school organization and administration
that place more reliance upon the proper selection of teacher
and upon the course of study. Probably most important among
the many factors that effect the teaching performance is the
lack of a real live department al organization. If one were
possible the teaching efficiency would be greatly enhanced.
€I
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This would mean there would be departmental meetings with the
staff members jointly agreeing upon the teaching objectives,
course content, methods of teaching, selection of materials,
plan of course, techniques for measurement, and design of
problems* In this case each instructor would have assigned
to him the work of studying and reporting on one, two or
several of these factors t o be later discussed and accepted
by the entire department before their final adoption, ""he
outcome of these meetings would be an agreement as to just
what constitutes good teaching. This is an all-important
consideration as only those instruments for judging are worth-
while that are understood and agreed upon by all the teachers.
The judging of teaching being considered as an aid for
improvement and not as a means of rating the teachers accord-
ing to any standard rating scales.
When speaking of departmental organization in an evening
school of our type and size, we have been speaking of
what would be an ideal arrangement , but what experience has
shown us does not exist. The- functions that we have stated
should be carried out by a departmental organization must now
be assumed by some other agency if our teaching is to be of
the highest type. It is the assuming of these responsibilities
that justifies the course of study and the teacher's manual.
Going back to a picture of good teaching we find it
consists of the correct sort of subject matter and activities
being taught in the correct manner in a setting that is more
<u
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favorable for the type of work to "be done. The course of study
has assumed the complete burden with respect to the content of
camrse while the teacher's manual has taken over the work of
asj'usting the methods to the course contents and students* The
setting or general atmosphere will take care of itself if the
other factors are well worked out providing that the selection
of the teacher is of the best. In selecting the instructor
the administration has of its own free will consciously set
the standards for the personal factors they want to be present
in the teaching situation while the professional standards
are those we are endeavoring to raise* With respect to the
teaching personal our set up permits the meeting of an
emergency situation without seriously disturbing the t caching
program. If for any reason an instructor cannot meet his
class a substitution can be effectively make. By definitely
showing the substitute what is to be taught and how it is to
be done the course of study and teacher's manual assumes
another function of the ileal situation normally assumed by
a departmental organization.
i
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CHAPTER IV
The Course of Study
Our first interest was in a formulation of the objectives
of our course in Engineering Drawing* The defined objectives
gave us a basis on which to build our structure. We next
found that in order to build the structure upon the objectives
a course of study and a teacher^ manual would be of value as
a means of fulfilling the objectives* providing a proper per-
spective, as an aid for improving teaching, and a help in the
supervision of instruction* The second chapter which we may
call one of justification will serve as a background for this
later work which is concerned very definitely with the course
of study. In this chapter we will look into what content of
course means and just what it should contain for our particular
case. Upon the completion of the course content the material
will be weighed, and organized, the text book and problems
selected, the course outlined, the plates layed out and the
assignments listed. In doing this we will be in a position to
proceed with the teacher's manual to accompany the course of
study.
A Content of Course
^e know the educational background of the students and
we know the objectives of the course. This necessitates that
we manufacture some form of vehicle to transport the student
from where he is to where we want him to be. This vehicle is
what we term as^ content and is selected for the purpose of
<<
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providing a body of material to be manipulated by teaching
practices as a means of attaining the goal of the course. As
in the teaching of every other subject we shall have to eliminate
many interesting topics because of these limitations. In order
that we be objective in selection the following criteria will
be considered in making our final selection:
1. The course of objective
2. Contents of outstanding text books
3« The contents of other subjects in
the curriculum
4. The principle of relative value.
The principle of social values which measures the content
as it affect 8 such social factors as health, culture, vocational
training and social civic pride has together with student
capacity b**n purposely excluded from the list because its
function is taken care of by the course objective. The course
being of an elementary nature also excludes the availability
of material as a factor in determining the content as it does
in more advanced "^ork where the necessary material is not
always published and easily accessible.
The objective we accepter in our first chapter stated
that the engineering drawing coarse should contain both cul-
tural and utilitarian values. From our discussion on ap-
preciation we may conclude, that such consideration as
development of an appreciation of another man*s work and a
mastery of material are cultural factors that we can expect
to engender* In addition to this the subject of perspective
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projection will "be given a place in the contents on the basis
of its direct cultural value, fhat our course will be
restricted to fundamentals and have a high decree of utility
in engineering will eliminate all abstract material that is
contained in many longer courses*
Upon examination of three of the most widely used text
ooks on Engineering Drawing the writer has found that they
all contain what may be termed fundamentals, plus sojJie
special knowledge, hobby or special material fitting a
particular need that the author wrote the book to fit. These
specialties we are not interested in but the fundamentals
were pract i call}' in agreement in all texts with the exception
of Svensen's, "Drafting for Engineers," which in its present
edition does not include perspective projection although a
new edition which will be printed within the next year is to
include that topic.
There are three sides of evaluating material on the basis
of the contents of other subjects in the curriculum. T'he
first is what principles do the others teach? The second is
what material must I include to provide the proper pre-
requisite for advanced study? The third being ^hat can I
put forth that will fit in with the other subjects the students
are now studying? What the other courses treat is of interest
^•The text books referred to are: French T. E. "Engineering
Drawing," McGraw Hill Co. Hew York 4th Ed. 1929—Jordan H. H.
and Hoelscher P. P. "Engineering Drawing" John Wiley &. Sons,
New York 2nd Ed. 1928--Svensen C. L. "Drafting for Engineers"
D. Van Nostrand Co. New York 1927.
r
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in ruling out all things that are include! in other courses of
study. In our particular case this consideration would affect
only the particular geometric construction problems that we
select and our method of approaching them*
As a prerequisite for further study in machine drawing,
architectural drawing, civil engineering and machine design, a
complete study analysis of the advanced course should be made
before prescribing the minimum essentials of our contents.
Such a study would be a thesis in itself and is, therefore,
beyond the scope of this undertaking. It seems very probable
that the jutstanding text books have considered this factor in
the selection of their fundamental principles so that we may be
getting the indirect benefit of some such study. One very
striking exception to this principle of laying the proper
foundation is that practically all the elementary courses teach
either the straight or inclined single stroke Gothic lettering,
while professional civil engineering requires Modern "Roman and
the architects use the Old Roman form. There are Justifications
for this practice but it is questionable if the limitations of
the adaptability of similar form of lettering was considered
in its original selection*
^
In attempting to adjust our work with the subjects of
mathematics and physics which are being taught simultaneously
we can introduce to advantage free-hand sketching as an aid
for improving the diagram work in physics and trigonometry and
the conic sections and curves from a new point of view as a
halp in giving new significance to the work in analytical
I(
t
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geometry and elementary calculus. For this to be effective it
must "be introduced into the program at a time to co-ordinate
it properly with the other subject s«
"'e have previously stated that content affords us a means
of going some where % Now we may leave one point and arrive at
another predetermined point by an infinite number of ways pro-
viding we do not place a time limit on our travel. Just as
soon as our mole of travel becomes restricted by the factor cf
time, it means that we may either travel over a long path at a
fast rate, or go over a shorter distance with a slower velocity*
Believing that, in the long run, the latter alternative is the
most economical one it becomes necessary to cut our content down
to an amount that can be well taught in our allotted time of
thirty lessons. In as much as we cannot include all topics
we shall include only those that are of the greatest relative
value in terms of the course objective, text books, ot ver
subjects on the curriculum, and the specified time of thirty
lessons. In boiling the material down we find that the fol-
lowing topics are fundamental ^:ut cannot be taken up by us
in this introducting course; the helix and applications, nuts
and bolts, simple details and assembly drawings and tracing.
On the basis of the criteria set forth the following list
of specific content is given as representing that body of sub-
ject matter we will design our course of study to teach. The
list at this time has not been selected with any particular
text book in mind, nor is it arranged in any particular order.
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The weighing and organization of this material for purposes
of increasing the teaching efficiency will be the next task
to engage our attention.
Specific Content
1« Technique practice
2* Geometric constructions
3« Lettering
4* Orthographic projection
Auxiliary views
6. Conic Sections and curves
7. Revolution
c. Sectioning
9- Intersection of prisms with
prisms and cylinders with
cylinders
•
10 • Development of surfaces*
11 • Isometric drawing
12. Perspective projection
13 • Free hand sketching
14. Dimensioning
B Weighing and Organizat ion of Mat erial
Under f e previous heading we acquainted ourselves with tho
factors warranting consideration in the selection of our course
content. On the basis of these factors we then specified very
definitely just what our particular content is to be. In order
that we may arrange this unorganized list to allow for its
adaptation to a thirty lesson course we must first decide upon
the proper arrangement of the topics to insure the progressive
application of principles and secondly the time to be allotted
to the study of each topic.
In listing the topics in an order that allows for good
teaching we many times have to disregard what may, to the out-
sider, seem very logical for an order that is psychologically,
if not logically sound. The psychological order is based on
experience in teaching coupled with a knowledge of the laws
i
?1
of learning. One may say on this basis that
there would be as
many different arrangements as there are
teachers as no two hmv.
had identical teaching experiences. As this is
undoubtedly true
we will accept an arrangement that can
be defended from the ooint
of view of the laws of learning and actual
teaching experiences
providing, of course, that sound t eaching
practices are used
for justification. The problem of evaluating the
contents for
ourooses of deciding on th. time distribution
is not based upon
experiences as much as it is ur.on th. objective ofth.
course.
Having these thoughts in mind the
writer offers the following
course outline as one capable of
standing the test of ex-
perience in teaching, the laws of learning,
and consistancy
with the course objective.
1. Introductory Lecture
2. Technique practice
3. Geometric constructions
4. Lettering
5. Orthographic projection
6. Free hand sketching in
orthographic projection
7. SDacing of letters and
title design
8. Orthographic projection
and dimensioning .
9. Orthographic projection
10. Two hour examination
11. Orthographic projection
(obtain third projection
from two given ones)
12. "Revolution
13. Auxiliary views
14. Auxiliary view
15. Mid-year Examination
16. Conic Sections
17. Conic Curves
Boston UnlvorsTfif 3
School oi EducatioJI
v LikrtLry
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l8. Sections
19« Sections
20. Intersection
21. Intersections
22. Intersector (cylinders)
23. Two hour examination
24. Development
25. Isometric Drawing
26. Isometric Drawing
27* Oblique and cabinet
proj ect ion
28. Perspective projection
29. Final TTxaminat ion
The validity of the above outline rests in the justification
of it, so it is appropriate at this time to consider the follow-
ing items as factors causing the arrangement to be as it is.
Technique practice is started in the second lesson as a
means of satisfying the student's desire to use the instruments.
This fully orients him into the drawing work and further
motivates him by raising him to the plane of a draftsman using
his instruments and producing a finished plate. Geometric con-
struction problems follow the technique practice and offer an
opportunity for developing more skill in the use of instruments,
gives graphical significance to much of the geometrical knowl-
edge they already possess, teach the problematic attitude, and
call for exactness in the solution of the problems.
The deferring of lettering to the fourth lesson was con-
sciously done as an attempt to break down the unfavorable
mental set that the students coming from high school have re-
garding the subject. An opportunity is afforded the in-
structor, in the first three lessons, to gain the confidence
of the student by giving him a reason for everything he is
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asked to learn. Tith this rational point of view developed the
instructor is now in a position to teach, and the student to
learn, the correct lettering forms from a thoughtful analysis
of the alphabet and not by excepting some standards on faith
alone. Off hand it would appear logical to follow this up with
the spacing of letters and title design. If this were done the
class would get impatient and immediately lose interest as they
would have "been attending class over a month without making what
they term a real drawing* To i r event this tiresome repetition
of what may be termed a skill topic, the work is split up by
sandwit ching the first lessons on orthographic projection between
t hem •
The work of free-hand sketching is introduced by applying
it to the second lesson on orthographic projection for three
important reasons. The first being that it is well to follow
up the training in finger and hand dexterity, offered in the
lettering exercise, by further app^ving it to making longer
lines and developing a sense of proportion. Another ~eason
for inserting it at this time -^as to help train the students
so that they can make good free-hand diagrams in the subjects
of physics and mathematics. The last one is that it offers
a method of very economical ly teaching the principles of
orthographic projection. The boys at this point have not
developed sufficient mechanical skill and speed to even copy
work without considerable effort. "Because of- this, when they
are given a three view drawing to make mechanically most of
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their time is spent in laying out the problem with very little
attention on the new principle. By paeans of free-hand sketching
the maximum training in the principles of projection can be
obtained for the given time* The subject is not started by
free-hand methods because it is very important to stress the
fact that the relationships between the views must be exact.
This is best taught mechanically but when the point is once
made it may be economically drilled by the use of free-hand
drawing.
The time factor was the deciding element in linking dimen-
sioning up with the projection study. By doing this we are
able to secure further practice in project ion in addition to
learning some of the conventions of the graphical language*
The orthographic lesson preceding the to^ic of revolution
contains a new principle. The problem is to determine a mis-
sing view from two giver; ones. This is taught by means of a
reference plan, a method to be further applied in the revolution,
auxiliary view and intersection studies. Revolution and
auxiliary views go logically together, one illustrating the
revolving of an object with respect to a plan while the other
considers the object stationary with a plan revolved. The
study of conic sections contains another application of auxiliary
views as applied to the cone. A complete treatment of the cone
would require a course in itself but the instructor can bring
out many interesting phases suggesting others for the interest-
ed students. His brief explainat ion will be well adapted for
the next lesson on conic curves. Although having practical
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value in drawing they also correlate with the work in elementary
calculus by giving graphical methods and significance to curves
that are studied from the analytical point of view.
Following the curves comes sectioning which is very im-
portant as applying the projection work, acquainting the student
with new conventions and providing a prerequisite for the later
work in intersection of solids. Intersection and development
are one; the intersection part being concerned with shape alone
while development involves both shape and size.
T^e last unit is psychologically/ thought of, and taught to
advantage, as one group although the projection principles
involved do not logically support such a division. Isometric
drawing with oblique, cabinet and perspective projection, are
commonly termed the pictoricals. Their similarity is chiefly
cne of result und not of method. Considering for a moment the
theory of projection we call to mind that isometric drawing is
an accepted convention for isometric projection to an enlarged
scale made necessary by the fore shortening of the sides when
revolving the object into the isometric position oblique to all
the principle plans of projection. To be consist ant with theory
this should be classified under a conventionalized form of pro-
jection as is much of the section work. The oblique position
is very different having one and sometimes more surfaces paral-
lel to a principle plane of projection making it possible to
measure true distances on these surfaces. Perspective pro-
jection is really nothing more in principle than the point of
piercing of lires in a plane* The lines being rays of light
(I
(
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determined by the observer's eye and the eciges of the object and
the plane known as the picture plane specified 1 for each problem.
A decision based on a comparison of the problem analysis of
these three distinctive types of drawing and projections would
result in placing then; in three different catagories. The
psychological factor outweighs the analysis in this case as
their results are so neatly alike that grouping them together
produces teaching outcomes far superior to those obtained under
a separate grouping plan. The writer v as tried both methods and
found that experience backs up this decision.
The reasons just given were in order as a justification
for the arrangement of the material specified and defended
under the heading of course content. As a guide for setting
the time distribution the following assumptions were made ; that
all the content was worth while, that the entire content was
to be mastered, and that the arrangement of the material is
fixed. With these conditions fixed we have two methods of ap-
proach in proceding. One policy offers very little orthographic
projection as such, while the other gives it a prominent place
and builds the ether work on it. The first practice teaches
the fundamental principles as they are applied along with the
new material and results in practically an equal time unit
being devoted to each topic. Our method allows for a high
degree of mastery of the fundamental principles and then con-
cerns itself with, the new work. Our argument is that in as
much as all the projection work is fundamental it can more
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efficiently "be acquired as a unit there being enough new
applications to confuse the student without consciously planning
more for him. This makes for b etter teaching by directing the
efforts toward the acquisition of one new topic each time.
This new to- ic is not taught as an isolated part of the course
because the *<ork is of such a progressive nature that the pr«-
vicus learnings are automatically reviewed in each new assign-
ment •
The first examination is given rather late in the course
because the beginning involves a large amount of technique
practice. If this be examined directly it tends to promote a
habit of increasing speed to the sacrifice of neatness and
accuracy. The mid-year examination date is defined by the
administrative set up. To make this effective, as on other
test days, we arranged the topics so that a break carre at that
t ime •
C Sel ect ion of t ext-book and problems.
In reading over the x^efaceses of many text -books we
often find phrases similar to, "this text has been built around
a course of lectures given by the auther," and "this book was
written to fulfill a need found by the auther in teaching a
certain course." These texts are very liable to be course
books and not general enough t o be used to advantage of many
other teachers. They were originally designed to satisfy the
requirements of a particular course the auther had in mind.
To try and adjust these books to another set of conditions may
produce very unsatisfactory results. If the subject is a
([
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combos one, and the publishers of the text a large one, the
technical editors of the publishing company will, for business
reasons, see to it that the text is general enough to permit
its use by instructors Laving varying points of view. The
revising of a book is another factor that increases its flex-
ibilitjr. This is done to bring it up to date or to change its
organization for purposes of increasing its usefulness to those
already using it and to make it acceptable to those who have
not been convinced of its worth. These and many other consid-
erations are important in selecting a text-book. In order
that we do not spend needless time on features of this topic,
which are of no use to us, we will now proceed to list the
characteristics we want the book to have to meet our particular
requirements*
1. It should cover all the material included in
the course content.
2% Its treatment of the subject matter should be
suited to the level of our students.
3» It should be general enough to adapt itself
to our needs.
4. The mechanics of the book, including clear-
ness of expression! illustration and
organization should be of the best.
5« It should contain enough problems to permit
sufficient selection and variation.
6. It should have value as a future reference
book.
7. It should contain sufficient reference
material for present-day use.
All of the qualifications listed must be met by the book
of our choice. We rant a text by which the student can prepare
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for the class lecture and later use it to supplement the teacher'
point of view. Up to the last ten years a text in drawing was
regarded more as a laboratory manual and problem book. That
conception was altered by a change in the objective of the course
and methods of teaching. The objective now emphasizing knowledge
and problem-solving ability as well as skill remodeled the method
of teaching to provide an effective means of meeting the new
situation. The lecture and recitation « ere adopted and to meet
some of their weaknesses the text-book was made over. The lec-
ture method to accomplish its purpose requires that the student Ee
mind travel at the same rate as the lectures. By means of a
well co-ordinated text-book a boy can now go home and dig out
the hazy points by tracing the thinking of the auther at a
speed consistant with his own rate of learning*
Having the functions of a good text-book in mind the writer
very quickly narrowed his selection down to the same three books
used in deciding upon the course content. Out of these three
the one chosen is an Engineering Drawing by "Thomas !• French"
of Ohio State University and published by McGraw-Hill Company
Inc., of isew York. This book has been revised for the fourth
/>
time and has a total issue of three hundred thousand. Before
each revision, Professor French, has sent out to the drawing
teachers for suggestions and has incorporated the constructive
ones into each new work. This book is the outstanding one in
the field and meets every requirement that we have stated
should be imposed upon it.
A book titled, "Drafting for Engineers," by Carl L. Svensen
I
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of Texas Technological College and published by D. Van Nostrand
Company, of New York is a little cheaper and holds second place
as the best seller in the field. It was not selected as it has
very little value for advanced work, has fewer problems, and
omits the treatment of perspective projection* The problems in
this text are laid out better, but a little additional work in
laying out plates in the course of study can compensate for that
A second revised edition is soon to be published so that any
course based on the present edition would have to under go
almost immediate revision.
The cost of the books were not considered in the selection
It is felt that the difference of a dollar is a very small
percentage of the total cost of an education and all the sac-
rificing of educational value for such a small amount would
not be good economy.
^he main source of our problem wiXJ be from the text-book.
For tTrose branches of the sub ject which the text does not offer
problems meeting our approval, we will either design our own
or modify those from other texts. It should be stressed again
that when we specif}' a problem to be completed, we are defin-
ing only one element in the teaching situation. The outcomes
are conditioned by many factors of which the problem is one.
In the selection of the problem we have in mind a two-hour
class with an additional two-hour outside requirement. With
this time limit before us we then ask, what new principle or
practice do we want to teach? What work do we "ant reviewed?
T'oes it fit in with the material that is to come? How long
(
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does it take to lay it out? How long to solve it? Can the
student get far enough along in class to secure the proper
guidance for outside work? Can the abilities necessary for its
solution be well explained by a lecture demonstration, and does
the text offer enough explanation so that if properly studied
the problem could be solved? The problem as we have tried to
select it with these questions as guides, becomes a well-
designed teaching element consistant with the complete teaching
program.
D Layout of plates and make-up of assignment s .
To -layout the plates W9 need to know the problems to be
used and the size of the paper selected. The size of the paper
measures 11 x 15 inches with one-half inch border lines reducing
the actual working space to 10 x 14 inches. Paper of this size
permits the use of small drawing boards and "T M squares making
it possible to carry them to and from class. Under these con-
ditions the school is relieved of setting up a routine for
handling the equipment and the student has the use of his
instruments for doing home work*
The number of problems to be solved on each plate depends
upon the time required for solution and the space occupied. A
two-hour class period is too short for the completion of many
of the plates so that they will be completed as part of the
home v. ork. Plates of this type are so designed that the class
time ! not all spent in laying out the work. The student
should get beyond this point and be far enough along in the
solution for the instructor to givie him guidance enabling him
cc
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to complete the work at home. Because of this many of the
location dimensions are given for laying out the problems* Those
problems not in the book will be drawn up and included in the
course outline* All the plates will be numbered. If the course
outline makes the statement "start plate number three" it means
that it is to be completed at hom$ but if the wording is "solve
plate three" then that plate is a class one only and is to be
collected at the end of the class* When a class plate is
assigned it is followed up ty a home plate treating with the
same principles. With a set up like this the understanding and
speed of a student can be measured bv the class plate without
depriving the slow man of the opportunity to solve the problems
because the following home work contains the same type of
material without a time limit specified.
The assignment then, with respect to the drawing work, is
either drill or review. In addition to the outside work in
drawing there is reading and studying from the text-book
assigned. The word, "read" as employed in. the outline means a
general curves of the material for purposes of getting the
auther's point of view. The studying of a body of subject
matter involves more than reading. It calls for an understand-
ing of the contents and method of presentation used by the
author. The reading and studying done as part of the home work
is either used to supplement the instructor's point of view, or
to prepare for the next class or for both* The home ^.ork
functioning in this way offers drill and review for material
already covered in addition to preparation for the work to come.
rC
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The past, present and future feature of this exercise makes it
necessary to build it around and make/ an intergal part of the
organized content of the course*
To tie all these teaching practices together and to keep
their relations fixed we will make up a complete course outline
and put it into the hands of the student s. This outline will
be in two parts* The first part will contain the lesson
assignments specifying the topics to be studied, the number of
the plate to be solved or started, and the assignment to be
made for each lesson, "^e other division will have the plate
assignments that were referred t o in the first part. Under
each plate number will be the problems to be done and in some
cases the arrangement of the work cn the paper. If the
problem is not from the text a statement or drawing of it
will be included in the appropriate place in the outline. The
following is the complete course outline that incorporates the
contents and teaching practices we have been discussing*
The lesson assignments will be found on the following pages.
c
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Lesson Assignments
Lesson I
Introductory Lecture
Explanation of materials used
Names of Students
Interviews
Eome Work:
F.ead "Engineering Drawing," by
T. E. French, Arts 1 and 2
and Study Arts 5 to 15 (inclusive)
Lesson 2
Lecture on use of instruments
Inspection and preparation of
material
Preparation of paper with border
lines, and guide lines for
plate number and name
Start plate 1 (See Plate Assign-
ment of these notes.)
Eome T/ork:
Complete Plate 1, and submit it
to instructor upon entering
class next time.
Study Arts 42 to 59 (inclusive)
and 1 earn al 1 c on st rta ct ions •
Lesson 3
Lecture on Geometric Constructions
Solve Plate 2
Home Work:
Complete Plate 2. Read Arts 21 to
33 (inclusive)
Lesson 4
Lecture on Inclined Gothic Capital
Letters and Numerals
Start Plate 3
Home Work:
Complete Plate 3. Study Arts 80 to
88 (inclusive)
Lessen 5
Lecture on Orthographic Projection
Solve Plate 4
Home Work:
Solve Plate 5. Study Arts 229 to
238 (inclusive)
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Lesson 6
Lecture on Tree-hand Sketching
as applied to Orthographic
Proj ect ion
Solve Plate 6
Home Work:
Solve Plate 7» Study Arts 33 to
35 (inclusive)
Lesson 7
Start Plate 8
Home Work--Complete Plate 8«
Lesson 8
Solve Plate 9
Last half hour of class devoted
to a lecture on dimension-
ing.
Home Work—Study Arts 142 to
155 ( inclusive )
Timers ion Plate 9*
Lesson 9
Further ?.'ork on Orthographic
Projection and Dimensioning
Solve Plate 10
Home Work--Make a general review
of work to date
Lesson 10
Two-hour t est
Home Work—Start Plate 11— lay
out front and top views
and in the upper right -hand
corner design a suitable
title •
Lesson 11
Lecture on Orthographic Projections
(to secure a third projection
when two are given)
Complete Plate 11— Start Plate 12
Home Work—Finish Plate 12 and
study Art . 93
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Lesson 12
Lecture or* Revolution
Start Plate 13
Home Work--Complet e Plate 13*
Study Arts 89 to 92,
(inclusive
)
Lesson 13
Lecture on Auxiliary views
Start Plate 14
Home Work—Complete Plate 14»
Lesson 14
Lecture on Auxiliary Views
Solve Plate 15
Home Work- -General review for
Mid-year Examinat ion
•
Lesson 15
Mid-year Examination
Home Work- -Study Art 60
Lesson 16
Lecture on Conic Sections
Start Plate 16
Home Work--Ccmplete Plate 16
.
Study Arts. 6l, 62, 63,
65, 70 and 74,
Lesson 17
Lecture on Conic Curves
Start Plate 17
Home Work—Complete Plate 17*
Study Arts 95 to 101,
(inclusive)
Lesson lP
Lecture on Sectioning
Start Plate 18
Home Work—Complete Plate 18
Lesson 19
Start Plate 19
Home Work—Complete Plate 19«
Study Arts 135 to 136«
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Lessor; 20
Lecture on Intersection of
Prism and development
Start plate 20
Home Work—Complete Plate 20
Lesson 21
Solve Plate 21
Home Fork- -Study Arts 137 and 138
Lesson 22
Lecture on Intersecting
Solve Plate 22
Home Work—Peview for a
examinat ion
Lesson 23
Two-hour examination
Home Work- -Study Arts 125 to 130,
(inclusive)
Lesson 24
Lecture on Development
Start Plate 23
Home Work— Complete Plate 23.
Study Arts 104 to 113
,
(inclusive)
Lesson 25
Lecture on Isometric Drawing
Solve Plat e 24
Home Work- -Re study Arts 104 to
113 (inclusive)
Lesson 26
Lecture on Isometric Drawing
(Curvilinear
)
Start Plate 25
Home Work- -Complete Plate 2 CT»
Study Arts. 117 to 120,
(inclusive
)
Lesson 27
Lecture on Oblique and Cabinet
Projection
Start Plate 26
Cylinders
two-hour
ti
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Home Work—Complete Plate 26.
Study Arts. 245 to 248,
(inclusive) and read Arts.
249 to 256 (inclusive)
Lesson 28
Lecture on Perspective Projection
Start Plate 27
Home Work—Complete Plate 27.
Lesson 29
Perspective Projection
Solve Plate 28
Home Work—Review for final ex-
am inat ion
Lesson 30
Final Examination*
r
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Plate Assignments
Plate I
Divide 10" x 14" sheet into 6 equal spaces as
shown and solve the following problems in the
space indicated. Froblems 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, and
10 pages 5® to 32 French's Fngineering Drawing.
y 4 s
7
Plate 2
Divide 10" x 14" space into 6 equal spaces as
shown. From pages 76 and 77 solve problems 1,
12, 9, 11 and 12.
/ 12. /S
9 // 7
Plate 5
Lettering The Alphabet
See special problem 1 of these
not es •
Plate 4
Divide the 10" x 14" sheet into two equal
spaces as shown. Make three view full
sized instrumental drawings of the objects
in the sraces as indicated. Do not dimersion
nor letter the objects.
/S>6
•
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Plate 5
The directions for this plate are
identical as those for Plate 4,
1 1
/9S 1? /9P
Plate 6
Make three view free-hand drawings
of Figs. 1, 7,5 and 8, on page 91,
in the spaces indicated* Choose the
scale to fit the space*
J 7
s /O
Plate 7
The directions for this plate are
identical as those of Plate 6.
2
Plate 8
Suppose that you have today completed
a drawing, at full ?ize scale, from
Main Bronze Bearing for a Jacketed
KettleT In center of the plate design
a suitable title for the supposed draw-
ing* Do not make the largest letters
more than ^/l6 n high.
I I It
1
t
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Plate 9
Make a three view full sized drawing
of Fig. 207, page 105. The location
of problem on the Plate is left to the
student. Leave room for dimensions
when spacing.
Plate 10
Make a three view full sized dimensioned
drawing of Fig. 202, page 104.
Plate 11
Copy full size the front and top views
and draw the side view of Fig. 214,
Page 108.
Plate 12
Copy the front and top, and draw the
side view of Fig 219, page 109.
Plate 13
Revolution of an object.
Divide plate into four equal 5 W x ?*•
Solve one of the following examples in
each space. Fx. 1 in upper left, Ex. 2
in upper right. Fx. 3 *B lower right,
and Fx. 4 in lower left. Represent each
edge, visible and invisible, in each
view. To prevent serious errors and de-
lays, submit plate to instructor for
approval upon completion of Fx. 1, 2,
and 3 %
Example 1. Draw the front, top and side
views of the rectangular
prism having its p oCe parallel
with the Vertical plane and
its bases parallel! with the
Horizontal Plane.
Example 2. Revolve the orism from the
position of Ex. 1, ^0° to the
left (counterclockwise) about
an axis perpendicular to the
vertical plane and passing
through the lo^er left-hand
corner obtain the three views.
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Example 3» Pevolve the prism from
position of Fx. 2, 30°
backward (away from you)
about an axis perpendicular
to the end or profile plane.
Obtain three views.
Example 4. "Revolve the prism from the
position of Fx. 3* 60° counter-
clockwise about an axis per-
pendicular to the Horizontal
plane. Obtain three
views *
/ 2.
3
Plate 14
Divide the 10" x 14" sheet into two equal
spaces and on the left half make a front,
top, right s^de, and auxiliary view of
Fig. 321, page 114 and on the left half
do the same thing for Fig. 23 0. For Fig.
231 make an auxiliary view of the slant
surface only, but for Fig. 230 change the
I2" vertical dimension to and make a
complete auxiliary view.
Po^e //f Pope//-?
/Vf£30
Plate 15
Draw the front, top, and side and complete
auxiliary view of Fig. 233 » page 115.
Make the cylinder one and one-half size and
change the location dimensions to give a
good layout
•
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Plate 16
See Special Problem 2 of these notes
Plate 17
Divide the n 0" x 14" sheet ir.to four
equal 5" x 7" spaces and do the follow-
ing, problem in the spaces indicated.
Copy 4 examples from special problem 4
of notes*
/ 2.
3 4
Plate 18
Divide 10" x 14" sheet into 4 equal x 7"
spaces and do the f-ollowing problems in the
spaces indicated*
Problem 1.
Problem 2.
Page 139 Fig. 3 01. Draw the
Front, top and side views,
having the front view in
sect ion.
Page Il8 1 Iig« 251. Draw the
front and top views having the
front view in section.
Problem 3»
Problem 4.
Page 143, Fig. 336 Draw the
front and side views having
t he si de vi ew in se ct i on
•
Page IIP, Tig. 248. Draw a
section view only.
/ 2.
3 4
Plate 19
Wake a three view drawing with the front view
in section of the main casting of the Jig Base,
Fig. 558, Page 28l. Omit 3/8" taped holes.
ri
I
< »
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Plate 20
Draw the three views of Problem 45, Pig. 379
Page 167 and complete the intersection. Lay
out the paper so that the Front, Top and Ride
views fit on the left side of the paper leav-
ing the right side for a development of the
pentagonal prism*
Plate 21
Draw the three views of Problem 46, Pig. 379
,
Page 167 and complete the intersection. The
arrangement is left to the student.
Plate 22
Divide 10" x 14" sheet into two spaces as
indicated. On the left-hand half solve
problem 47 of Fig. 380, Page 167. On the
right-hand half solve the front and top
views of Problem 49, Fig. 380, Page 167.
Change the 3/l6" dimension to 7/16".
f —>-
Plate 23
See Special Problem 3 of these notes*
Plate 24.
On the left side of a 10" x 14" sheet make
an isometric drawing of Fig. 295', Page 138
and on the right-hand side an isometric
drawing of Fig. 300 page 139. In Fig. 300
change the lj* round hole to a lfcm square
hole •
Plate 25.
On the left side of a 10" x 14" sheet make
an. isometric drawing of Fig. 321 Page 142,
omitting the 3/£ n radius. On the right-
hand side make an isometric drawing of Fig»
297 » Page 138.
1 !
(
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Plate 26
On a 10" x 14" sheet complete the following
problems in the spaces designated:
Problem 1. Make an oblique projection of
Fig. 330. Page 143.
Problem 2» Hake an oblique projection of
Fig. 331, Page 143.
Problem 3* Make a cabinet projection
(450 to the right) of Fig, 302,
Page 139.
/ 2L
3
Plate 27
Ree Special Problem 5 of t^ese
r.ot es •
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SPFCIAL PROBLEM 1.
A Careful Study of Inclined Gothic Capital Letters and
Numerals*
PLATT: LAYOUT.-- 1. In center of 10" x 14" place 'draw
a 7" x 10" rectangle and rule five pairs of guide-lines as
shown te low.
2« Rule vertical center line of plate.
3* Above the 7" x 10" space draw a triangle and parallelo-
gram as shown
,
triangle to have legs 3/8" and 1", parrello-
gram to have same slope, and be $/l6 n wide and 3/8" high.
The triangle gives the proper slope and the parallelogram
the proper proportions for the normal letters.
4. Across the 7 W x 10" space rule four or five light lines
sloping as indicated.
5* Between first pair of guide lines draw freehand, the
eight normal letters, B, D, E, II, P, St U t* estimating
slope and width. See Fvensen, page l8. After making; each
letter, test it for slope and width. Have letters about -£-"
apart and center the line on the plate.--Four letters on
each side of center-line.
6. Between the second pair of guide lines draw the four
round letters 0, Q,, C, and G, also K, T, V, Y, Z., each 5i
units wide. Center the line on the plate.
7* Between the third pair of guide lines draw A, 7. , 6 unit
wide, 6-5- units, and V, 8 units wide.
8. Between the fourth pair of guide lines draw F, F, and L,
4£ unit s wi de , I and J.
9* Fifth line to contain the numerals with a fraction.
Letters F, P, and Z appear elsewhere.
1< " I t < C {
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SPECIAL PPCBLEta 2«
COKB A1TD CUTTING PLANPS
1« Draw front and toy views of the right circular cone
with cuts thereon as shown; the Ellipse at 450, Hyperbola
Xarallel to the axis, Circle and Parabola ? When deter-
mining the top view the elements of the cone are not to be
uped, but a more nearly accurate method of horizontal
cutting planes will be used. Take plane \ n apart*
2% Determine true size (auxiliary view) of each curve on
given center line*
3« Properly name each curve in front view and in true size
views*
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SPECIAL FFOBLEM 3
TROHGATBD REGULAR HEXAGONAL PYRAMID
1* Draw Front, Top, and Side Views and the develop-
ment of the complete hexagonal pyramid, base included in
development
•
of'/.an^est £/e*ieni 0*
Cut off top of pyramid with
45° slope as shown. Revise
all vie-A-s.
Draw auxiliary view of
slant top, adding this to
development
•
SPECIAL PROBLEM 4
PERSPECTIVE DRAWING OP EOUP STEPS
At a scale of 1/16" - 1 inch, (3/4" - 1 Ft . ) make the per-
spective drawing of the four steps shown above, under the
following conditions. The observer is to be stationed 7'-0"
away from the picture plane and directly in front of point C.
The horizon is"4'-9" above the ground. The steps consist
of three equal upright supports 2 n thick, and four planks
2" thick.
Use only one line of measurements.
f Ground
-IN
1
i ii i
ii i
hi ii il u d
-*
— S '- e> "—*\
•(»
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SPECIAL PROBLEM 5
SPECIAL ERAYIHG 0? A HOJTOliiaiT
7 1
0
>—
Ground
J
re
T *
Jl
mniii
i-
—
At a scale of -g" =
1 ft • make the per-
spective drawing of
the monument • Show
construction, as large
as possible, for the
angle $2* 30*
.
Construct this angle
again at the station
point to obtain the
vanishing points with
greatest degree of ac-
cura cy
•
Station point is
I3*-0« from the pic-
ture plane and 4' -2"
ah eve the ground, and
directly in front of
Corner C of the cross*
Hot©: Use three
different lines of
measures--one for
each of the three
vertical front faces
of the monument ; one
line for surfaces cross-
hatched//////; one for
surfaces ; one for
surface •
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CHAP?} 1!? V
The Teacher's Manual to Accompany the Course of Study.
The last chapter was very definitely concerned with setting
up the course of study specifying the topics to he studied, the
organization and arrangement of the topics, the problems to be
done, the layout of the plates, the assignments to be completed,
and the work to he accomplished for each lesson* Although
stating the work to be accompli shed , the course of study did not
suggest methods or outline procedures for carrying out the ob-
jective of each lesson. It is the defining of this procedure
that becomes the task of this chapter. In doing this we will
make a teacher's manual to accompany the previously designed
course of study.
In order that the manual may be most effectively used it
has been so made up that a lesson plan is suggested for each
lesson rather than for each topic. Although not always adhering
to a set plan the following outline is the one which has been
employed for the majority of lessons:
1. references
II. Aim of the lesson
III. Abilities necessary to solve the plate
IV. Illustration problem for blackboard use
V. Outlined demonstration lecture
VI. Assignment
The references have been given as offering the instructor
an efficient means cf familiarizing himself with the content of
the lesson. The first reference applies to the class text and
the abbreviation (F) represents Trench's Engineering Erawing
bnok. The second reference is preceded by the abbreviation (S)
standing for Svensen's book titled, "Drafting for Engineer's."
1
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This text is constantly referred to because it is felt that it
is an outstanding book giving a different point of view, and
should be in the possession of every instructor of drawing.
In many cases a third or special reference has been given.
This has been done when there is a worthwhile treatment of the
topic, by some author who has specialized in that one phase
of the subject.
The aim of the lesson has been given very specifically to
define at the outset just r ".at the outcomes are to be. These
serve as a guide for the instructor and when the lesson is
completed he should be able to check each one as having been
fulfilled that evening.
The third division lists the specific abilities necessary
to solve the plate. The writer first solved all the plates and
then analyzed each plate listing the specific abilities that
will be used, by the student, in the solution. This has been
done so that the instructor may know the minimum work to be
covered. When the plate to be done is not studied in this
manner the instructor is very apt to give a demonstration
lecture which he thinks complete until he finds that the stu-
dents when solving the class plate all ask a common set of
questions the answers to which he would have previously cov-
ered had Ye analyzed t v e student's plate. These requirements
allow for some lee way as well as holding one down. The
instructor should first see to it that the essentials are
covered arid then if he wants to expand for educationally worth-
while purposes he can do so.
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The illustrative problem for blackboard use in the
demonstration lecture has been made up from a list of the
abilities necessary to solve the next plate. Tv e blackboard
problem applies all the procedures and thought processes to a
different problem than that to be done by the students, ^he
chief dimensions have been suggested for the standard height
of blackboard, (4ft.) but the minor dimensions are left to the
instructor and ma3r be closely approximated by method »of pro-
portion. When different colors are effective they are suggested.
The demonstration lecture has been outlined in a logical
way to tie up the known material with the new and the new for
what is to come. The lecture takes into account the aim, specific
abilities, the demonstration problem and the assignment. The
time limit has been suggested in two or three cases but for the
rest the judement of the instructor is to be relied upon.
The lesson plans presuppose a combined lecture-laboratory
method of teaching. The word lecture meaning, demonstration
lecture, and laboratory implying supervised study. The demon-
stration lecture is to be of the informal type with the instructor
working out the problems, with the student s , constantly refering
to previous assignments, reviewing and drilling old material by
means of questioning and new applications. The teacher should
teach appreciation indirectly by showing a complete nastery
and live interest in the subject and directly by arousing the
students in the appreciative aspects when the opportunity and
type of topic allows.
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The class should be limited to thirty men at the outset
and be arranged according to a seating plan to save time and
confusion in taking attendence and in collecting and distribut-
ing drawing plates. A.11 plates should be corrected, graded and
returned promptly to set a good example for the students and to
offer them an opportunity for review. The matter of grading
late plates is left to the instructor as it has been the ex-
perience of the writer that evening school students should be
considered as individuals, each case differing from the other
because of differences in working hours, previous training,
and commuting distances. For plates that are on time the
following grading plan is to be used "A tt (excellent),
"B" (good), "C" (fair), "D" (failure), "IT" (complete failure).
When correcting plates the errors should be noted and if the
technique is poor It should br indicated.
The following lesson plane and plates are offered and
the
are to be used withycourse of study for the thirty lesson
course in Engineering Drawing.
(t
<
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Lesson 1 (Introductory Lecture)
Aim:
1. To introduce drawing as a language.
2. To justify its place on the engineering curriculum.
3» To create an interest in the subject.
4. To check up on the equipment and interview students.
Lecture
:
A» English, mathematics and drawing, the rLost
fundamentals that are prerequisites to a successful
engineering career.
1. Why English?
(a) More failures due to faulty Eiglish
than to poor design.
(b) Different meanings for the same >vord.
2. Thy Mathematics?
(a) Easis of engineering sciences.
(b) Prove 2-1 by algebra to show that
mathematics is not infallible.
3» Why Drawing?
(a) The only universal language.
B. Language --The expression of ideas by writing or some
other instrumentality.
1. Articulate—"Read by ear.
2. Mechanical—Head by ear.
(a) Telegraph, Bells, Thistles, Guns,
Bugles, Drums
3« Mot ion- -Read by eye«
(a) Wig-wag, Heliograph
4. ITon-mot ion--Head by eye.
(a) Flags, Lights, Fires and Smoke.
5» Pecorded--T?ead by eye.
(a) telegraph, Music, Shorthand, Mathematics,
(b ) Sculpture, pictures, :lr '-things
.
(c) Brail (read by touch)
i( I
t 1 I
I • *
8?
Picture Language
(a) Egyptian, ASyrian, Greecian, American,
In li an •
Chinese--
0 Q A/ (Man)
X Great (one-man-greatest thing
creat ed)
Heaven (Greater than man--
something above man)
Fields, farm»
Farmer (man and farm)
a Box
Prisoner
Mouth
•cr Word (SometMng coming out of
the mouth)
Honest}' (Man standing by his
word
)
Ear
F-l Door
Lock ( Close- shut -"b ar
)
Open (Remove bar)
& He-.tr (Ear at door)
A3k (Mouth at door)
Woman
U f Slander, gossip, scan die(Three women)
Kind (Two men)
Llale child
Good (^om^n ard male child)
0 & Sun
( ( I
i
as
Moon
-M- Morning (Sun over horizon)
0f Bright (Sun over moon)
Pictures —A universal language
•
1« Magazine cover pood ilInstration
2* Chi la's picture book
3* Moving pictures
4. Inscriptive geometry
5« On one side of a large card print in five
different languages the word "house"
and see how many in the class can read
any of them* On the reverse side have
a picture of a house to which the re-
sponse will he universal
•
History and development of engineering drawing*
1. 1?95 Gasp or d Monge
1821 Crozet
Dean Anthony's cent ribut ion (Change from
first to third quadrant)
2. i860- I87O—Patent office began to require
drawings instead of models*
Opportunities for draftsman*
1. The United States Bureau of Labor
Statistics give the following classi-
fications arxd duties:
(a) Detailer, whose duties are to
draw in detail from a general
drawing the parts of any machine*
(b ) Machine Designer, whoso duties
are to design new machines or
attachments
•
(c) Mechanical Draftsmen, whose
duties are to make drawings, of
machines, or from sketches or
data furnished by the designer.
(d) Tool Designer, whose duties are
to design tools or jigs for per-
forming special operations*
t -
-'
(
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(e) Tracer, whose duties are
to copy drawings "by trac-
ing them with ink on
t ran sparent glazed cloth
or with pencil on trans-
parent paper*
F. Assignment
1. Eead (F) Arts 1 and 2.
2. Study (9) Arts 5 to
G» Inspect equipment that the students lave
purchased outside of the school to see
if it meets the requirements*
E« Interview those students who have special
problems
•
i
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Lesson 2 (Technique Practice)
I References (F) pp 13-3? (S) pp 1-11.
II Aim:
1. To familiarize the students with the instruments and
materials to be used and offer practice in instrumental
drawing t echni que
•
III Specific abilities r-ecessary to solve the class
plate are:
1. To be able to lay out the plate properly.
2. To be able to use accurately the following
equipment
:
scale 30° and 6C° triangles', bow dividers,
large compasses and bow compasses
3« To be able to draw even weight straight horizontal
and vertical lines either full or dotted and to
acquire the ability to make even spacing by eye*
IV Demonstration Lecture:
1. The importance of having a standard plate si2.e arid
layout
•
2. Testing the "T" square and triangles for accuracy.
3« The proper use of the "T" square.
(a) Left-hand side of board for right-hand men.
(b ) "T" square is always in horizontal position
but may be used as a rest for triangles in
making parallel lines.
4. The use of the triangles.
(a) To draw parallel and perpendicular lines.
(b ) Eow to Iraw lines longer in length than
the edge of t he triangles.
5» The use of the dividers and compasses.
(a) Trial and error method.
(b ) Divider points do not go through the paper.
(c) Drawing a large circle.
(d) Importance of good tangent points.
-
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6. How to draw straight and lotted lines.
7« Dividing a space evenly without the use of
a scale.
8. The limitations of each grade of pencil and
how to sharpen them.
A. 6H pencil (instrumental work)
2H Free-hand work and lining in border
lines when plate is completed*
B • For sharpening of pencil refer
uefinitely to (F) Fig. 17 page 14.
The actual handling of instruments can best be taught
by careful individual instruction but a little preliminary
demonstration work on the part of the instructor will save
much time for the students and prevent many false and
awkward movements. Each point should be fully demonstrat-
ed by the use of the actual materials or when possible by
the b lackboar d equipment, ^his lecture demonstration
should not extend over a period of forty minutes in length.
Assignment
A. Complete Plate 1.
B. Study '(F) Art 8 42 to 59 and learn all
const ruct ions
•
c

*
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Lesson j (Geometric Constructions)
I References (?) pp 6o-fO (S) pp 2l-$6
II Mm:
lm To provide further {pffaOt ice in the use of instruments
2m To acquaint the student with geomet rical constructions
commonly used in fu^t^er drawing r,, ork.
3* ^o rive thought -royoking exercises as well as
drill "?ork»
III Specific abilities necessary to solve the class "late are:
1. mo be able to follow written directions accurately.
2* To divide graphically a given line into any d sired
number of equal rr^rts*
3» ^o know how and be able to con"*ruct a pentagen
within a circle*
4. "»o draw a circle of kno^n radius 4 pent to 2 ^ven lines.
5* ^o construct a hexagon >"avin g either %fm « 4 de, long
diameter or s vort diameter riven*
6. To construct by means of the triangles und square
only, any angle that is i multiple of 15°*
IV Demonstration Lecture:
1* Essential parts of a rroblem
(a) 'hat is given
(b) "hat is wanted
(c) Fow to solve it*
2* "!*o illustrate how to follow directions to solve a
problem similar to (7) Fig* 105 Rage 6l*
3* Demonstrate by means of the blackboard °T" square
and triangles how to obtain amr an pie that is a
multiple of 15°.
4. Construct on the blackboard a regular hexagon having
its long diameter making an angle of 15° ,J, ith the
horizontal and thirty inches in length.
V Assignment
Com lete "late 2
Pead (1?) Iff** 21 to 53 (inclusive)
I
/=>LAT£
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Lesson 4 (Lettering)
I References (F) pp 34-59 (S) pp 12-27
Special Feferences, Daniels F. T. "A Text-book of Free hand
Lettering" Lost on, D. C. Heath & Company,
1907.
IT Aimr
1* To learn the proportions of the upper case inclined
Gothic letters and numbers*
2* T<^ acquire skill and speed in doing lettering of the
inclined Gothic type*
ITT Demonstration lecture:
1« Before going into a detailed study of the form of the
letters, it would fee well to consider certain optical
illusions which must be guarded against if we are to
make our lettering look uniform*
A* A e "AE" am ears shorter than its
equal "CD". The letter "T" to
appear average must have its
horizontal line longer than the
normal width of a letter*
Diameter of circle appears
smaller than the side of the
square. The circular letter
must be Bade slightly wider than
normal to appear normal.
Cross locks narrower than the
square so that letters of the
"X, K, Y, V" type must be made
wider than normal*
"BC" arrears longer than its
equal "AB", therefore, letters
similar to FPL and J" must be
made narrower to appear the same
width as a normal letter*
2* In as much as lettering is a drill and appreciation
subject without offering an opportunity for problem
solving, the instructor can best teach the lettering
forms by solving, before the class, the exact plate
that they are later to do. This classification of
the letters, with respect to their relative widthSj
is consist ant with the above optical il lust ions and
is taken directly from page 150 of Professor G. C.
Anthony's "Introduction to the Graphic Language",
( t
<
•
<
(
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published by D. C. Heath &. Company of Boston in
1922.
The normal letter has a width equal to five- sixths
of its height* The slant used will be that recom-
mended by French and is 2 5« For blackboard work
make the letters three inches high giving a unit
equal to one-half an inch. Draw in, lightly, free-
hand the parallogram of the correct width into
which each letter is to be put.
4 f Explain the relation between MY, U and W."
1« Take up the construction of the numbers.
5. Lower case letters:
A. Height of the body equals two-thirds the
height of the upper case letter.
B • The C, K
, 0, B , T, ¥, X, Z group is
identical in form to the upper case
] ett ers
•
(a) The MK" is included, although
its back is lengthened to the
height of a capital.
C. The a, b, c, d, e, g, o, p, q group are
made Sr-om "c" as a base by adding straight
lines or by leaving out a portion.
D. The ±1, h| u, r, m group are similar.
E. The 1, i, j-, t, f group have practically
no width.
6. The essence of good lettering.
1. Constant slope
2. Proper proportions
3* Proper forms.
Assignment
1. Complete plate 3
2. Study (F) Arts PO to 8F (inclusive)
f i
< » c (
^1
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Lesson 5 (Orthographic Projection)
I References (F) pp Pl-QO (S) pp 44-^3
II Aim:
1. To teach how to represent the size and shape
of a single object "by three views*
2* To teach how to place the views on the ^late.
III Specific abilities necessary to solve plate
1* To know the meanings of the three project ions •
2* To he able to visualize to the extent of being
able to work out the views when given the object
or a pictorical of the object.
3* To know that a visible edge is represented by a
full line and an invisible edge by a dotted line*
4» To be able to represent a circle in projection.
IV Illustrative problem for blackboard use*
1. On the blackboard make a pictorical
drawing of the above object*
2* From this pictorical draw the top,
front and side views*
3* Only the three principle dimensions are
given* All lines not dimensioned may
be determined by proportion*
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Demonstration Lecture
1. Meaning of the word, orthographic
A* Orthos-right
,
Grapben-write
,
Gonia angle
B* More correct than the word,
"orthographic" would be
orthognal (right angle) but
it 8 use is not very common*
2* Questions on the assignment
A* Uses of three view drawing
B* Are three views always necessary?
(a) Illustrate by a square and
triangular prisms, together
with a circular cylinder*
C* How are the views placed with
respect to each other?
D* What are their relative proportions?
3* Draw free hand on the board three views of
familiar geometrical solids such as the cube,
cyliner, cone, sphere and pyramid.
A. Have voluntiers from the class tell
what the shape of the views will be*
4* Solve on the blackboard, with the help of the
class, the demonstration problem*
A* Stress the following points*
(a) All visible edges are represen-
ted by full lines, all invisible
edges by dotted lines*
(b) The top view is always directly
over the front view*
(c) The side view is always on the
same level as the front view.
(d) The width of the front equals
the width of the top view*
(e) The height of the front equals
the height of the side view.
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(f) The length of the side equals
the length of the top view.
5» Explain ho -* to lay out a problem on a plate.
A. Illustrate by referring to one
of the home work problems
•
VI Collect the plates five minutes before the close of class.
1. Use remaining time for discussing home
work problems.
VII Assignment
1. Solve pl.-te 5
2. Study (F) Arts 229 to 238 (inclusive)
c
/]/ cGJi/JflR/\/ J. &
1
PLATE S
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Lesson 6 (Orthographic projection and free- vand sketching)
I References (F) pp 296-307 (S) pp 119-128
Special Peference— Zipprich A. E. "Tree-hand Drafting"
New York, I). Van Host rand Company, 1924.
1. To provide for further practice in three view
drawing.
2. To teach the fundamentals of technical sketching
as applied to orthographic projection
3« To guide the students in their efforts to co-
ordinate the hand and eye for the correct size
and shape of an object represented by three
-
view, free-hand drawing
•
II
Specific Abilities necessar}' to solve plate
1. Knowledge of the fundamental principles of
pro j ect ion
•
2. Fteadj'- band*
3» Good sense of space proportion*
V Illustrative problem for blackboard use.
Make a three view free-band drawing of
(F) page 307 Tig. B.
V Demonstration lecture
1. Uses for technical sk etching,
A. Used by the designer for preliminary
design.
B. To represent machine parts that are
a great distance away.
C. To cor»y*y ^nfnrnw.t. i on to the
draftsman*
D. Offers valuable training in the
observation of details.
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2. Finds of sketches*
A. Memory sketching
B. Creative or design sketches
C. Sketching from an object
3- Materials for sketching
A. 2 "E" pencil
B. Speak of the use of sketch pads*
A. Drawing a horizontal and
vertical line
B. Drawing a circle
C. Off- set method for sketching
irregular curves
D. Methods for obtaining proper
proport ions
A. Have the students open their texts to
page 307 and decide with them the
various proportions of the object as
you work out the problem.
B. Previous to drawing in the details
decide on the total width which will
fix all other =uzes» Block in the
outline f irst •
C. When the time is appropriate stress the
fact that the front view must be com-
pleted before the true length of the
front edge of the boss can be obtain-
ed in the top view*
D. Work lightly at first and line in the
work when completed.
Collect Plate 6 five minutes before the end of class.
4. Free-hand drawing technique
(a) Blocking in
(b) Estimating relative
measurement s
•
5- Demonstration lecture
(a) Do not erase any con
struct ion lines*
c
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VII Spend the last five minutes in looking over the home
work problems with the students*
VIII Assignment
Solve plate 7
Study (F) arts 33 to 35 (inclusive)
<
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Lesson 7 (Spacing of letters and Title Design)
I References (F) pp 45-48 (s) pp 19-22
II Aim:
To learn the principles and be able to apply the
correct spacing of letters for framing words, the
spacing of words in sentences and the arrangement,
composition and design of titles for drawings*
III Specific abilities necessary to solve plate*
1. To know the forrr.s and to he able to do
credible lettering of the inclined
Go'Mc type*
2. To know the conventional pacing between
words and between lines
3» To be familiar with the various shapes
used in title design
of
4. To kno*^ the use/ and the information to
be contained in a title*
IV Illustrative title design to be solved on the blackboard*
Design a title for the drawing of a connecting
rod end of a horizontal steam engine that was
drawn to one quarter size* Have the largest
line of lettering two inches high and select the
triangular symmetrical type of composition as
follows
.
Horizontal Steam Engine
Connecting Hod End
Scale. . .3 M-1"
Dec. 9, 1931
V Demonstration lecture
1* Use of titles
Gives necessary information concern-
ing a drawing
2* Spacing of letters into words
A* Must be so spaced that all the
letters go together as one unit
to form the word*
c
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(a) HILT
The word hilt is evenly spaced
hut due to the large space
"between the left-hand stem of
the "L" and the vertical line
of the "T" it does not look
like one word.
HILT (correct)
B. Common letter combinat ions such as
"the, no, and, is" when appearing
as part of another word must he
well placed.
(a) Illustration—NOWHERE—may,
if improperly spaced appear
like HOW HFRF giving an ex-
actly different meaning.
C. Spacing of words into sentences.
(a) Allow a space equal to that
of a letter "between words. '
D. Spacing of lines
(a) The distance between two
lines is equal to the
height of the smaller of
the two lines.
E. The shapes in symmetrical composition*
7. Illustrate title design by means of the
illustrative problem.
(a) Write out the information
and count the letters and
spaces in the lines.
(b ) Fith the center of each line
on the center line of the
title select the best form
of composition.
(c) Measure over the correct number
of spaces and start the first line.
(d) If the first line is not located
exactly in the center have the
ot^er lines symmetrical with the
first line.
VI Assignment
1. Complete Plate 8.
t( I <
(
plate: 8
JACKETED KETTLE
MAIN BRONZE BZAjQNG
SCALE. : —— FULL S/Z£
DLCLMBER 9, /P3/
McG/\/t.RN J.G
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Lesson 8 (Dimensioning)
I Feferences (F) pp 171-187 (S) 64-72
Special Reference
Svenson C. L. "Machine Drawing" pp ^9-
New York, D. Van Nostrand Co. 1928.
II Aim:
1. To provide further practice in ortho-
graphic projection.
2. To teach the principles of dimensioning.
III Specific abilities necessary to solve plate are
1. To "be able to do a fairly complicated
three view drawing.
2. To understand and be able to apply the
theory of dimensioning.
3. To know the meaning of such common shop
terms as, finished surface, drill, and
count erbore
•
IV Demonstration problem for blackboard use
1. Make a three view dimensioned drawing of
(F) Page 104 Fig. 200.
2. Make the blackboard drawing six times
the actual size.
3* Block out the problem on the board
before class as a means of saving class
t i me •
V. Demonstration lecture on dimensioning
1. Purpose of dimensioning
(a) Describe shape
(b ) Describe size
(c) To give information as
to method of manufacture.
2. Notation of dimensioning
(a) Extension lines
(b) Dimension lines
(c) Arrow points
(d) Leaders
(e) Figures
( 1
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3» Common shop terms
(a) Duties of the draftsman with
respect to pattern shop,
foundry, and machine shop*
(b) Methods of finish.
(c) Drilling, "boring, reaming and
counterboring, spot facing and
grinding.
4. Location dimensions
5» Size dimensions
6. Pules for dimensioning
(a,) (F) Page 177
7* In doing the demonstration problem many of
the preceding points can be applied.
8. Care should be taken not to adhere to any one
of the set systems of dimensioning, but to
use a combination that best suits the par-
ticular problem at hand.
VI Assignment
Study (F) arts 143 to 155 (inclusive
)
Dimension Plate 9
II
(
7*
_3 ^ 00
7
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Lesson 9
I Feferences
Same as for Lesson 8
II Aim:
To provide for further practice in
orthographic projection and dimension-
ing*
III Procedure.
Have the students lay out the three views of Plate
10 while you are laying out on the hoard the pro-
blem contained on plate 9 # When the t lu«€ views
on the blackboard are completed call the class to
attention while you dimension the problem they
have just turned in. Be sure and give a reason for
every practice selected as there is no one-set
method for dimensioning a particular object. This
should take about twenty minutes and is all the
formal talking necessary for this lesson with the
exception of speaking at the end of the class of
the two-hour examination to be given the next lesson.
IV Assignment
General review of work to date.
Lesson 10
Two-hour examination
Assignment
Start plate 11. Layout front and
too views and in the upper right-
hand corner design a suitable
title.

Of)
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Lesson 11 (Orthographic Projection--
To secure a three view
from two given ones.)
I Aim:
1. To teach orthographic projection by means of a
reference plane*
2. To he able to determine a third view when given
two other views.
3« To introduce the reference plane method as a
basis for further work in revolution and aux-
iliary views.
II Specific abilities necessary for solving class plate.
1. To be able to locate the third projection of
a point in space when given the other two.
2. To be able to connect the points in the proper
order and determine the visibility of the lines.
III Illustrative problem for blackboard use.
cc
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On one side of the blackboard make a pictorical illustration
similar to the previous drawing. On another portion of the board
make a t op and front view. From these two views make a side view
by measuring the width from the reference plane and the heights
from the front view. Make frequent use of the pictorical drawing
to illustrate how the points can be located in space by means of
the planes of reference.
Shade in the vertical | lane with yellow chalk and the
horizontal plane with white chalk.
IV Demonstration lecture
1. Uses:
1. To determine a third view from any
two complete views.
2. To finish partially completed
vi ews
.
3* To form a basis for further study
in projection.
4. To reduce a thought procedure to
a definite method of the drill type.
II. The work of this lecture is concerned entirely
with the solving of the blackboard illustrative
problem. For sake of clearness it is well to
letter a few points on the pictorical and the
same points on the two original viewi. These
points can then be obtained separately by means
of the reference plane and later connected up
in the proper order. It is well to stress this
method as being of great help in solving the
home plate that is to follow. This idea of
abstracting points and line and locating them
without considering, at the time, their relation
to the complete view is laying a basis for the
work on revolution and auxiliary views which is
to be taken up as the next topic.
V Assignment
1. Cornel ete plate 12
2. Study (?) Art 93
(

4
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Lesson 12 (Revolution)
References (F) pp 95-97 (S) 58-61
Aim:
To teach the methods by which an object may be
revolved oblique to a given plane at a definite
angle or be counter revolved from the oblique
to a parallel or perpendicular position*
Abilities necessary to solve plate:
1* A working knowledge of the reference
plane method of completing views*
2* To know what views do not becone altered
in size when revolved about axis perpen-
dicular to either the horizontal, vertical
or profile planes of projection*
3* To know what views do not change their
width or what views do not change their
heights, or others their thickness when
revolved about axis perpendicular to the
principle planes of projection*
Illustrative problem for blackboard use:
S 4 <o d «
0
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1* Make three views of an equilateral triangular
prism 10" on a side and 4" thick*
2* Prism revolved l^0 clockwise about an axis
perpendicular to V*
3* Revolve object from example 1, 30° forward
about an axis perpendicular to profile plane.
4. Revolve object from position of example 3»
30° counterclockwise about an axis perpen-
dicular to the horizontal plane*
Use yellow chalk for the front face,
(l a 2, 3), and white chalk for the
back face
, (4, 5, 6).
Demonstration lecture:
1* By means of a book show that by revolving
it about an axis perpendicular to the
vertical plane (blackboard) the front view
changes in position only, and not in size*
(a) The side view changes in
height but not in thickness*
(b) The t op view changes in
width but not in thickness*
(c) Developmental questions
(a) What view shall we start
with and why?
(b) The new width of the top
view is the same as the
width of what other view?
(c) The new height of the side
view is the same as the
height of what other view?
2* Number the corners and complete the
second part of the problem inviting
suggestions from the class*
3* Have the students tip their books
forward about an axis perpendicular
to the profile plane (side wall)*
r• \ 1 V
ioe
(a) What view does not change in size?
(b) What view or views do not change in
width?
(c) A9 the width of the front and top is
the same as in the first problem,
locate them directly underneath and
project straight down.
(d) Set up a reference plane in back of
the side and top view. Locate the
corners and connect them up to form
the new revolved position?
4. Have the students, with their books tipped forward,
revolve them counterclockwise 9 bout an axis per-
pendicular to the horizontal plane (the floor).
(a) After having the students discover
that the top remains unchanged in
size, copy the top view in its re-
volved position.
(b) Draw the new front view by obtain-
ing the heights from problem 3 and
widths from top view.
(c) Set up a reference plane and draw the
side view getting the thickness from
the top view and the heights from t he
front view.
5» Spend a few minutes in the analysis, with
the class, of their plate.
VI Assignment
:
1. Complete Plate 13
2. Study CF) Arts 89 to 92 (inclusive)

PLA T£ 23
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Lesson 13 (Auxiliary Views)
I References (?) pp 9O-95 (s) pp 54-58
Special Peferences
Hood G» J* "Geometry of Engineering Drawing"
Hew York, McGraw Hill Book Company, 1926.
The instructor's attention is called to this
text as Prof • Hood has used the auxiliary
view method for the solution of all the prob-
lems in Descriptive Geometry*
II Aim:
1* To teach the auxiliary view method as a means
of obtaining the true size of a surface that is
oblique to the principle planes of projection*
2* To show by the auxiliary view the relation of
that surface to the complete object.
Ill Abilities necessar}' to solve plate:
1. A good working knowledge of the principles of
orthographic projection*
2. The ability to select a plane parallel to a
surface that is oblique to one plane of pro-
jection*
IV Illustrative problem for blackboard use:
J L
Si? S

HO
2
Demonstration lecture:
1. Use of auxiliary views
(a) A surface shows in its
true
shape when projected on a
plane parallel to it.
(a) In our first work we pro-
jected to the principle
plane only*
(b) In revolution we revolved
with respect to the olane.
M Instead of revolving the objectK
we can now set up a plane
par-
allel to the surface we want
and
project it on to it.
(a) Give illustration from
practice
•
Solve the illustrative problem
and
bring out the following points:
That two views or its
equivalent
must be given before an
auxiliary
view can be made.
2. That a reference plane must
be
selected so that the auxiliary
view will not interfere with
the
other views.
k That the width of the auxiliary5
view is the same as the widtn
of
the side and top views.
4. That the length of the auxiliary
view shows in the. front view.
5 . Only that
portion of the view is
true size that is parallel
to
the slant surface.
l a y\ onxiliarv view of any surface6
*
canTe Ife regardless whether it
is true size or not.
VI Assignment:
Comolete Plate 14.
1
•
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Lesson 14 (Auxiliary View involving a curve)
I Beference--Same as for lesson 13 >
II Aim:
1. To provide further practice in auxiliary views ana
solve problem involving curved surfaces.
2. To introduce the use of elements in the solution of
problems having few edges*
III Specific abilities necessary to solve plate:
!• A good working knowledge of the principles of
orthographic projection-
2% An understanding of the previous work on auxiliary
views
•
3* To be able to select cutting planes and obtain
elements to secure the auxiliary view of a surface
that is bounded by a curve.
IV Illustration problem for blackboard use:
F,p 6
Plane A
F/? 7
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Demon st rat ion Lecture:
1* Limitations of our previous work in Auxiliary views*
A. l\ot the easiest method for symmetrical objects.
B* Does not lend itself to obtaining auxiliary
views of volumes of revolution.
2. The value of the method of elements
3* Solving the illustrative problem:
A* Draw the front and side views along with a
free-hand pictorical illustration of the
demonstration problem suggested while the
class is la3r ing out the front and side views
of their plate.
B* Speak of the use of a center line for obtain-
ing auxiliarjr view of a symmetrical object*
C. By means of the pictorical illustration
illustrate the method of cutting plane and
elements*
D. Assume a cutting plane in the front view and
obtain points on the curve as indicated under
heading IV of this lesson*
F* Speak of but do not locate these same points
in the top view*
F* Follow the same procedure for one more cutting
plane and draw in curves free hand*
4* Speak on methods of review for mid-year examinat ion:
1* Review returned plates*
2* Check over subjects listed on the outline.
3* Solve free-hand problems in the text to
save t i me
•
(F) Page 108 &109 Draw in book miss-
ing view
(F) Page 114 &115 Draw in free-hand
auxiliary view.
Assignment
General review for mid-year examination.
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Lesson 16 (Conic Sections)
I Keferences— (T) Page 66 Sec. 60 (S) Page 36 Sec. 83
II Aim:
1. To provide further practice in obtaining auxiliary
views involving curved outlines*
2. To give graphical significance to the conic curves
that are later to be studied analytically*
3« To define and illustrate terms that are fundamental
for volumes of revolution.
III Specific abilities necess?<.ry to solve plate:
1« A working knowledge of the cutting plane method of
obtaining auxiliary views.
2. A knowledge of relationship between the angle of the
section plane and the conic curve obtained*
IV Illustration problem for blackboard use:
c
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V Den. on st rat ion lecture
1. Historical importance of the conic sections*
A The work of Apellaneous on "Conic Sections"
is to this day considered as one of the great
books la mathemat j cs •
B Practical importance of curves*
Circle--one of the most common geometrical
forms*
Ellipse—Oblique view of circle, cams,
gears*
Parabo la--curve of projectiles, reflectors,
arches, uniformally loaded beam*
Hyperbola— curve describing, the expansion
of steam with respect to pres-
sure and volume*
2* Definitions (Illustrate by means of suggested sketch
given under heading IV of this lesson)
A A conical surface
(a) Generated by a straight line constantly
passing through a fixed point, one end
moving along a closed plane curve*
(b) Moving line is called a generatrix*
(c) Any one position of the generatrix is
called an element*
(d) The curve is called the directrix*
(e) The given point is called the apex.
If the generatrix is infinite in length
it generates two surfaces called the
upper and lower nappes*
B A cone is a solid bounded by a conical surfa.ce
and a plane cutting all the elements*
(a) If the base or cutting plane is a circle
we have a circular cone, if an ellipse
an ellipitical cone*

H5
(b) The line from the apex to the mid point
of the base is the axis*
(e) If the axis is perpendicular to the base
we have a right cone, if oblique we have
an oblique cone*
Conic sections may be derived from the right circular
cone (Illustrate by free-hand sketch)*
A The circle
(a) Cone cut by a plane perpendicular to the axis
(b ) True size of curve in top view
(c) Infinite number of circles*
1 The ellipse
(a) Cutting plane makes an angle with the axis
greater than that which the element makes
with the axis*
(b) Auxiliary view necessary to obtain true shape
of curve*
C The parabola
(a) Cutting plane makes an angle with the axis
equal to that which the element makes with
the axis*
(b ) Auxiliary view necessary to obtain true shape
of curve
D The hyperbola
(a) Cutting plane makes an angle ,,tT ith the axis less
than that the element makes with the axis*
(b) Auxiliary view necessary to obtain true shape
of curve*
E Thought questions
(a) What are the limiting cases of the ellipse,
parabola, and hyperbola?
(b) Could a parabola be a straight line?
(c) How many hyperbola are there?
<
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4. Solve on "blackboard the illustrative problem*
A Use the convenient angles of 450 for the ellipse
and vertical for the hyperbola*
E Use horizontal auxiliary cutting planes*
C Obtain critical points and three others*
D Draw in curves free hand*
VI Assignment
1 Complete Plate 16
2 Study (J) Arts 6l, 62, 63, 65, 70 and 74*
#1(11
~PLA
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Lesson 17 (Conic Curves)
I References
—
(F) PP 67-76 (S) PP 37-40
Special Feference--Any standard text on Analytic Geometry.
II Aim:
!• To give practical graphical method for drawing the
conic curves without reference to the right circular
cone •
2* To show the relation "between the graphical and
analytical solutions*
III Abilities necessary to solve plate
1* To know and be able to apply the definitions of the
conic curves together with their common properties*
IV Illustrations for blackboard use:
When defining the terms it is well to make a free-
hand drawing of the curve to illustrate the terms used
and their meanings* Using the definitions method of
drawing an ellipse illustrate how from the definitions
alone enough information is at hand to draw the curve*
Locate the foci of the ellipse and obtain a few points
on the curve* Draw a tangent at some point on the curve*
Show the similarity between the hyperbola and the ellipse
in method of plotting and illustrate by locating a few
points on a curve* Do not draw a parabola but allow the
students work it out for themselves by referring lo the
definition and the text*
V Demonstration lecture
1* Definitions
Circle is a curve generated by a point moving
in a plane such that its distance from a fixed
point is a constant*
(a) Show that it agrees with equation
of circle x^-fy^r^
Ellipse is a curve generated by a point moving
in a plare such that the sum of its distance
from two fixed points is a constant*
A
B
(a)
(b)
Sum of a distance equals the major axis
How to locate the foci when the major
and minor axis are given*
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(c) The tangent to an ellipse
(4) Conjugate diameters
(e) Show its similarity to the circle
(f) Equation x* + Z*- c
a2 b*
C Hyperbola is a curve generated by a point moving in a plane
such that the difference of its distances from two
fixed points is a constant*
(a) Differences of its distances equals the
axis •
(b ) Its relation to the circle and ellipse*
(1) circle x z4 y*« r
(2) ellipse x a 4- y.*r C
a* b 2
(3) hyperbola x 2 - y/r C
8L< b*
(c) Always two branches to the curve*
A Equation can show this as well as
graphical construction involving
upper and lower napes*
D Parabola is a curve generated by a point moving in a
plane such that its distance from a fixed point equals
its distance from a fixed line*
(a) Vertex, half way between focus and
direct rix*
(b) Illustrate by free-hand sketch only*
E Trammel method of drawing an ellipse*
(a) Teach this as a drill procedure*
VI Assignment
1 Complete Plate 17
2 Ftudy (E) Arts 95 to 101 (inclusive)

I
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Lesson 1? (Sections)
I References (F) pp 98-102 (S) pp 59-63
II Aim:
1. To learn to make and read simple section drawings and
acquire the meaning of the cross section symbols*
III Abilities necessary to solve plate:
1. The ability to visualize an imaginary cutting plane
through an object.
2. To be able to locate a section plane to show the
interior of an object to best advantage.
3» To know and be able to apply the cross section
symbols.
4. To understand tbe principles of sectioning.
IV Illustrated lecture:
1. Use of the section view
A It is a special form of auxiliary view
B Used to define the object more clearly than
the external view can do when the full line
constructions tend to confuse the hidden
shape or parts.
2. Method of presentation*
The textbook offers many good illustrations of
sectioning so that this lesson affords an
opportunity to teach the students the value of,
and how to study, the textbook. The principles
to be covered can be taught by this method
alone. The following is a suggested procedure
that will produce the desired outcomes*
A pp 98-IOI Fundamental material with emphasis
on the five principles in sectioning on page
99* Refer to page 448 for symbols for
material
.
Fig. 190 Page 98 illustrates the first principle.
Fig. 191 Page 98 Fig. 459 Page 209 and Fig. ^39
Page 265 illustrates second principle,
fig. 537 Page 263 and Fig. 544 Page 267 illustrates
third principle.
Fig. 527 Page 257 and Fig. 559 Page 282 illustrates
fourth principle.
Fig* 539 Page 265 and Fig. 563 Page 2?7 illustrates
fifth principle.
<
.
1?0
B Violations of theory for sake of speed and clearness
(idioms of the graphic language)
(a) Symmetrical and not symmetrical objects
sectioned Fig. 473 and 474 page 222.
(bj Fibs in section Fig. 476 page 224
(c) Eoles in section Fig. 477 and 278
pp 224 and 225.
(d) Fevolved section Fig. 481 page 226 and
Fig. £14 page 2^0.
C Phantom Sections
Fig. 193 Page 100
D Broken sections
Pig. 529 Page 158 and Pig. $Vf Page 251.
E Techniques of sectioning.
Spacing is done entirely by eye.
Large pieces sectioned only at edges.
Different materials have different symbols.
Section line
V Assignment
Complete Plate 18.
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Lesson 19 (Sections)
I Feferences (F) pp 98-102 (S) pp 59-60
Special reference: Svensen G* L. "Machine Drawing"
pp 38-58 D. Van Host rand Co. Hew York 1928.
0f II Aim:
1. To provide further training in making section drawings.
2. To teach the students to be able to read detail drawings*
III Specific abilities necessary to solve elate*
1. Ability to make and read section drawings and to
know the conventional practices employed in
sectioning*
2* The ability to read detail drawings*
3* A knowledge of a conventional method of represent-
ing screw threads*
IV Illustration for blackboard use:
fig tO
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Demonstration lecture
1. Function of a jig.
2. The purpose of detail drawings.
A. The relation of the details to the
assembly.
3« Errors and omiss ions In the detail of jig case
and. how they are rectified or supplied.
A. Diameter of large circle in side
view is missing.
(a) It is 3f" in diameter as
found from size of detail
of cold rolled steel plates*
B. 1-27/32" dimension should extend from
top of boss to the "base of the piece
instead of J* from the base.
(a) Obtained by adding the
dimensions
•
C. The width of the slant surface containing
the 9/16" tapped hole is 1-5/8 w wide and
should be shown in the top view.
D. Many lines are omitted in the top view
for the sake of clearness but can be
easily supplied upon inspection of the
other two views.
E. Speak of locating the views on the plate.
4. Solving the demonstration problem.
A. While the class is laying out their
plate draw, full view # top k and front views
of the problem, suggested, under heading
IV, on the blackboard.
B. In solving the problem before the
class the above principles for whicv the
problem was designed, shoul d be stressed.
1. That the section plane should
pass through the center of the
obj ect
.
2. That the visibility of many of
the lines change in the section
vi ew •
(
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3« That only those surfaces which
touch the section plane are
sect i oned.
4, That the accepted conventional
method for se ct ioning the ' eh
is to extend every other section
line •
J>« That the same piece is always
crosshatched in the same dir-
ection and spacing regardless
of where it appears*
(a) The left-hand end illustrates
this principle.
6. That true projection is prefer-
able when it does not involve
toogreat a loss of time.
7« That in this case dotted lines
defining edges behind the section
plane are necessary for a com-
plete descrix>tion of t>e piece.
8. That a straight line convention
may be used to represent a
tapped hole.
Assignment
1. Complete Plate 19
.
2. Study (F) Arts 135 a^d 13&*
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Lesson 20 (Intersection and development of prisims)
I References (F) pp 148-170 (S) pi 13©-1^8
II Aim:
1. To teach a method of finding the intersection
^) "between two prisms* «
2. To teach how to determine the visibilitj' of a
curve or curve? of intersection between two
prisms.
3» To give conditions from which to obtain and to
develope the surfaces of the intersected prisms*
III Specific abilities necessary to solve plate.
1. A through knowledge of the previously taught
principles of orthegraphia projection*
2. To be able to determine the point of piercing
of a line in a plane.
A Tffhen it can be determined directly from
one of the views.
B Vhen an Auxiliary line or plane is
necessary
•
3« To be able to determine the visibility of a curve
of intersection.
4. To be able to recognize the true length of a
line •
5» To be able to develope a prism with the cut or
cuts necessary for the intersecting prisau
TV Illustrative problem for blackboard use:
(drawing on next page)
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V Demonstration lecture.
1. What ire already know.
A. How to represent "by t v:ree views the size
and snare of an object.
B. How to represent the inside of an object
by a section view.
C. Kow to represent the true size of a part
of an object by means of an auxiliary view.
2. What we want to know.
A. Hon to represent the size and shape re-
sulting from the combination of two or
more obj ect s
•
3. How to determine the true shape of t v e
development of a complete object.
•
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3» Suggested questions on the preceding assignment.
-l
A. What is the intersection "between two lines?
B. What is the intersection of two lines?
C. What shape is the development of a cylinder
D. What shape is the development of a cone?
4, Solving the demonstration problem.
(Assume the square ijrism goes through the
rectangular one.)
A* Number the lines of the square horizontal
prism.
B • Letter the lines of the rectangular
vertical prism.
C. What lines do not intersect either
cylinders (are they full or dotted)
D. What view shows directly the points of
intersection of the lines of the square
prism into the rectangular one.
E. When the answer to the above is under-
stood by all project from the top view
the points of intersection for lines
2, 3 and 4.
F. What view shows directly the points of
intersection of the lines of the ver-
tical prism into the horizontal.
G. When the above answer is understood •
project from the side view to the front
obtaining the points of intersection
for lines a, b, and d.
H. By following around the curve in the
top and side views connect the points in
the front view and explain visibility.
I. Speak of development and complete the
development of the four sides, top and
base of the rectangular x^rism.
J. Locate points of the intersection of
lines a, b, and d.
K« Locate points within the spaces and
connect points.
Assignment
Complete Plate 20.
(
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Lesson 21 (Intersection of prisms)
I References-- (J) pp 148-170 (8) pp 13O-158
II Aim:
1« To provide further training in intersection of prisms
and to introduce the auxiliary line as one part of the
method of solution*
III Specific abilities necessary to solve plate:
1. An understanding of the work of the preceding lesson%
2. To know how and when to select auxiliary lines for
determining the points of piercing of lines in planes.
IV Illustration for blackboard use:
A 4
1 1
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V Demonstration lecture.
1. While the class is laying out this plate draw on
the hoard a complete top view and the front view
complete but for the intersection.
2. The work of this lecture can be completed in about
twenty minutes as the foundation was laid in the
previous lesson.
3» "Review the principles of last lesson and teach
the following new points*
A. By v>ean3 of auxiliary lines on surfaces
2,5 md 1, determine the points of pierc-
ing of line M b".
B. Complete the intersection of the side
view from the front view.
VI Assignment
I. Study (F) Arts 137 and 138.
( <
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Lesson 22 (Intersection of cylinders)
I References (?) pp 160-164 (s)
Special R#ference--Anthony G. C. and Ashly G . T§ "Descriptive
Geometry" pp 121-130. Boston D. C. Heath
. 2nd Edition 1926.
II Aim:
1% To teach a method for determining the intersection
between two cylinders*
III Specific abilities necessary for solving class plate:
1« A working knowledge of the methods of auxiliary
sections for finding the intersection between
two cylinders*
IV Illustration for blackboard use.
r
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V Illustrated lecture:
1. Limitations of our previous work on intersection.
A. Applied only to solids having edges*
2* An auxiliary section may be thought of as a method
of manufacturing edges*
3* Determining intersection of critical elements*
4. Explain the auxiliary section by . referr ingt o the
pictorical sketch*
5* Locate a few points on the curve of intersection*
6* Explain the use cf the french curve in drawing
in curve*
VI • Feview for two hour examination for next class*
A* Fundamentals of cone and conic sections*
B* Conic curves*
C* Solve free >>and some of the problems on pages
lo7 » 163, 169 for practice on intersection*
(a) Draw the lines right in the figures
in the text to save the time of lay-
lag out the problem*
VII Assignment
"Review for two-hour examination*
Lesson 23
I Two-hour examination*
II Assignment
1. Study (?) Arts 125 to 130 (inclusive)

-PLATF
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Lesson 24 (True length and development
)
I References (F) Art 129 P 152 (S) pp 145-151
II Aim:
1. To extend the knowledge of development to include
problems involving the true lengths of lines*
2. To co-ordinate the work of development, true length,
auxiliary view and simple intersection in one problem*
III Abilities necessary to solve problem:
1. To be able to obtain the true length of a line by
revolving it parallel to the vertical plane*
2. To be able to develope the surface of a truncated
pyramid*
3* To be able to draw an auxiliary view*
4. To be able to transfer a figure*
IV Illustration for blackboard use:
G .
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Demonstration lecture:
1« The type of problems covered this far in the study
of development.
2. The new work to he covered and the new principle
involved.
3* Using the pointer, or compass, as an isolated line
in space revolve it to a position parallel to the
vertical plane.
A. In revolving the line the true length
showed in the vertical or front view.
"B. The true distance from one end to any
other point on the line also "become
apparent
•
4. Solve the demonstration problem.
A. Analyze the problem with the class by
questioning and recitation.
(a) The true length of the long edges
must be solved,
(b ) The base appears in true size in
t he 1 00 vi ew
•
(c) The development will be a series
of three triangles with a
triangular base and slant surfaces
added.
(d) The true size of the slant sur-
face may be obtained from an
auxiliary view.
B. Solve the problem.
(a) When complet ing t he development
transfer the slant surface from
the auxiliary view and use the
corresponding lines in the aux-
iliary view as a check.
Assignment
1. Complete Plate 23
2. Study (F) Arts 104 to 113 (inclusive)

A-/c~(Z/l/F~£3/V /
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Lesson 25 (Isometric Drawing)
I References (F) PP 122-147 (s) pp 159-172
II Aim:
1. To teach the fundamental principles of isometric
drawing as applied to objects not having any curved
surfaces
•
2. To provide an exercise for reading orthographic pro-
j ect i ons
III Specific abilities necessary to solve plate:
1. A good reading knowledge of orthographic projection.
2, Working knowledge of the fundamental principles of
isometric drawing including the following principles.
A. True measurements can "be made only on
isometric lines.
B. The method of box construction.
C. The method of offset.
IV Illustration for blackboard use:
/yy /6
Gii
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Demonst rat ion lecture
1. Difference between orthographic perspective and
isometric.
A. Orthographic.
(a) Gives actual sbape and size,
("b ) Requires geometric imaginat ion.
(c) Requires three views.
B. Perspective.
(a) Gives an effect pleasing to the eye.
(b ) Hot easy to make.
(c) Its lines cannot be measured.
C. Isometric.
(a) Combination of pictorical effect of
perspective and possibility of
measuring lines directly.
2. Theory of isometric projection
A. Refer to (F) page 123 Fig. 258
(a) Explain the figure by refering to
the principles of revolution*
B. Difference between isometric projection
and isometric drawing.
C. Isometric a special condition of
orthographic.
3. Solve the demonstration problem illustrating the
following principles*
A» The isometric axises are vertical and
3O 0 lines only.
B. Isometric line is any line parallel to an
isometric axis.
C. Fow to make an isometric drawing.
(a) Start with a point representing fre
front corner or the edges extended.
(b ) From this point draw the three
isometric axises.
I IJ
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(c) Measure length, width and thickness on
these lines through the measurement
points parallel to the axises»
D» Me surements can "be made only on isometric lines*
E« Hen-isometric lines do not appear in true length*
F« Lines which are parallel on the object will appear
parallel in isometric*
G» iTon-isomet r ic lines must be co-ordinated.
H» The offset method for plotting non-isometric
lines
.
VI Assignment
1. P.estudy (F) Arts 104 to 113 (inclusive)
9
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Lesson 26 (Curvilinear isometric)
I References (F) pp 122-147 (s) pp 1*9-172
II Aim:
1. To provide further training in isometric drawing and
extend the subject to include the drawing of objects
having curved as well as plane surfaces,
III Specific abilities necessary to solve the plate:
1. A good reading knowledge of orthographic projection.
2. The ability to block in an object in isometric.
3* To be able to use the offset method.
4-. To know and be able to apply the four center
approximate method of drawing a circle or semi-
circle in isometric.
IV Illustrative problem for blackboard use:
1. Draw, in isometric, a cube 15 w on a side and draw
by means of the four point approximates method an
ellipse on each of the three visible surfaces.
2. Draw in isometric a sen i-circular cylinder 15" in
diameter and 24" long to illustrate how to draw a
semi-circle in isometric and how to transfer centers
without redrawing the complete constructions when
circles appear on parallel surfaces.
V lemons*. rat i on lecture:
1. The work of this lecture is concerned entirely with
solving the demonstration problem by means of which
the abilities listed under heading III are either
reviewed or learned. In teaching the approximate
method of drawing an ellipse it should be remembered
that it is to be taught as a drill procedure. The
problems on the plate were selected with this in
mind by offering sufficient practice to reduce it to
the drill level.
VI Assignment
:
W !• Complete Plate 25
2. Study (F) Arts 117 to 120 (inclusive)
1
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Lesson 27 (Oblique and cabinet projection)
I References (F) pp 131-I.38 (S) pp 166-172.
II Airr:
1* To teach the principles and relative advantages of
oblique and cabinet types of pictorical projection*
III Specific abilities necessary to solve the olate:
1. A good reading knowledge of orthographic projection*
2* The ability to select the best location and angle to
represent an object in oblique and cabinet*
3* To be able to decide wisely when a cabinet projection
is preferable to an oblique projection*
4* A good working knowledge of the principles of oblique
and cabinet projection*
IV Illustrative problem for blackboard use:
^/y /T
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Lemonst rat ion lecture:
1. The limitations of isometric projection*
A. Noticable distortion due to lack of convergance
of lines as they recede from the eye*
B* Difficulty of drawing circles and irregular
curves in isometric drawing*
2* Advantages of oblique and cabinet projections*
A* Object may be placed to. give a pleasing effect
to the eye*
B* Irrigular curves may be placed parallel to
the plane of projection and easily drawn*
3* Fules of oblique and cabinet projection*
A* Place the object with the irrigular outline
parallel to the plane of projection.
3* Preferably have the longest dimension parallel
to the plane of projection*
4. The theory of oblique and cabinet projection*
A* The oblique position*
B. The real and projected angle*
C» The relation of the position to the final
drawing*
5* Solve the demonstration problem illustrating the
following principles* (Make two projections of the
3ame object, side by side, one in oblique and the
other in cabinet projection*)
A* That the length and widths and thicknesses
of an object in oblique projection remain
unchanged.
B* That the length and widths in cabinet pro-
jection remain unchanged but the thicknesses
become one-half size*
C* That curves on surfaces parallel to the plane
of projection are true shape and size*
D* That curves on surfaces oblique to the plane
of projection become distorted and must be
co-ordinated*
i(
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E. That there is no set oblique angle or direction
"but may be selected to give the best view con-
sistent with ease of drawing*
E. That parallel outlines on parallel surfaces
remain parallel.
6. Explain the method of drawing objects having slant
front surfaces by means of offsets from a right section.
VI Assignment :
1. Complete Plate 26 •
2. Study (E) Arts 245 to 248 (inclusive)
3. ^ead (E) Arts 249 to 2*8 (inclusive)
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Lesson 28 (Perspective)
I Feferences (7) pp 309-320.
Special "Reference: Lubschez B. J. "Perspective"
D. Van Nostrand Co., New York,
3rd Edition, 1926.
II kirn:
1. To teach the fundamental principles of perspective as
they relate to the solution of problems involving only
one line of measure and two vanishing points.
Ill Specific abilities necessary to solve the plate:
1. To be able from a worded statement to locate the vertical
and horizontal projections of a station point.
2. To know how to locate the vanishing points when the
station points, picture plane and top view of the
object are given.
3« To be able to make a perspective drawing with the use
of one line of measure when the above points and a
side view are given.
4. To stimulate a genuine interest beyond that of the
vocational type.
IV Illustrative problem for blackboard use:
Sfof/On Po/r?f
P/cfure.
P/c/ure P/a/?G
t t
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\ 0
(pO
\
r /?/?—
s.p v
*
(as far c/bw/? as poss/S/ie) , A
Graone/ *
V Demon st rat ion lecture:
1. Uses of perspective drawing:
A. Show an object as it appears to the eye.
B. Used Toy architects*
C» Used to convey ideas to the lajTuan by
means of free-hand sketches*
2% By referring to the student'% experiences, their
study assignment and the first sketch given under
heading IV deduce the following principles*
A. That the visual rays all converge at the
eye of the observer which can be made to
vary according to his distance from the
object and his height above the ground*
B. That the size of the picture varies with
the location of the picture plane*
(A.) If the picture plane is in front
of the object the picture will be
smaller than the ob.iect.
•
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(b) If it touches it, that edge which
touches the picture plane will
appear in true length*
(c) If behind, the picture will be
larger than the object*
C. That a system of parallel lines will all
disappear at a common vanishing point.
D. That the vanishing points are located on
the horizon which is at the height of
the observer's eye.
E. That there will be as many vanishing
points ag there are sy stems of parallel
lines
•
Solve demonstration problem in the following
order.
A. Locate S.P.*1 (Horizontal view of station
point) at the given distance from the
picture plane in front of corner C.
(a) May or may not appear below
ground.
5. Locate S.P. V which also fixes the horizon.
C. Draw from P.P.*1 the two visual and obtain
the two horizontal projections of V.P.
(vanishing points.)
D. Obtain V.P. V
E. Draw line of measure, visual rays and
complete the perspective . irawing.
y. Check for accuracy by continuing the step
lines to vanishing points.
VI Assignment.
!• Complete Plate 27.

'amshing Po/n P/cture P/ane
Vanishing Po/n+ v-. : tior/zon StatiOf? .Point
Ground
Station Pom
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Lesson 29 (Perspective)
I References (?) pp 309-320.
Special T?ef erence--Lubschez B. J. "Perspective"
D» Van ITo strand Co., New York,
3rd. Edition 1926.
II Aim;
1. To provide further training in perspective drawing
and to extend the previous treatment to include the
solution of problems involving more than one line of
measure
•
III Specific abilities necessary to solve the plate:
1« An understanding of the work of the preceding lesson
involving solving perspective problems requiring one
line of measure only*
2. A working knowledge of the principle of obtaining the
height of a surface in perspective that has no edge
on it touching the picture plane.
IV Illustrative problem for blackboard use:
1. Draw on the board, free hand, a problem similar to
the class problem and show how to measure and locate
one surface by means of an extra line of measure.
V Demonstration lecture:
1. In explaining the extra line of measure it is well to
consider the surface as being extended to touch the
picture plane, measuring the true height on the ex-
tended surface and then by means of the visual ray
cutting of that portion that is not needed.
2. Explain other methods of making perspective drawings.
A. Without the use of vanishing points*
(a) Draw profile as well as top views
of object, picture plane and visual
rays.
Obtain widths from top and heights
from 3ide view -*<here the rays
intercept the picture plane.
B. By putting the plan in perspective and build
ing vertically up.
(a) Used by architects.
( • I
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3« Speak of review for final examination.
A« If the new t3'pe of test is to "be given
stress knowledge %
B« If objective graphical test is to be given
list suggested prohle?; s from the text for
review*
VI Assignment
1. Keview for final examination.

8
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CEAPTFF VI
Measuring Aptitude and Achievement in the Subject
Most of the differences between people are of a quantitative
rather than of a qualitative nature. Unless we are badly de-
formed we can all run but c'ust how well we can run requires some
kind of a test. Fven the fastest of our trackmen can be easily
overtaken by a fast whippet dog. This implies that when we
term a man as being fast we are refering to hia speed relative
to the other men and not with respect to some other species*
This ability to run, which we all possess, is then a qualitative
one while our relative speed of running 13 quantitative and
must be expressed in terms of some standard that we are all
familiar with*
For running we measure the quantitative element by
determining the time necessary to travel over known distances*
By this means we are able to compare the speed of a man on the
east coast with one on the west coast* We do not doubt the
relative performances because we know that personal opinion
does not enter into the measuring devise which is based upon
scientifically accurate time pieces and tapes, and that the
units used are well standardized. Although, not doubting the
final performances we will very naturally seek an explanation
• as to why those from a certain section of the country always
seem to excel in some one particular event. Fben we are told
that an eastern runner can do a mile in four minutes and twelve
seconds wc should, if this were the second case from the same

locality "be interested in knowing whether their speed was a
property of their physical inheritance or of their training.
fie have not gone very far with the subject of measure-
ment without being in the very center of it. If ire stop and
analyse our discussion concerning the topic of running, <*-e
shall find that the following principles, which are of impor-
tance in the subject of measurement, have been covered.
1. That those differences for which we devise tests
for measurement are practically always of a
quanitative nature.
2. That in order that we may compare the standing
of one person in an ability frith another we must
set up standards arid express their relative
difference.
3* That those quantitat ive differences must be due
to a number of causes and if we are to attempt
to predict a person's success we must know what
those favorable factors are and the degree to
which they are possessed by the person we are
considering.
4. That our tests to stand comparison must be
based on impersonal and scientific methods of
grading*
With the above principles in mind we will consider them
as they apply to our subject by first treating with the
student's aptitude for the subject, then the various techniques
used for measuring achievement in drawing and lastly the topic
of standardized tests as they apply to our ?*ork. - .
_A The Problem j _ Pet ermin inp; _a ?tudent 's Aptitude .
By aptitude we mean a person's natural ability to be able
to do a specified type of work independent of any previous
training in that endeavor* If a good aptitude test could be
designed we could predict a student's success in a subject
fc
1
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before he entered upon a study of the subject. Our next
question might well be, why design a special test when we
already have recorded his achievement in ot v er subjects?
Does it not follow that if a person does well in one subject
he will do v ; ell in others? For some subjects this is true,
as achievement in one correlates very highly with achievement
with another making aptitude t est: unnecessary for predicting
success or failure in the second subject. For many subjects
e should think off hand that they would correlate but if we
rely upon our judgment rather than upon a calculated result
we shall oaoy times be lead astray* It was for the possibility
of finding ti subject that would correlate very highly with
drawing that the writer calculated the coefficients of cor-
relation between success in trigonometry and drawing and
success between English and drawing for a class of three
hundred freshman at Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts*
The following tables give the distributions of the grades
in the subjects referred to and below each table are the cal-
culations necessary for computing the coefficient of correla-
tion*
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Calculation of the Pro duct -Moment Coefficients of
Correlation between the grades in Trigonometry and the
grades in Drawing and between the grades in English and
grades in Drawing for $00 college men*
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The coefficients of correlation between trigonometry and
drawing was found to be a 0.47, and the like figure between
Engl Itta and drawing to be C\^2* neither of these results is
significant enough to allow the subjects of trigonometry and
English to be used as a basis for predicting probable success
of a class of students in Engineering Prwing. ^'e can conclude
from this that success in drawing requires a differert kind or
decrees of ability than are required in the other subjects or
ct
*
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if the abilities are alike in kind and degree our means of
as
measurement are so unreliable^/; o detect the differences between
the two*
Our next concern is to find out just what abilities are
necessary for success in drawing and then to see how they can
be measured. The following are believed by the writer tc be
the outstanding characteristics that influence a student's
success in the study of Engineering Drawing*
1. Interest in the subject*
2. Ability to visualize in two -xnd
three dimensions*
3* The senses of vision, touch and of pressure.
4. Muscular control especially that co-
ordination between the hand and the
eye •
5» Hand and finger dexterity.
6. Previous training in geometry and
mechanic arts.
There are many tests such as the "Detroit Mechanical
Aptitude Tests for Boys* the "Minnesota Paper Form Board
Tests" the "Mac Quarrie Test for Mechanical Ability," and the
"Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test" which have for their
purpose the measuring of some one of these abilities together
with others we have not listed, but the only test that has
been made up to test aptitude for Engineering Drawing is
one constructed by Dr. Clair V. Mann, Professor of Engineer-
ing Drawing and Descriptive Geometry at the University of
Missouri
•
Kuduq C. V. "Placement Examination in General Engineering
Drawing" published by Department of Engineering Drawing School
of Mines and Metallurgy, University of Missouri
,
Rolla, Missouri
A copy of this test is bound in the back of this thesis.
c(
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In addition to the other characteristics it measures factual
knowledge in irawing which is so general that one interested
in the subject would probably know it. If offers a means of
measuring the student's ability to visualize in two but not
in three dimensions* I wrote and asked Professor Mann iF he
had any tests for measuri ng ability to visualize in three
dimensions* He replied that at present they did not but he
believed that ability to visualize in t'nree dimensions is close
ly correlated with the ability to visualize in two dimensions.
He also informed me that the test ^as undergoing a second re-
vision, the first test being issued August 1927, and the first
revised copy issued August 1929*
This test of Professor Mann's has a coefficient of cor-
relation of 0.626 and a coefficient of reliability of 0.-°l
which are satisfactory and high enough to justify its adop-
tion. Other factors such as its attractiveness in appearance,
ease of correction, object iveness , ease of administration and
completeness of directions are additional favorable consider-
ations that would prompt its use.
Having iecided that we have a test that can be used to
measure the student 1 s appitude for Engineering Drawing it is
'but logical that we next inquired into the use to which it may
be put. ' • The following are the outstanding uses to which
an appitude test in our subject would be put. . .
1. Give us a basis to segregate our students
into separate classes according to their
ability
.
ot I
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2. To "be one factor in the diagnosis
of special cases and used as a
basis of suggesting remedial
measures
•
3» To help differentiate between
natural aptitude for the subject
and training in the subject.
The objection to segregation of students on the basis of
ability is that it is undemocratic and does not allow the
duller or average students the opportunity to learn from the
association with the brighter ones. Our educational system is
adapted to the needs of the middle part of our class distri-
butions resulting in the brighter students getting along with
very little effort and many times actually being classed as
possessing only average intelligence. The duller students
either fall by the wayside or due to extra effort manage to
do passing work. The solution to this is to have one or two
bright sections, and one or two dull ones dividing the remain-
der of the students -ithout respect to their rating on the
aptitude test. Professor Henry ¥• Miller of the College of
Engineering of the University of Michigan conducted an ex-
periment on the segregation of engineering students on the
basis of ability for the years 1923 « 1924 and 1925 and con-
cluded among other things that there is no apparent harm done
to the student by segregating them with their mental equals.
The use of the aptitude test as an important factor in
the diagnosis of special cases and used as a basis of suggest-
ing remedial measures is an important one. Many students are
lacking in the ability to visualize in two and three dimensions

If2
and they can only hope just to i-ass the course as their objective
In order to be of value for this work there must be norms of
attainment already set for the test in order that a student may
be placed with respect to others of the same school*
The preceding function is closely allied to the one of
differentiating between natural aptitudes for the subject and
the training in the subject. By means of this test we can
distinguish between the student who is bright but lazy and the
student who receives the same grade but is dull and works ex-
ceedingly hard. This gives the instructor or adviser an
opport unity to give intelligent guidance by "being fair to the
student and to the instructor.
B Techni ques for Measuring Abilit ies in Drawing
^e have made mention of the fact that drawing- has not
always been classed as a knowledge subject. When it first
justified its place on the engineering curriculum it was taught
as a skill subject with the mental discipline and abstract part
of it studied under the name of Descriptive Geometry. At the
present time this attitude has changed and Engineering Drawing
is now considered as a knowledge as well as a skill subject.
This is evidenced by the decided change in the character of
the text books and in the methods of teaching. 7t is those
teachers who still cling to the old idea that teach the sub-
ject on the laboratorv basis without supplementing it with
the lecture, demonstration or recitation methods. A3 a new
part of this teaching program there has been introduced the
technique of measurement which is also a direct outcome of the
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changed conception of the Bake up of the subject.
Under the old plan the grade was obtained by averaging
the plate marks which were previously diet ermine d by the sub-
jective method of having the instructor pass judgment on the
drawing skill displayed by the student* The method of solu-
tion played a very small part as most of the « ork was of a copy
nature. The grades of the plates still play an important part
in making up the final mark but the plates of today do not in-
volve the copying type of problem that they previously iid»
The emphasis is now on the solution and method of attack with
about twenty per cent of the grade being a factor of the
drawing skill involved. It is still a question whether under
the laborator}' method of teaching the instructor is grading
himself or the student. In the laboratory method referred to
the instructor goes from bench to bench assisting the student
by trying to help him help himself. Many teachers protect
then.selves against this by having the plates follow the demon-
plat es
atration lecture or recitation and have the/done by the student
under test conditions. When this practice is employed the
class plate grades are treated as examination grades. If a
freer ase of the laboratory period is made the class plates
are averaged and put together with test averages and some-
times home-plate averages to determine the final grade.
The technique of measurement as applied to Engineering
Drawing has been very logical when viewed in the light of the
conditions and practices that have been associated with and
have surrounded the subject. The first type of tests given
r
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are what we may refer to as test plates. That is when it -,ras
thought there was sufficient thought material to be measured,
the instructor gave t ,_ e class a plate to do containing pro-
blems very similar to those they had just completed. The
greatest drawback to this plan was the loss of time involved*
In doinga test plate requiring three hours for its completion
more than half of that time was consumed in laj^ing out the
problems. This method was first overcome by the more progres-
sive teacher, and later followed by pract ically all, by having
the layouts of the problems printed on special test plates re-
quiring the students to solve but not la.y out any problems. If
the test was to be orthographic projection the two given views
would be printed with the appropriate space left for the
student to draw in the third view. To cut down the time of
testing, even further, a form of drawing completion test was
devised. In testing orthographic projection with this type
of test three incomplete views would be supplied the student
for him to insert the missing lines or to change the character
of the line for conventions used. The practices for cutting
down the time have been paralleled by a decrease in the amount
of time allot ed to the subject on the curriculum and their
adoption seemslogical from that point of view. Another factor
influencing the change in methods of testing has been the
growing literature and place the new type of test is having
in the complete field of education. It is only within the
last three years that the new type of examination has been
C
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applied to our subject of Engineering Drawing ^nd we will give
it further consideration a little further on in this chapter.
In all of the types of tests just referred to the subject
as
matter was of such a nature/^ o lend itself to an objective
scale of grading. By this I mean practically all instructors
would, on correcting the tests, point out the same errors*
This does not mean that they would all allot the "ame grade
or have the same errors. There would be a large variation
in the grades due to the relative value the different instruc-
tors placed on the various parts of the problem. When the
percentage system is employed this difference may be overcome
to a large masure by considering the original percentage
marking as scoring mad making up the grades on the basis of
the relative standing of one student with respect to another
and the minimum acceptable score considered satisfactory for
passing by the instructor. When grading by percentages the
results will mry according to how difficult the problems
are, the length of time allowed for the work, the relative
value assigned to each oroblem and the leniency used in
correction by the instructor, ^here being so many variable
factors entering into the grading we could hardl^ expect to
have any two instructors agree precisely on a set of exam-
inations. In order to make the grading more uniform the
plan of using the percentages as scores is recommended. This
is es- ecially adaptable when a test is given vhich prove?
to be too long for the time allotted. To illustrate its use,
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the following score distribution which the Writ ear obtained from
a test v e gave in drawing will he used:
Pc ore
3
Ho • Grade
90-100 5—
--A.
8O-9O - 4 B.
70- 80 3 C.
60- 70 -3 C.
" 50- 60 -—5 £>.
40- 50- -4 D.
30- 40 3- D.
20- 30 3 F.
10- 20-- --2 P.
0- 10 1 PP.
Prom inspection, it is readily seen that the distribution
.is far from a normal one. Had I adhered to an old percentage
passing grade of 6Qf eighteen would have failed and only fif-
teen would have passed. This condition would have been un-
fair because as it happened, due to unforeseen circumstances,
the students did not have sufficient time for the middle, or
lower group to do justice to themselves* In determining what
the limit at ing
.
passing score should be my subjective judgment
had to be used by inspecting the examinations and deciding
which ones displayed enough working knowledge for the time they
had to do it in, to be considered passing. Having decided this
the natural grouping of the distribution, while not normal,
gave t basis for the rest of the grades. If the instructor
would,, in making up a test, list the abilities he wants to
measure, make up problems to measure these abilities, decide
upon the relative score to be given for each part, and then
after the test has been given to score it on the predetermined
basis and from a study of the test and score distribution
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assign grades much of the subjective or personal elements would
disappear from our marking system. It will "be noticed that no
mention is made here of the normal curve or of the statistical
methods of assigning grades by first computing the median, mean
or standard derivations or quart itale* The use of theare
methods has "been purposely omitted to simplify the work by
suggesting a working method embodying the advantages of recent
educational practices that can be used by t hose engineering
teachers that have not received a training in educational
measurement
•
The plan just suggested has been an attempt to revise the
traditional testing procedure by eliminating, as far as possible,
the subjective element in grading* In doing this ;v e have re-
vised an older method to attempt to approach perfection. Cur
treatment would be incomplete if -e omit to take up, at this
point
,
the new type of test which, although recognizing certain
limitations, we now consider as that roal of perfection with
respect to measuring abilities on a purely objective basis.
The new type of test consists of the large number of
short exercises which can be answered by means of a check, in-
serting word or line, or by writing a numeral in the correct
place. This form of examination possesses the following ad-
vant ages*
1. A wide range of subject matter can be examined
in a relatively short time.
2. The scoring is highly objective.
3» The subject matter t o be measured can be singled
out and measured separately without making the
answers obscure.
<i
(
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4, Statistical results may be calculated which
are of use in comparing tests and accomplish-
ments from time to time.
5* The effort of writing is reduced for the
student •
6. They are easy to correct by means of keys.
7« They are easy to administrate.
The advantages just listed are impressive, but when ap-
plying this form of test to engineering drawing, it should be
remembered that we are only measuring the knowledge of the
subject and net drawing skill, that many of the items are of
the recognition type rather than of the creative, that problem
solving ability of the simpler type only is measured. These
advantages would be more serious if this test ;vere to be the
only basis of a grade. When it is considered that the student
aoes approximately a class plate a day, where a good indication
of his drawing skill can be obtained, and that the t^ rpe of
tests previously referred to measures his abilit3r to solve
different problems it logically follows that the new type of
test vas a place on the measuring program for testing those
abilities and subject matter on those onl" that it is designed
test effectively*
In order that we understand the common terms as applied
to educational measurement and at the same time familiarize
ourselves with the outstanding requisites for the new type
examinations we will understand the meanings of objectivity,
validity, and reliability.
When we say that a test is objective we mean that the
personal element has been eliminated from the scoring process.
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It would make no difference who scored the examination as to
the results obtained. The answers to the questions contained
in a surely objective test would be scored by means of a key
sheet or form which would not lend itself to two or more
answers to amr one question*
For a test to be valid it must measure only what it is
designed to measure. These requisits limit the material of the
test to only that which has been previously studied in the
course that is being tested. If we want to measure a bo3rl s
ability to solve a perspective problem and we so confuse the
layout and statement that due to his weakness or orthographic
projection he cannot get started we sfrculd not have a valid
test. We would be measuring his ability to solve orthographic
projection problems and to obtain meanings out of purely
phrased sentences rather than perspective projection. The
conclusion is that we should have each item stand as far as
possible on its own feet and vave it concerned only with
that which we are attempting to measure.
Peliabi lity is concerned with the consistancv with which
it measures "hat ever it does measure. Regardless as to
whether the items are valid or not if the test is reliable
the same students will obtain approximately the same score
on the test if given again under the same conditions. This
factor of reliability is represented by a numerical co-
efficient which ma,y be calculated by statistical methods.
In order to apply this form of educational measurement-
direct ly the writer here inserts a new type of objective test
' Is
i
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that would serve as a final examination for our course of ^tudy.
Achievement Test in Engineering Drawing
I
Bead these statements and make a mJJ* mark at the left
of each statement if vou think it is a true, and a w—n mark
if you think it is false.
Don't guess! A wrong response counts heavily against
you. Omit statements about which you know nothing*
A statement is true only if every part of it is true; a
statement is false if any part of it is untrue.
— 1. Engineering drawing is a fine art.
— 2. The capital letters, A, B and-F should
be the same width.
— 3» The letters M and V should be the same
i idt h»
4. The distance between all capital letters is
the same.
•f* 5» Only one orthographic projection of an
object can be drawn on one projection
plane
.
-j~ 6. The height of the front view is the same
as the height of the side view.
7* An orthographic drawing always has three
views.
-f- 8. An angle of 75° may De obtained hy means
of the "T" square and t riangles.
9* When using the scale l4* equals one foot,
the dimension of 2'-3 n will be represent-
ed by a line 3tw long.
"fr 10. You should not use a protractor to secure
an angle of ^2J2 degrees.
— 11. When a line is parallel to the horizontal
it will show in its true length in the
side view.
1 1- t
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— 12. A right circular cone can be changed
into an elliptical cone by means of a
cutting plane oblique to its axis.
_^-13« A 105 degree angle can be constructed
with the aid of the "T" square and
triangles •
— 14. In drawing horizontal lines the lower
edge of the M T n square may be used.
-j~ 15 • A pentagon has five sides.
J- 16. The directrix of an oblique circular
cone is a circle.
—
-17* The ellipse as drawn by the pen and
string method is only an approximation.
^— 18. In addition to the major and minor
axis the distance between the foci
is needed before a trammel can be
ma de
.
-^-19. Only one triangle can be constructed
from those given sides.
— 20. The side of an octagon is equal to
the radius of the circumscribed
circle
•
-^21. Only one measurement is necessary to
make a regular hexagon by means of
"T" square and triangle.
-f- 22. For all practical purposes a 5 to 2
slant, an 8 to 3 slant, and a 7O0
slant may be used interchangeable.
-j- 23. The height of the point of sight
determine the heights of the vanish-
ing points above the ground.
— 24. All horizontal lines in an isometric
drawing show in true length.
-f~25» Perspective drawing is 3mown as
conical projection.
— 26. A circle drawn in perspective is not
an ellipse.
.— 27. No angle shows in its true size in an
isometric drawing.
V
t
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— 28. In perspective drawing when the picture
plane is in back cf the object the
picture is smaller than the object*
— 29* A visual ray is a line connecting a point
) on the drawing with the vanishing point
«
~f-
30. If there are four different systems of
parallel lines in an object then there
will be four vanishing points in the
perspective drawing.
31« Only curved lines are non-isometric
lines
•
-f- 32* 111 dimensions are not size dimensions*
— 33 • Three dimensions are necessary to des-
cribe the size of a right circular
cylinder.
-4- 34. ITever require a workman to add or sub-
tract dimensions*
-f- 35* Fractions must be made with a horizontal
division line.
— 36. Dimensions should be so placed that the
drawing is readable from the bottom and
left side.
— 37» A center line may be used as a dimension
line •
-f- 38« Drilled v oles should be located from
finished surfaces.
-—39* If a line is visible in one view it is
visible in all views*
-f- 40 • The development of a right 037-1 in der is
a rectangle*
-f- 41. The surface of a sphere cannot be
developed.
+ 42* In dimensioning, all notes should read
horizontally
•
— 43. The development of a right circular
cone i? triangle.
Ar
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44* An auxiliary cutting plane is used in
intersection problems.
-f- 45* All lines in a development are true
lines
•
V- 46 • An auxiliary view is used to determine
the true size of a slant surface.
47* It is necessary to put finished marks
on a detail drawing*
— 48 • In a section view if rods, bolts, or
screws fall in the path of the cutting
plane they are sectioned*
-f- 49 • In an oblique drawing a circular hole
will show as a circle if it is on a
face parallel to the plare of pro-
jection*
— 50* If an assembly drawing is sectioned all
the cross hatch lines are parallel*
-f- 51* *n representing an object in the second
quadrant the plane view may or may not
be below the front view*
— 52* In perspective drawing; the visual
elements are parallel to the visual
rair s«
— 53 • An oblique drawing is always drawn 45 0
to the right •
— 54* It is often permissible to use the
scale as a straight edge in drawing a
line •
-/~55» *n perspective drawing the size of the
picture is decreased by increasing the
distance from the observer to the picture
:
lane •
— 56* If two solids intersect then every line of
one solid will pierce some surface on the
other •
-^-57* If a triangular pyramid goes completely
through a rectangular solid there will
be an even number of points of piercing*
r
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-j- If the axis of two cylinders of
different diameters intersect
there will he two separate curves
of intersection*
59* If a line pierces the base of a
rectangular solid and is parallel
to the side then it must also
pierce the top of the solid.
II
1.
2.
For each of the questions below -rrrite fhe number
ofthe correct answers in the square at the
right •
T
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X.
L
Line A is (l) a dimension line,
(2) a section line, (3) a cross
hatching line, (4) an extension
line.
Line B is (l) a size dimension,
(2) a tolerance dimension, (3)
a location dimension, (4) an over
all dimension.
Angle C is (l) 60 degrees, (2) £5
degrees, (3) 75 degrees, (4) 105
degrees
•
4
3
4. This is a (l) section line, (2)
an invisible line, (3) a center
line, (4) an extension line.
This is (1) a perspective, (2) an
oblique, (3) an orthographic, (4)
an isometric drawing*
c
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in
Complete the following sentences "by supplying the proper
word or words that are missing* These statements when com-
pleted should be true statements*
1. The diamter of a circle must he made a little -<6W52£C_.
than the side of a square in order to look the same
size •
2. The length of the front is the as the
of the top view.
3« Invisible edges are represented by -JfatEQC , lines*
4, The height of lower case lettering is equal to -^.JAtrjC
the height of the capital*
5* The space between two lines of lettering in a title
is equal to the --**e^-/t of the -&»e#e:c— 0f the
two lines*
6* The hole represented by two parallel dotted lines
equally spaced with respect to a center line in both
the top and side views shows in the front view as a
or a furre-
7* The difference between isometric drawing and isometric
projection is that the drawing is not (ZT£'j£.^/Jtj&,
while the projection is £QKe.-*£r«K.--
8* The hyperbola is obtained by a cutting plane making
an -J^/fcC-- with the axis -->&&jz/6&Z- than that of
the elements*
9* An ellipse is a curve generated by a point moving
in a plane so that the of its distances
from two fixed points is a
jlo* In making an oblique arawing it is easiest to have
the irregular or curvea surfaces —&c<t./&£- to the
plane of projection*
11* In cabinet drawing the distances back from the froj.t
surfaces are equal to •4W&jfo/JL- the same distances
in an drawing*
12* The parabola is a — C^ekS— generated by a point
moving in a plane so that its distance from a fixed
point equals its distance from a fixed &a£, •
e-
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13« To revolve an object without changing its height
it must be revolved about an axis - ~/*er/tmttfcd/af,—
to the -4a&*tf&-fet— lyre.
14* For showing the inside of an object a -~ttcr&&?
drawing is best
4

*7
IV
Each of the objects is represented by three views*
one of the tlree views there is a line or lines missing,
the Kissing lines in free hand for each object so that the
drawing will "be complete*
In some
Draw
7S
v—
-
j—
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In the preceding test the following principles, which
should be considered in constructing an examination of this
type, were adhered to:
lm That at the beginning of each separate part there
should he specific directions for doing that part
making it unnecessary for any further explanations
on the part of the examiner*
2* That at least fifty questions shoula he in a test
.
3* That no statement should "be in an ambiguous form*
4« That each question should be a unit in itself*
5* That the first few questions should be easy*
6* That the order of the true false questions should
be at random*
7* That enough items should be i v eluded to cover the
c omelet e course*
5* That the wording of each it en should be brief
and clear*
9* That the test should be easy to administer
•
10* That the test should be easy to score*
After t>e test has beer; given it should be scored, a
percentile curve of the scores constructed, the curve and
border line tests studied, and the points on tlie curve cor-
responding to the five grades to be awarded should be allotted*
The grades in letter form should then be recorded on the final
record sheets to be balanced with the other grades in deter-
mining the final grade*
The achievement test -».-e Just considered is generally made
up by the instructor giving the course and is built around
what he thinks to be the important knowledge outcomes of the
t(
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course. There is another type of objective test called the
standard te^st which is concerned with fundamentals that have
been standardized to the extend of being incorporated into
all good courses of study. These tests have forms of attain-
ment which may be used to measure the relative achievement of
one group with respect to another as well as offering the in-
structor an opportunity to weigh the relative merits of this
course of study and method of teaching. In order that we
bring our discussion down to a tangible basis we shall do well
to make our points b;v illustration. Therefore, we will con-
cern ourselves with a critical study of a "A series of Stan-
dard Tests in Fundamental Mechanical Drawing," published by
the Public School Publishing Company of Bloomingt on, Illinois
,
and constructed by Alex. B« Badger.
As the subject matter of these tests has been divided
into three sections rather than one general test we will first
discuss each section separately and then consider the test as
a whole. The divisions -r-s made loy the author are logical and
as he explains in the manual the division is made since the
order of presenting the various subjects covered vary in dif-
ferent schools.
Test one is concerned with measuring the student*s ability
in use of tools, line -ork, dimensioning and lettering. Al-
though these abilities are very necessary for success in draw-
ing room work they are not good topics to be included in a
standard test. This is true because much of the work is merely
*A copy of this test is bound in the bac* of this thesis.
r
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conventions which are not completely standardized, or they
are practices which vary according to drawing-room conditions,
type of student, particular school and instructor* In order
to illustrate this point we will take as an example item
(3) which is a mutiple choice item and reads as follows:
M In using triangles with the T-square for ruling
vertical lines, always have the vertical edge of the triangle
toward the (right) (left) (either right or left)." The
answer given in the manual is the left side but in many schools
where small drawing boards are used the T-square must at times
be used with the vertical edge to the right and also where
the light is bad, or where the boy is left handed.
Item five is wholly a conventional practice but it is
fairly well standardized and may be permitted. In items 34
to 38 which are concerned with weight of line the correct
answer would be correct relatively only; that is, the heavi-
est line would be checked for border line while in actual
practice a student ma3r be taught to use a much heavier line
for the border line. The line checked for the center line
may be used correctly with respect to weight, but the center
line is seldom a full line, as shown in the test. This would
be confusing to the student.
80 far consideration has been given to use of tools, line
work, and dimensioning which leaves lettering as the remain-
ing feature of test one. Of a total of 75 points assigned to
this first test 36 are on lettering. This distribution may
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be justified if the students ability on lettering could be
correctly measured but I very much doubt the validity of the
test* The test is wholly a recognition test and is more a
measure of general intelligence than of any specific technical
knowledge. To check my opinion on this I gave this section of
the test to ten different people who had never studied the sub-
ject and they checked an average of twenty-seven out of the
thirty-six items correct. If they can obtain a possible 27
out of a total 36 points without any knowledge of the subject
the test can hardly be measuring what it is intended to
measure*
Test two examines the most important part of Mechanical
Drawing; namely, that of projection, including sections and
auxiliary views* This test is well constructed and each item
used is a fair one for a standard test*
Test three is on three common types of pictorical drawing
called isometric, cabinet and oblique. The items of this
test are so selected that they cover the important principles
of pictorical drawing and all in all makes a good standard
t est •
In considering the three tests as a unit I would say that
not enough weight had been given to test 2* This test measures
the most important part of the subject while it receives the
soallest possible score* The highest score obtainable in test
I is 112£, in test 2 it is 100, while in test 3 it is 105.
The standards for these teats are in preparation so the
tests as they now stand are really not standard tests as they
»
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have no norms*
The make-up of the test does not follow a good course of
study as work on geometric constructions! development and
intersection are omitted. These topics are included in all
the good text books such as those given in the bibliography of
this thesis and all good courses of study. To be definite I
refer to the courses of study that I looked over which are
those of the Boston schools, "Lynn schools, and the Gloucester
schools. These subjects are also included in Svensen's
"Instructors' Manual for Mechanical Drawing," and in the out-
line given in Hoelscher ^"Teaching of Mechanical Drawing."
The subject of perspective is covered under the division of
pictorical drawing in many schools but it is a question as to
whether the practice is wide enough to warrant a place for it
in a standard test.
With respect to the mechanical features of the tests I
would say that they are attractive with clear and simple
directions for the students which makes them easy to administer.
There is no time limit on the test so that the students should
feel under no strain when they take them.
Although the manual is complete with respect to directions
for scoring, the scoring would take considerable time due to
the scoring value of the various items. Some items receive
one score unit , some one-quarter, some one-third and others
one-half a unit. The assigning of the proper score value and
the adding of them would involve considerable time as would
» - <
(
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the correction of those items requiring the addition of the
missing lines in a drawing*
The paper is of good quality and the cost should not be
prohibitive to any school system wanting to use them*
In conclusion let it be said that at their best they can
only measure knowledge and not technique. When taking into
account those topics that are omitted and realizing that the
first test is of little value I would not use the Badger
tests and consider them as a means of obtaining a picture of
the students knowledge of the subject*
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SCHOOL OF MINES AND METALLURGY
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
ROLLA
Student's Name: Sex Yrs. Mos.
(Surname) (Initials) (Age)
High School Attended City State
Institution Where Administered Date
Section Instructor Room
SCORING DATA
Maximum Possible Score: 200 Student's Score:
Allowable Time : Total, 100 minutes.
Part A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Copyright, 1929, by Clair V. Mann Totals
Rights Wrongs Omits Score
J 1 1
Part 2
Part 3
1 min.
4 " Part 4 15 min
15 " Part 5 10 "
15 " Part 6 15 "
10 " Part 7 15 "
CONSTRUCTED BY CLAIR V. MANN,
Professor of Engineering Drawing
and Descriptive Geometry.
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c
NORMS.
On August 10, 1929, 341 students had taken this test at Missouri School of Mines, and 58 at State University of Iowa,
making a total of 399. Papers of these students furnish the following data:
Perfect or maximum possible score '2(H)
Lowest possible score 0
Highest score made to date 131
Lowest score to date 17
Average score of upper 25% of class 96.4
of lowest 25% of class 32.1
Upper cjuartile 87
Lower quartile 56
Median score 71.43
Arithmetic mean of scores 71.46
Standard Deviation of distribution 22.12
Probable error of an individual score '.. 6.41
P.E. score S.D 0.29
r
,
coefficient of reliability 0.81 +0.018
Coeff. of correlation with first semester grades
in engineering drawing (Pearson product-
moment) 0.6264-Q.034
Department of Engineering Drawing
SCHOOL OF MINES & METALLURGY
University of Missouri
Rolla
_
Manual of DirectionsMANUAL OF DIRECTIONS Aptitude and Training lor
Engineering Drawing
PLACEMENT EXAMINATIONS IN GENERAL ENGINEERING DRAWING.
CONSTRUCTED BY CLAIR V. MANN
^MINISTRATION:
(1) For test in Engineering Drawing, Aptitude, all instruments and materials required will be furnished by the
department. The materials required are: a pencil of "H" hardness (Van Dyke 601 No. 2), a 6" straight edge,
and a pen-pencil compass. For the test in Engineering Drawing, Training, the complete set of instruments
as shown in Plates 1 and 2 on Page 8 is required. The students should be told in advance to bring these to
class for the examination.
(2) Arrange the students in alternate seats if possible ; in any event careful surveillance is necessary throughout
the examination.
(3) One assistant will be needed for every 25 students.
(4) It is important that every examination booklet be accounted for.
(5) Note that all students work on the same part at the same time.
(6) As the time of the class hour is closely apportioned, the following steps must be executed with precision
:
(a) Seat the students (See 2 above).
(b) Furnish each student with equipment necessary in (1) above if the test being given is for Aptitude.
(c) If the test is for Training, be sure that each student is provided with the tools that must be used in
the test.
(d) Pass out the examinations, placing each one face up on the desk, but inverted so that the student can-
not read it.
(e) Then sav : "Your score in this examination will depend upon the number of questions answered
correctly. It is to your advantage to obtain as high a score as possible. However no one is expected
to be able to answer every question. Now turn the folders about and fill out the three lines at the bot-
tom of the title page."
(Examiner points to them. Allow about 1 minute for this).
(f) Then say : "Turn to Page 3 read the 'Directions' near the top of page 3."
(Examiner reads them aloud, while students work silently.
(g) Then say : "Ready, begin work on part A," and record the exact time.
(h) After ( )* minutes say: "Stop, turn over the page; fold the second sheet under; and begin work on
Part 1."
(i) After ( )* minutes say: "Stop, turn over the folder and begin work on Part 2" and record the exact
time.
(j) After ( )* minutes say : "Stop, turn over the page; fold the third sheet under, and begin work on Part
3," and record the exact time,
(k) After ( )* minutes say: "Stop, turn over the folder, and begin work on Part 4," and record the exact
time.
(1) After ( )* minutes say : "Stop, turn over the page; fold the fourth sheet under and begin work on
Part 5," and record the exact time,
(m) After ( )* minutes say: "Stop, turn over the folder, and begin work on Part 6," and record the exact
time.
(n) After ( )* minutes say: "Stop, turn over the page, and begin work on Part 7," and record the exact
time.
(o) After ( )* say : "Stop writing."
(p) Gather all examination folders immediately.
*Time limits for each part are printed on the examinations.
SCORING:
(1) The weighting of the parts is printed on the examinations, and is in the scoring keys. Correct answers are
given in the keys. It is suggested that for the T-F, R-W, and multiple response type of question, the answers
be copied on a narrow strip of cardboard and properly spaced to conform to the printed questions. For other
types it is convenient to copy the correct answers on a test-blank.
(a) Items correctly answered should be checked with a blue or red pencil. No half credits arc allowed.
(b) All fractions should be dropped from the part scores.
(c) The notation "R" means number right; "W" means wrong, i. e. attempted but answered incorrectly.
"T" means True, "F" means False.
(d) Part scores should be recapitulated on Page 3 of the examination.
(e) For part "A" it is necessary to have the scoring done by someone familiar with lettering.
(f) No negative scores are given; the least score is zero (0).
NORMS
:
Norms for the tentative edition are not yet available.
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Department of Engineering Drawing
SCHOOL OF MINES AND METALLURGY
University of Missouri
Rolla
PLACEMENT EXAMINATION IN
GENERAL ENGINEERING DRAWING, UNIT G. E. D.—
2
(Aptitude)
Revised Edition
GENERAL DIRECTIONS
lot write anything until told to do so.
When the signal is given, begin to work on Part A.
Do not write on any part until told to do so.
At the beginning of each part will be found directions for that part.
Follow the directions carefully, but do not ask questions.
PART A (Items Nos. 1 to 48 inclusive)
Directions: It is desired that you shall PRINT, AND NOT WRITE, the answers or information asked for in the
following. You have 5 minutes for Part A.
1. Print your surname first, follow with given name and initial
2. For what course are you enrolled at M. S. M.?
3. Have you ever had a course in mechanical drawing? If so, where was the course taken, and what was its nature?
4. Have you had a course in plane geometry?
5. Have you had a course in solid geometry?
6. Have you been employed at any time heretofore in doing practical work in drafting or in engineering out of
school? If so, please give essential details concisely.
7. Have you had a course in manual training?
8. Have you had any course in freehand drawing or sketching?
9. Do you draw faces, cartoons, or make posters or fancy lettering of any sort?
10. Have you any defects of eyesight, or are you troubled with weak eyes or any other ocular ailment that would
prevent prolonged use of the eyes on detail work?
11. Please check from the following statements that one, (or the two or three) that most closely sets forth your
opinions
:
(a) I am taking engineering drawing because it is a required course.
(b) I am taking drawing because I like it.
(c) I have no special liking for drawing.
\\ (d) I dislike drawing.
(e) I like to plan machines, structures, apparatus, and need drawing to help me do it.
(f) I aim to become an engineer, and need to know drafting in that kind of work.
(g) I wish to qualify myself to fill a position as draftsman.
Possible Score, Part A : Method of Scoring
:
Actual Score, Part A
:
Maximum 48
Minimum 0
Lettering 25
Responses 23
(See key) Lettering (Items 1-25)
Responses (Items 26-48)
Total Part Score
Page 4 PART 1
Directions: On the following page are representations of various geometric entities, such as plane curves and
figures, surfaces, and solids, which are studied in geometry, and which are made extensive use of both in engineering
and in engineering drawing. Each figure is numbered. The column of words contains the names of all the figures,
lines, curves, surfaces, and solids shown. On the dotted line preceding each word, write in the number of the figure
of which that word is the name, or to which it refers. DO NOT GUESS. If you are reasonably certain that a name
and figure match, then mark it—otherwise, leave it alone. Each name correctly numbered will score one point for
you. Incorrectly numbered names will take one point away.
First look at the name, then find the figure. Cross out each figure as you find its name. You have 15 minutes for this part.
<3>
o
8
/2
/3
/4
/7
/a
20
2J
22
23
24
23 e
26
27
23 V
29
30
3/
32
33
34
3S
36
37
38
39
40
42
43
44
4S
46
47
48
49
S0
Item No.
49
50
i
Plane
Circumscribed triangle
Transversal
Similar polygons
.> „2
Equal tangents 53
Dihedral angle 54
Parallelopiped 55
Ellipse 56
Rhombus 57
Cone 58
Scalene triangle 59
Drawing triangle 60
Right cylinder 61
Heptagonal pyramid 62
Concentric circles 63
Paraboloid 64
Angle of 75 degrees 65
Frustum of pyramid 66
Rectangle 67
Right prism 68
Pentagon 69
Tetrahedron 70
Alternate interior angles 71
Hyperbola 72
Circular sector 73
Oblique hexagonal prism 74
Secant line 75
Parabola 76
Segment of circle 77
Equiangular triangle 78
Trapezoid 79
Tangent line 80
Inscribed triangle 81
Chord 82
Nonrectangular parallelogram 83
Truncated prism 84
Trapezium 85
Circle 86
Internally tangent circles 87
Hexagon 88
Irregular polygons 89
Sphere 90
Inscribed angle
Helix I
Isosceles triangle .^3
Polyhedral angle 94
Oblique cylinder 95
Spheroid (ellipsoid) 96
Quadrant 97
Angle of 60 degrees 98
Possible Score, Part 1
:
Maximum, 50
Minimum, 0
Character of Responses
:
No. Rights Wrongs Omitted
Method of Scoring:
"Rights—Wrongs"
Actual Score, Part 1
PART 2
Page 5
Directions : Read these statements and encircle "T", at the right of each statement, with a small circle if you think
it is true. Encircle "F" if you think it is false. Your score will be based upon these signs only; don't waste time writ-
ing anything else. First go through the list quickly and mark all that you know for certain at once; then go back and
study out the harder ones.
Don't guess ! A wrong response counts heavily against you. Omit statements about which you know nothing.
A statement is true only if every part of it is true; a statement is false if any part of it is untrue. You have 15
minutes for this part.
Item No.
99. A fine silk thread is a geometric line _ T
|The end of a very small wire is a good example
of a geometric point T
101. Part of a straight line is called a segment of
that line I T
102. Solid geometry treats only of figures that do
not lie wholly in the same plane T
103. Two lines which intersect are not in the same
plane - T
104. A circle is a curvilinear figure T
105. The opening between two straight lines drawn
from a point is called a straight angle T
106. A line drawn through a circle, terminated at
each end by the circle, is a diameter _ T
107. When a right or obtuse angle is bisected the
two resulting angles are acute - T
108. If we bisect a reflex angle, we always form two
obtuse angles _._ T
109. If two adjacent angles are equal, their sum is
equal to two right angles - T
110. Vertical angles are always equal and adjacent
angles — — _ T
111. All the interior angles of an isosceles triangle
are acute _ — T
112. The angles of an equiangular triangle are equal
to the angles of every other equiangular tri-
angle - —
-
T
113. No polygon can be cut in more than two places
by one straight line T
114. Two triangles are equal if the three sides of
one are equal to three sides of the other T
115. Two right triangles are congruent if any two
sides of one are equal to two sides of the
other _ _ - T
116. A straight line parallel to two straight lines is
in the plane of those two lines T
117. If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal
the two interior angles on the same side of
the transversal are complimentary T
118. When two lines are cut by a transversal, if the
exterior-interior angles are supplementary
the lines are parallel T
119. An exterior angle of a triangle is larger than
either of the opposite interior angles T
120. A diagonal is a straight line joining any two
vertices of any figure T
121. Two angles whose sides are parallel each to
pg« each are equal T
^Jl/If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral are
equal, the figure is a rectangle T
123. The diagonals of a quadrilateral bisect each
other _ _ T
124. The line which joins the midpoints of two sides
of a triangle is parallel to the third side, and
is equal to one-half the third side T
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
Item No.
125. No concave polygon is equiangular T F
126. Each interior angle of a regular polygon of
n sides is equal to 2 (n-2) right angles/n T F
127. The sum of the exterior angles of a polygon,
made by producing each of its sides in suc-
cession is equal to four straight angles T F
128. The proof of a locus problem is complete when
it has been shown that any point in the sup-
posed locus satisfies the conditions laid down
in the problem T F
129. In an isosceles triangle the medians drawn to
the equal sides are equal T F
130. The bisectors of the equal angles of an isos-
celes triangle form, together with the base,
an isosceles triangle T F
131. The bisectors of two consecutive angles of a
parallelogram are perpendicular to each other T F
132. If two straight lines intersect at right angles,
any point in either is equidistant from the
extremities of the other T F
1 33. If either diagonal of a parallelogram bisects
one of the angles, the sides of the parallelo-
gram are all equal
_ T F
134. Every parallelogram inscribed in a circle is a
square or a rhombus T F
135. The sum of the distances of any point from
the three vertices of a triangle is greater
than one-half the sum of the sides T F
136. To construct a triangle with sides two inches,
three inches, and six inches is called a de-
terminate problem
_ T F
137. The lines joining the midpoints of the con-
secutive sides of any quadrilateral form a
square T F
138. If the diagonals of a parallelogram are equal
all the angles of the parallelogram are equal T F
139. If the diagonals of a parallelogram are equal
the parallelogram is a square T F
140. A line through the center that bisects any
chord bisects the arc subtended by that chord T F
141. All the lines bisecting a chord coincide T F
142. If two chords intersect and make equal angles
with the diameter through their point of
intersection, these chords are equal T F
143. All equal chords of a circle are tangent to a
concentric circle T F
144. If two circles intersect, the line of centers is
parallel to their common chord T F
145. Any trapezoid may be inscribed in a circle T F
146. A portion of a plane bounded by an arc of a
circle and its chord is called a sector of the
circle T F
147. In plane geometry we have limiting forms as
well as limiting values _ T F
148. In the same circle or in equal circles two cen-
tral angles have the same ratio as their inter-
cepted arcs whether the arcs are commen-
surable or not T F
Possible Score, Part 2:
Maximum, 25
Minimum, 0
Character of Responses
No. Rights Wrongs Omitted
Method of Scoring:
"Rights—Wrongs"
Actual Score, Part 2
Page 6
PART 3
Directions: Carefully examine the different figures shown, choose that one which nearest fullfils the conditions
stated, and write the number belonging to it as your answer on the dotted line at the right margin of the page. You
have 10 minutes for this part.
Item No.
149. One of the five lines shown just below is, with small error, exactly one inch long.
Answers
/ 5
150. Which of the five angles shown, is more nearly a right
angle than the others?
151. Which of the five circles shown is more nearly an eighth
of an inch in diameter than the others?
O
/
2 3
o O o O
Z 4 5
152. Which of the five lines has a width nearest 1/40 inch?
153. Which of the several angles is almost exactly 30° ? *
/
Z
3
5
154. Three of the five figures shown below have exactly the same area. The areas of the other two
differ both from each other and from that of all the other figures. Select the three equivalent areas.
I I I I I u
155. Which three of the ten triangles in the row below are of the same shape and size?
156. Which two of the ten
lines shown are most
nearly parallel?
-/
-2
-3
-<3
-7
-8
-9
-/0
157. In which one of the five figures below does the straight line most closely meet the circle at the
point of tangency?
Possible Score, Part 3
:
Maximum, 9
Minimum, 0
Character of Responses
No. Rights Wrongs Omitted
Method of Scoring:
"Rights"
Actual Score, Part 3
PART 4
Page 7
Directions: Answer the questions as follows: On the dotted line following the questions write the number of the
bracketed passage which contains the correct answer.
Read the passage as often as necessary.
The first question is already answered correctly. A "10" is placed after Question 1 because bracket 10 in the pass-
age contains the correct answer. Similarly, the answer to Question 2 is found in some one or two of the remaining
brackets. You have 15 minutes for this part.
3 The engineer adapts the materials and controls the forces of nature for\ 1e convenience and comfort of mankind. He does this by designing and
> \ j 2—
building structures of many kinds : machines, buildings, bridges, factories.
>
tools, tunnels, canals, roads, railways, ships, instruments, apparatus, and public
works in general.
Progress in engineering work of any kind depends upon an intimate
knowledge of mechanical drafting as the language of the engineering world.
3—— -> V 4
There are two things which a designer, inventor, or builder must be able to
do : first, he must be able to visualize, or to see clearly in his mind's eye what
V 5 1
an object looks like without actually having the object ; second, he must be
v
able to describe it so that it could be built. A picture can be made which
6 > » 7 >
would show, just as a photograph would do, the general appearance of the
object, but it would not show the exact forms and relations of the parts of the
V 8
object. It would show it as it appears, and not as it really is. If we look down
at the object from directly above we obtain a view showing the exact shape
* 9
of the base and the outline of the other parts as seen from above. This is
>
called a top view, or plan. This view does not tell us the height of the object,
so it is necessary to take another view (an elevation) from a position directly
v 10 '
in front or else (a profile) from the left or right side.
In this way either a front view or side view to show the height is added.
v n >
Often both front view and side view, in addition to top view, are needed to
describe the object. The three views taken together completely define the
shapes of all the parts of the object and their exact relations to each other.
— 12 '
The principle of representing an object by different views, as just described,
1 — 13 ;
is called Orthographic Projection, and is the basis of all kinds of industrial
v 14 »
drawing.
Engineering Drawing has for its purpose the exact description of both the
y
.
shape and the size of structures. Engineering drawing thus makes use of
15 '
the methods of Geometry and, in addition, is concerned with placing dimen-
Fons, explanatory notes, and symbols, on drawings. The question of time or
—17 _ > \ 18
efficiency, enters into all engineering work and should be considered in study-
ing engineering drawing. Accuracy and neatness not only save time but are
* 19 /
absolute essentials if worth while progress is to be made.
(Example) The front
view of an object is
called
Answers:
Item No.
158. A plan is
159. What two things must
a designer be able to
do?
160. Orthographic projec-
tion is defined as
161. Four things are prime
requisites in engineer-
ing and drafting,
namely:
162. Why is a photograph
not suited to convey
instructions to work-
men?
163. Plan, elevation, and
profile taken together
convey an exact im-
pression of
164. What is mechanical
drafting?
165. In engineering draw-
ing use is made of four
things namely
166. In general what does
the engineer do?
167. A primary purpose of
the profile view is
168. With what may an en-
gineer supplement his
mechanical drawing?
169. Upon what does prog-
ress in engineering
work depend?
170. The purpose of engi-
neering drawing is
171. The basis of all kinds
of industrial drawing is
172. How does the Engi-
neer accomplish his
work?
10
Possible Score, Part 4:
Maximum, 15
Minimum, 0
No. Rights
Character of Responses
;
Wrongs Omitted
Method of Scoring:
"Rights"
Actual Score, Part 4:
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PART 5
A. Directions : In Plate 1 are half-tone cuts of the tools and equipment most often used by the draftsman. Beside
each article is placed a number. In a column at the right of the page are the names of these articles. Examine the
pictures, after which place the proper number of each article in front of its name in the column at the right. You have
10 minutes for this part.
Example: 6 Architect's Scale
PLATE 1
m
J
1
1AH 1.1
Item No.
Ames Lettering Instru-
ment 17J[
Drawing Board 174
Metal erasing shield 175
Triangle 45° 176
Tack lifter 177
Yale padlock 178
Civil Engineer's Scale 179
Triangle 30x60° 180
Higgin's India Ink 181
11" French Curve 182
T square 183
5" French Curve 184
Protractor 185
Drawing pencils 186
Slope triangle 187
B. Directions: In Plate 2 are half-tone cuts of the assortment of case drawing instruments most often used by
the draftsman. Beside each instrument is placed a number. In the column at the right of the page are the names of
all these instruments. Examine the pictures after which place the proper number of each instrument in front of its
name in the column at the right.
PLATE 2
\y2 " Ruling Pen 188
Adjusting key 189
Drop spring bow pen 190
Dividers 191
Detachable pencil leg 192W Ruling Pen 193
Compasses 194
Detachable pen leg 195
Bow pencil 196
Lengthening bar 197
Contour pen 198
Extra steel point
Bow pen
Bow dividers 201
199.
2(1
Tube of extra points and
leads 202
Possible Score, Part 5:
Maximum, 15
Minimum, 0
Character of Responses
:
No. Rights Wrongs Omitted
Method of Scoring:
"Rights"
Actual Score, Part 5
PART 6
Page 9
A.—Directions: Read the following paragraph, then carefully examine the statements beneath it. Every state-
ment is to be compared with the material in the paragraph. If the statement is true, encircle the "T" after it. If the
statement is false, encircle the "F" after it.
DO NOT GUESS. You have 15 minutes for this part.
The complete description of a machine or structure requires the use of the graphical language to describe shapes, and the
written language to tell sizes, methods of making, kind of materials, and other notes. The "written language" as used on drawings
is always in the form of lettering and not in script writing. Simple freehand lettering perfectly legible and quickly made is an im-
portant part of modern engineering drawings. The standard form of letter used on working drawings is the style known as "single-
stroke Gothic." The term "single stroke" means that the width of the stem of the letter is the width of the stroke of the pen. There
are two varieties, vertical and inclined. Vertical strokes are all made downward, and horizontal strokes are from left to right. Guide
es, ruled lightly with a sharp pencil, should always be drawn for the tops and bottoms of each line of letters. Lettering is not
chanical drawing. A certain degree of expertness in lettering is assumed to be one of the qualifications of present-day engineers.
^^n(
Tteitern No.
203. Numerous signs and symbols are used
on engineering drawings in place of ex-
planatory notes to denote finish, kind of
material, and various other information T
204. Mechanical drawing, of itself, is purely a
language of form and relations of parts
—not of size T
205. Miscellaneous notes on drawings are al-
ways printed in script T
206. In engineering lettering, each character
requires but a single stroke of the pen to
make it complete T
207. Guide lines are required for beginners in
lettering— the practical draftsman can
dispense with them T
F
F
Item No.
208. Denotation of size is a major function of
lettering on engineering drawings T
209. Lettering is acceptable if it can be de-
ciphered at all, even though it is not of
the best quality T
210. Line drawing for form, plus lettering for
size, etc., constitute mechanical drawing T
211. There are more opportunities for an en-
gineer who can letter well than for one
who cannot T
212. Modern engineering lettering is always
executed in rapid freehand style T
B.—Directions. Carefully read the statements just beneath, then examine each group of letters enclosed by a bracket
in the sample of engineering lettering at bottom of page. By means of the capital letters taken from the brackets in the
paragraph of rules indicate what principle is violated in each bracketed group of the engineering lettering, placing the
correct letter on the appropriate dotted line along the right margin of the page.
Good lettering requires consideration of the following things:
The rule of stabilitv requires that the irregular white surfaces enclosed by black lines appear to
i A
be balanced in each letter. Bars in such letters as A and B must be drawn nearer to the top than
to the bottom, and letters and figures such as S, Z, and 3 must be drawn smaller at the top to over-
come optical illusion. The principle of balance requires that the area of white spaces between adjacent
i b t
letters and successive words shall be approximately equal to each other and appear the same. By
good composition is meant the selection of appropriate styles and sizes of letters and that careful
i c 1 i
—
d—> • e >
spacing of letters in words and spacing of words in sentences which compels the approval of the readers
I F > i G '
because of the ease with which it is read and the general pleasing effect it has. Improperly formed letters
v —
-H —> v 1 . 1
and letters having varying widths of stroke contribute to the bad appearance of lettering. Non-
-J-
Bracket Item
No. No.
uniformitv in slope in letter strokes gives bad appearance to composition. Capitals and small letters
K—. > v. L—
should never be mixed in the bodv of a word. Blots, and letters over or under size should be avoided.
. J \-_M--> v —— N >
Letters and words should be made to follow horizontal guide lines.
* o '
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
So far as \t%^cx/0pe&rance is concerned, fh?te ,i$ no parf^ofc? drp
i/lqj <sv 'wy&grkrnf; a sthe/
'
etferinq., /I good drawing may be ruined
'
j
nci on/y in appearance
J t
ffUT IN USFrULN£'SS
i Jbl/ /erTcr'ff&do&e
,
lowOramtly or cas?eLes5LY jj i/Ubfe ifrm ate vera'apiio causem/dakss /nitreivarir.
\ n ' •> — /2? £ •> ^ — /ft
Possible Score, Part 6 :
A: Maximum, 10; Minimum, 0
B : Maximum, 13 ; Minimum, 0
Character of Responses
:
A: Rights
;
Wrongs ; Omit.
B : Rights.
;
Wrongs ; Omit..
Method of Scoring:
A : "Rights—Wrongs"
B: "Rights"
Actual Score, Part 6 :
ALL:
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PART 7
Directions : Complete the following geometric constructions making use of nothing but the pencil compass, a draw-
ing pencil, and a straight edge. Under no circumstances must you use scale, triangles, or other instruments. Leave
on the page all construction lines that you draw. You have 15 minutes for this part.
/ S/sect //h«
+ 3
226
6. f/ir/a" cerrter ofarc. L -ft /s radius. //. Co/rrp/ete otter i/a/fof f/gure.
(
228
^ 8/sect £ 0. Z 6c>/73true? hexagon w/th //he
/P- <5 era <V7& s/cte
.
t£?. Draw a circ/e through A,B,&C.
0+ + A
230
f? »-
231
3 Praw re/T/a/nafer of ^a^a/ie/ogram
of wh/ch tiro ^/des are shovr/?.
& Erect a J. to rt-A/ at C /£. /nscr/£>e a circ/e withi/r /-he
triangle.
232
ff
233 234
o/py artg/e (P. 9. Construct a r/ght arrrg/e at f.
235
A£. Com/okie /] CPf to right of C so
/} that it is s/mitar to ABC
ana" has ~ crrea /13C.
3. Prop a 2 to X-Y fro/77 W. /C fi/zrvr sir fines, a/?</ o/?e of which
wi// exact/*/ dir/a'e the area of the
tr/ang/e ir/to ha/ves.
/&. W/Yh/h th/'& circ/e a/raw another
c/rcfe
per/hrefer.
rV
+
X Y
238 240
r
0-2*
-2
Z
Possible Score, Part 7
:
Maximum, 15
Minimum, 0
Char
No. Rights
icter of Respo
Wrongs
nses
:
Omits
Method of Scoring:
"Rights"
Actual Score, Part 7 :
0
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TEACHER'S MANUAL
FOR
A SERIES OF STANDARD TESTS IN FUNDAMENTAL
MECHANICAL DRAWING
By ALEX. J. BADGER,
Instructor, Mechanical and Architectural Drawing, Lincoln
High School, Los Angeles, California.
Subjects
Test 1—Use of Tools—Linework—Dimensioning1—Lettering.
Test 2—Projection, including Sections and Auxiliary Views.
Test 3—Pictorial Drawing (Isometric—Cabinet—Oblique).
In using the accompanying tests, the teacher of mechanical drawing should
have a clear understanding of their scope. First, they are limited to funda-
mentals. No advanced problems are used, since the grading of such problems
would necessarily involve the subjective judgment of the teacher and thereby
destroy the objective value of the tests. Secondly, these are tests of what the
pupil knows about the phases of drawing covered rather than a test of his draw-
ing ability measured in terms of neatness, accuracy, lettering, etc. After all, the
daily routine drawing wrork provides a constant test of that sort, and these are
intended as general check-ups on the pupil's accumulated knowledge of the
subject.
The subject matter has been divided into three sections rather than included
in one general test, since the order of presenting the various subjects covered
varies in the different schools.
General Instructions for Giving
The instructions for giving are given on the front- page of each test.
Distribute the tests to the students, and have them fill in the blanks for
name, date, etc., at the top of the front page. Then read aloud the general direc-
tions on the front page of the test booklet.
There is no time limit on any of the tests, but the booklets should be col-
lected as soon as all but the slowest two or three students have finished.
General Instructions for Scoring
The answers for each test are given on the following pages. It is suggested
that the teacher take an unused test paper, mark the correct answers with a col-
ored pencil, and use this as a guide in scoring.
More accurate and rapid results are obtained if the teacher completes one
page of all the papers before proceeding to the next page; that is, first score
page 1 of all papers, then page 2 of all papers, etc.
m Any clear indication of the answer is acceptable, even though it may not be
Pfrictly in accordance with the directions. For example, if a student draws a
ring around the correct answer instead of underlining it, give him full credit
for the exercise. In case of doubt, no credit is to be given.
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Please note the credit or value to be given each exercise, as indicated in the
scoring key. For example, in Exercise No. 4 of Test 1, each correct answer counts
1/4. In Exercises 21 to 25 of Test 2, the score of 5 is given for the proper in-
dication, but 1 is taken away from this score for each incorrect indication. In
no case is a negative score to be given for any part. If the number of poinJfl
to be subtracted because of incorrect answers exceeds the credit to be given f^
correct answers, the score is zero for that particular exercise or group of exer-
cises, as the case may be. This part of the scoring must be carefully followed.
For the sake of accuracy and speed in computing the pupil's score,- it is advis-
able to write the score for each part in the margin as that part is scored.
After all pages have been scored, add the numbers thus written in the mar-
gin and enter the sum in the blank for ' ' Pupil 's Score ' ' at the end of the test.
Please note that for Test 1, the pupil's score is multiplied by li/3 in order to
obtain his final score ; that for Test 2, his score is multiplied tj 2i/2 ; and that
for Test 3, his score is multiplied by 3%. After the final score has been deter-
mined, transfer the score to the space provided therefor in the upper right-
hand corner of the front page of the test booklet.
After all the test papers have been scored, record the scores on the class
record sheet and determine the class median as directed thereon.
Instructions for Scoring Test 1
Exercise
Numbers
1 to 25 Multiple-choice Test : Score 1 for each exercise with correct under-
lining. If a pupil marks a correct answer and also one or more in-
correct answers, count the score zero. For example, if in Exercise 1
he should correctly underline "left" but should also underline
"right," his score for Exercise 1 would be zero. In Exercises 4, 5,
10, 16, and 17, where there is more than one part to be underlined,
each part has a fractional value as indicated in the score column at
the left of the scoring key. For instance, in No. 4, if three parts
are correctly answered and one incorrectly answered, the score for
No. 4 is 34.
26 to 33 Size of Angle Test : Score 1 for each angle filled in with the correct
number of degrees. Highest possible score is 8.
34 to 38 Weight of Line Test: Score 1 for each proper underlining, but take
off y2 point from this score for each incorrect indication. Do not
give a negative score.
39 Best Arrowhead Test: Score 1 for correct indication. If two or
more arrows are marked, the score is zero.
40 to 75 Best Letter and Figure Form Test: Score 1 for each correct indi-
cation. If two or more specimens of the same letter or figure are
checked, no credit is to be given for that particular letter or figure,
even though one indication may be correct.
Obtain final score for Test 1 by multiplying pupil's actual test score
by iy3 .
2
Answer key for Test 1
Use of Tools—Linework—Dimensioning—Lettering-
Score Exercise Score Exercise (sOrrect Answer
Number Value Number
w 1. left (1) 13. a little past
(1) 2. upper U ) 14. should read
(1) 3. left (1) 15. lower and right
U4) 4. 4H—hard O/2) 16. horizontal
IY4) 2B—soft (V2) even with
(V4 ) HB—medium (%) 17. radius
(V4 ) 4H (y2 ) diameter
(%) 5. should not (i) 18. should not
(V2) should ( 1
)
19. should not
( 1
)
6. away from you (i) 20. center
(i) 7. should (i) 21. need not be
(i) 8. light (i) 22. which tells the
(i) 9. never be inked most about the
(
l/2 ) 10. '—feet shape of t"he object
(y2 ) "—inches (i) 23. between views
(i) 11. light (i) 24. should never cross
(i) 12. should not (i) 25. about 14 inch of
ink
(8) 26-33. Score 1 for each angle filled in with correct number of de-
grees. Highest possible score is 8.
( 5 ) 34-38. Score 1 for each proper underlining, but take off y2 point
from this score for each incorrect indication. Do not give
a negative score.
Border line Main line Dimension line Extension line Center line
Border line Main line Dimension line Extension line Center line
^ Main line Dimension line Extension line Center line
3
Score Exercise Correct Amwer
Value Number
( 1 ) 39. Score 1 for correct indication. If two or more arrows are
marked, the score is zero.
^ <
(36) 40-75. Score 1 for each correct indication. If two or more speci-
mens of the same letter or figure are checked, no credit is
to be given for that particular letter or figure, even though
one indication may be correct.
/4AA B3B CGC
y
EBE
y y
G§HH fcK/f
yOO PPP
S3S
. y
TTT cfuu WWW /ax
/
yyy
22Z' 533 <44 666
y
7 7 889 9/
y
ao btfb
s
fff hhff
i/
kkko mm iff
Instructions for Scoring Test 2
Exercise
Numbers
1 to 10 Multiple-choice Test: Score 1 for each exercise with correct under-
lining. If a pupil marks a correct answer and also one or more in-
correct answers, count the score zero. For example, if in Exercise 1
he should correctly underline "in two or more views placed in a
certain relation to each other" but should also underline "by show-
ing a picture of it," his score for Exercise 1 would be zero.
11 to 20 Proper Relationship of Views Test: Score 2 for each correct indica-
tion, but take off 1 from this score for each incorrect indication.
Do not give a negative score.
21 to 25 Correct Projection Test : Score 5 for the proper indication, but take
off 1 from this score for each incorrect indication. Do not give a
negative score.
26 to 29 Correct Projection Test: Score 4 for the proper indication, but take
off 1 from this score for each incorrect indication. Do not give a
negative score.
30 to 35 Missing Line Test: Score 1 for each line correctly placed and cor-
rectly drawn as full line or dotted line as indicated in the answer
key. If more than six lines are drawn, take off 1 for each extra
line. Do not give a negative score.
36 to 38 Correct Section View Test: Score 3 for the proper indication, but
take off 1 from this score for each incorrect indication. Do not give
a negative score.
39 to 40 Recognition of Auxiliary Views Test: Score 1 for each proper in-
dication, but take off 1 from this score for each incorrect indication
Do not give a negative score.
Obtain final score for Test 2 by multiplying pupil's actual test score
by 2y2 .
4
Answer key for Test 2
Projection, including Sections and Auxiliary Views
#
Score Exercise
alue Xumber
1) 1.
(1)
(1)
i /"i )• t -1 wi alio »• Score Exercise L/Orrcct Answer
Value Number
in two or more (1 ) 4. make the con-
views placed in struction of the
a certain rela- object more eas-
tion to each other ily understood
it is the only ( 1 ) 5. which has been cut
method in which (1) 6. 45°
the exact forms (1) 7. fine
and relations of ( 1 ) 8. an extra view
the parts of the which helps you to
object can be understand the
shown shape of the object
a view showing (1) 9. in its true shape
it as though it (1) 10. perpendicular to it
had been cut in
two or more
parts and the
interior exposed
(10) 11-20. Score 2 for each proper indication, but take off 1 from this
score for each incorrect indication. Do not give a nega-
tive score.
n
„ D
( 5 ) 21-25. Score 5 for the proper indication, but take off 1 from this
score for each incorrect indication. Do not give a nega-
tive score.
Score
Value
(4)
Exercise
Number
26-29.
Correct Answer
Score 4 for the proper indication, but take off 1 from this
score for each incorrect indication. Do not give a nega-
tive score.
2*
0
( 6 ) 30-35. Score 1 for each line correctly placed and correctly drawn
as full line or dotted line as indicated in the answer key.
If more than six lines are drawn, take off 1 for each extra
line. Do not give a negative score. ( The hands in the an-
swer key are not, of course, a part of the required answer,
but are merely inserted in the scoring key to point to the
lines which the pupils should insert.
)
1
2=1 1
FRONT
( 3 ) 36-38. Score 3 for the proper indication, but take off 1 from this
score for each incorrect indication. Do not give a nega-
tive score.
6
Score
Value
(2)
Exercise
Number
39-40.
Correct Answer
Score 1 for each proper indication, but take off 1 from this
score for each incorrect indication. Do not give a nega-
tive score.
-o-
0
Exercise
Xumbers
1 to 16
17
18 to 27
28 to 30
Instructions for Scoring Test 3
Multiple-choice Test: Score 1 for each exercise with correct under-
lining. If a pupil marks a correct answer and also one or more in-
correct answers, count the score zero. For example, if in Exercise 1
he should correctly underline "somewhat as it appears to the eye"
but should also underline "in two or more views," his score for
Exercise 1 would be zero. In Exercises 6, 7, 10, and 13, wbere there
is more than one part to be underlined, each part has a fractional
value as indicated in the score column at the left of the scoring key.
For instance, in No. 10, if two parts are correctly answered and one
incorrectly answered, the score for No. 10 is %.
Recognition of Isometric Axes Test: Score 1 for correct answer.
Recognition of Isometric Lines Test : Score 1 for each isometric line
checked, and also score 1 for each non-isometric line not checked.
Highest possible score is 10.
Recognition of Isometric, Oblique, and Cabinet Drawings Test:
Score 1 for each correct indication.
Obtain final score for Test 3 by multiplying pupil's actual test score
by 51/3.
7
Answer key for Test 3
Pictorial Drawing (Isometric—Cabinet—Oblique)
Score Exercise Score Exercise \jui i List xLnswet -
Value Number Value Number
(1) 1. somewhat as it (1) 8. an ellipse L ^
appears to the (1) 9. directly at one
eye face
(1) 2. isometric lines (%) 10. vertical
(1) 3. non-isometric (Vs) horizontal
lines Ws) any convenient
(1) 4. show in their angle
true size (1) it facing the front
(1) 5. taken along iso- (i) 12. are laid out
metric lines (y2 ) 13. a circle
(y2 ) 6. cannot (y2 ) an ellipse
(%) locating their (i) 14. an oblique draw-
ends ing
m 7. cannot (i) 15. furniture andm by locating the woodwork
ends of the lines (i) 16. are cut in half
which form them (i) 17. isometric axes
(10) 18-27. Score 1 for each isometric line checked, and also score 1 for
each non-isometric line not checked. Highest possible
score is 10.
Class Record Sheet
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CLASS RECORD SHEET FOR
A SERIES OF STANDARD TESTS IN FUNDAMENTAL
MECHANICAL DRAWING
by
ALEX. J. BADGER,
Instructor, Mechanical and Architectural Drawing,
Lincoln High School, Los Angeles, California
City State
School :._ Teacher
Grade in Drawing.... Class Date
Final
Score
1 est i Tocf 91 CM £i i est o
No. Pupils ^\ o. i upus i\ o. r upi is
i noiUU
yo-yy
on o iyu-y-t
O - OA
oO-ov
oU-84
75-79
70-74
65-69
60-64
55-59
50-54
45-49
40-44
35-39
30-34
25-29
20-24
15-19
10-14
5-9
0-4
Total
fcMedian
Instructions for Class
Record Sheet
Use a separate class record
sheet for each class.
Arrange the papers for each
class and each test according to
the scores on the test, putting on
top of each pile the paper having
the highest score. Count the
number of pupils having a score
of 100, and enter the number of
them in the proper "No. Pupils"
column opposite "100". Proceed
similarly to count the number of
pupils having scores of 95, 96, 97,
98, and 99, and enter the number
of them opposite "95-99". Con-
tinue in the same manner until
all of the pupils' scores on each
test are recorded.
Add the numbers just en-
tered, and enter the sum for each
column after the word "Total".
The median is the score of the
middle paper—if the number of
papers is odd. If the number of
papers is even, the median is the
average of the scores of the
middle two papers. For example,
if 35 pupils took Test 1, the
median score is that of the 18th
paper. If 36 pupils took Test 2,
the median for Test 2 is the aver-
age of the scores of the 18th and
th papers. The median may also be found by the statistical method (see any
good book on statistics).
Standards
The standards for Tests 1, 2, and 3 are in preparation.
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A STANDARD TEST IN FUNDAMENTAL MECHANICAL DRAWING
by
Alex. J. Badger
TEST 1 : Use of Tools - Linework - Dimensioning - Lettering
Name Date
School Teacher
Grade in Drawing Grade in School
Tool Required: A medium soft pencil, well sharpened.
Directions: This test is intended as a check-up to see how much you know about the use of drawing
tools, linework, dimensioning, and lettering. Work as rapidly as possible but do not hurry. Follow the
printed instructions for each problem or group of problems carefully. Start now and perform each prob-
lem in its proper order and sequence; that is, first do exercise No. i, then No. 2, etc.
In each of the following sentences, underline the word or words in parentheses which make
the sentence correct.
Example: The T-square (should) (may) (should not) be used as a hammer to drive
thumbtacks into the drawing board.
1. The T-square should be used with the head against (left) (right) (any) edge of the drawing board.
2. In ruling lines with the T-square, always use the (upper) (lower) (either) edge of the blade.
3. In using triangles with the T-square for ruling vertical lines, always have the vertical edge of the tri-
angle towards the (right) (left) (either right or left).
4. A 4H pencil is (soft) (medium) (hard). A 2B pencil is (soft) (medium) (hard). An HB pencil is
(soft) (medium) (hard). For sharp, accurate linework, a (4H) (2B) (HB) pencil is the best.
5. In starting a dotted line from a solid line, if the dotted line is a continuation of the solid line, the first
short dash (should) (may) (should not) touch the solid line. If the dotted line is not a continuation of
the solid line, the first short dash (should) (may) (should not) touch the solid line.
6. In inking lines with the ruling pen, always hold the pen with the set-screw (towards you) (away from
you) (at right angles to you).
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/. Guide lines (should) (need not) (should not) be drawn for every line of lettering.
8. Lettering guide lines should be (light) (either light or heavy) (heavy).
9. When lettering is inked, the guide lines should (be inked also) (be inked occasionally) (never be inked).
10. The symbol (') indicates (inches) (feet) (yards). The symbol (") indicates (inches) (feet) (yards).
11. Dimension and extension lines should be (light) (either light or heavy) (heavy).
12. Extension lines (should) (may) (should not) touch the drawing outline.
13. Extension lines should extend (about ^4 inch past) (a little past) (to) the arrows on the ends of the
dimension lines.
14. Dimensions (should read) (should sometimes read) (do not have to read) in line with the dimension
lines in which they are written.
15. Dimensions should read from the (lower and left) (lower and right) (top and left) side of sheet.
16. In writing a fraction, the fraction bar should be (vertical) (slanting) (horizontal) and should be
(above) (even with) (below) the dimension line.
17. In dimensioning, always give the (diameter) (radius) (either diameter or radius) of an arc; always
give the (diameter) (radius) (either diameter or radius) of a circle.
18. A center line (should not) (may) (should always) be used as a dimension line.
19. A line of the object (should not) (may) (should always) be used as a dimension line.
20. Always dimension to the (center) (edge) (either center or edge) of a round piece or hole.
21. Dimensions (should be) (need not be) (should never be) repeated on every view of a working drawing.
22. On a working drawing with two or more views, in placing dimensions pick out the view (which tells the
most about the shape of the object) (which has the most lines in it) (which looks the best) and place
all possible dimensions on that view, the remaining dimensions being placed on the other views.
23. On a working drawing with two or more views, place dimensions (at the right side of the views) (at the
left side of the views) (between views) whenever possible.
24. Dimension lines (may cross) (should never cross) (should always cross) extension lines.
25. In filling the ruling pen with ink, put in (all the ink it will hold) (about y2 inch of ink) (about }4 inch
of ink.)
26-33- In the three accompanying drawings of triangles, fill in the correct number of degrees in each of the
angles indicated.
34-38. Under each of the three lines, underscore the words which tell the one or more uses for which you
think that particular weight of line is best suited.
Border line Main line Dimension line Extension line Center line
Border line Main line Dimension line Extension line Center line
Border line Main line Dimension line Extension line Center line
39. Place a check mark on the arrowhead which you think is the best type to use on dimension lines.
40-75. Place a check mark over the letter or figure which you think is the best of the several examples given
of each. Place your check marks like the one that is shown in the example.
Example : rpr
4AA B3B CGC DDD EEE G§HP KM
LLIs SIMM OO PPP
TTT uuu WP WWW XXX
oc2 2. 333 666 7 7 88 Q Q Q
a a bbb fff hhh kkk> mm iff
Pupil's Score x iy3 =
c
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A STANDARD TEST IN FUNDAMENTAL MECHANICAL DRAWING
by
Alex. J. Badger
TEST 2: Projection, including Sections and Auxiliary Views
Name
School
Grade in Drawing
Date
Teacher
Grade in School
Tools Required: A medium soft pencil, well sharpened, and a triangle.
Directions: This test is intended as a check-up to see how much you know about projection drawing,
sections, and auxiliary views. Work as rapidly as possible but do not hurry. Follow the printed instructions
for each problem or group of problems carefully. Start now and perform each problem in its proper order
and sequence; that is, first do exercise No. i, then No. 2, etc.
In each of the following sentences, underline the word or words in parentheses which
make the sentence correct.
Example: Section lines should be (evenly) (unevenly) (either evenly or unevenly)
spaced.
1. Projection drawing is the method of representing the exact form of an object (by showing a picture of
it) (by a detailed description of it) (in two or more views placed in a certain relation to each other).
2. The projection method is the best method of making a working drawing because (it is the easiest
method) (it looks the best) (it is the only method in which the exact forms and relations of the parts
of the object can be shown) (it is the quickest method to use).
3. A section drawing of an object is (a drawing showing it in three views) (a view showing it as though
it had been cut in two or more parts and the interior exposed) (a picture of it).
4. A section view is frequently necessary in order to (simplify the drawing work) (make the construc-
tion of the object more easily understood) (make the drawing look better).
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5. In a section drawing, section lines are placed on any part of the object (which has been cut) (which
has not been cut) (which makes the drawing stand out).
6. Section lines are generally drawn at an angle of (55°) (45°) (30°) (6o°).
7. Section lines should generally be (fine) (heavy) (fine or heavy) lines.
8. An auxiliary view of an object is (an extra view which helps you to understand the shape of the ob-
ject) (which adds to the appearance of your drawing although it is unnecessary) (a picture of the ob-
ject in addition to the two or three view working drawing).
9. An auxiliary view is sometimes used in order to show a slanting surface of an object (in its true
shape) (foreshortened) (so that it will fit better on the paper).
10. An auxiliary view is drawn by considering that you are looking at the slanting surface of the object in
a direction (perpendicular to it) (at a 45° angle to it) (at any angle to it).
1 1-20. In the following group of three-view drawings, place a large check mark on each group in which
you think the different views are placed in the proper relationship to each other.
Z3
1 1
1
1 1
21-25. In the following group of two-view drawings, place a large check mark on the one or more right side
views which are drawn correctlv.
n
26-29. In the following group of three-view drawings, place a large check mark on the one or more groups
which are drawn correctly. (The front view is drawn correctly in each case).
2>
FR ON T
2>
FRONT FFfONT
30-35. In the following group of three-view working drawings, there are a total of 6 lines (full or dotted)
missing amongst the different views. Find and draw in these missing lines, using your triangle and
pencil. (The front views are all correct as shown).
h
FRONT
FXOA/T
FPOA/T
FFfOA/T
FftOA/T
FRONT
36-38. In the following group of drawings, place a large check mark on the one or more which are correctly
drawn section drawings of the piece at the left. Consider that the piece has been cut as indicated
by the dotted line and that you are looking at it from the left.
(Go to next page.
)
39"4°- In the following group of drawings, place a large check mark on each view which you think is an
auxiliary view.
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A STANDARD TEST IN FUNDAMENTAL MECHANICAL DRAWING
by
Alex. J. Badger
TEST 3: Pictorial Drawing (Isometric-Cabinet-Oblique)
Name Date
School Teacher
Grade in Drawing Grade in School
Tool Required: A medium soft pencil, well sharpened.
Direction: This test is intended as a check-up to see how much you know about isometric, cabinet, and
oblique drawings. Work as rapidly as possible but do not hurry. Follow the printed instructions for each
problem or group of problems carefully. Start now and perform each problem in its proper order and
sequence; that is, first do exercise No. i, then No. 2, etc.
In each of the following sentences, underline the word or words in parentheses which
make the sentence correct.
Example : The same general rules for laying out measurements on an isometric drawing
(are sometimes used) (are used) (are not used) in laying out an oblique
drawing.
1. An isometric drawing of an object shows it (in two or more views) (exactly as it appears to the eye)
(somewhat as it appears to the eye).
2. Lines which are parallel to any of the isometric axes are called (straight lines) (isometric lines) (non-
isometric lines).
3. Lines which are not parallel to any of the isometric axes are called (straight lines) (isometric lines)
(non-isometric lines).
4. In an isometric drawing, the principal edges (show in their true size) (show in approximately their
true size) (do not show in their true size).
5. In laying out measurements on an isometric drawing, the measurements must all be (measured hori-
zontally) (taken along isometric lines) (measured vertically).
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6. Non-isometric lines (can) (may) (cannot) be measured. They are located by (measuring them)
(measuring them approximately) (locating their ends).
7. In laying out an isometric drawing, angles (can) (may) (cannot) be measured in degrees but must be
drawn (with a protractor) (by locating the ends of the lines which form them) (by making them ap-
proximately correct).
8. In an isometric drawing, a circle appears as (a circle) (an ellipse) (a straight line). (
9. In an oblique drawing, we consider that we are looking (at one edge) (directly at one face) (at one
corner) of the object.
10. An oblique drawing is based on the three following axes: Underline the three which are correct,
—
(vertical) (horizontal) (45° angle) (30° angle) (60° angle) (75° angle) (any convenient angle).
11. In making an oblique drawing, always place the side of the object with the most irregular outline (fac-
ing the front) (at the top) (at an angle).
12. In an oblique drawing, most of the actual sizes of the object (are laid out) (are sometimes laid out)
(are not laid out).
13. In an oblique drawing, a circle on the side of the object which is facing the front, will show in the
drawing as (a circle) (an ellipse) (a straight line) and if on the top or side will show as (a circle)
(an ellipse) (a straight line).
14. A cabinet drawing is most similar to a (projection drawing) (an isometric drawing) (an oblique
drawing).
15 Cabinet drawing is used chiefly in drawings of (furniture and woodwork) (machine parts) (maps).
16. In a cabinet drawing, measurements made on the surfaces which appear at an angle are (shown in
their true sizes) (are cut in half) (are doubled).
17. As the foundation for an isometric drawing, what name is given to the accompanying sets of lines?
Write the name under them.
1 \/ 4°
1 8-27. In the accompanying drawing, place a check mark on all lines which are called isometric lines.
28-30. Which one of the accompanying drawings is an isometric drawing? Which one is an oblique draw-
ing? Which one is a cabinet drawing? Write the word "isometric," "oblique," and "cabinet" un-
der the proper drawing of each.
Pupil's Score X 2> lA — Final Score
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